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FORAGE FOI'ENI'IAL OF SEASONAL WEI'I.AN03 
Abstract 
r:eniel E:iward Hubbard 
Investigations on aspects of seasonal \!o'etlan:i forage potential 
-were con:iucted in eastern South D3kota. '!he quantity an:i quality of the 
stan::ling crop of vegetation in 6 seasonal \!o'etlan:i ccmm.mities -were 
assessed at the en:l of the grcMin;J season in 1983 an:i in 2 seasonal­
wetlan:i-danina:ted basins an:i their associated uplaoos (native mixed­
grass prairie) over the grc,.,,i.rg season in 1985. Crude protein (CP), 
ash, detergent fiber, an:i in vitro digestible dl:y matter (IVIX.M) values 
were measured on the above-gra.rrx:i material of whitetop [Scx>lochloa 
festucacea (Willd. ) Link], slrugh sed:Je (� athercxies Sprerq.), 
rurreed (Sparqanium eu:rycamnn �elm. ) , an:i smartweed (Polygonum 
anphibium L. var. eirersum MidlX.) at intel:vals durin;J the growin;J 
seasons of 1984 an:i 1985. Concurrent measurements of the total 
nonstructural camd'lydrate ('INC) content of below� material of 
these 4 species -were also made. An additional 27 species were collected 
durin;J the sunmer seasons of 1984 an:i 1985 for CP, ash, an:i IVDCM 
analyses 
Season-lon:J a:mpa.risons of 1wetlaoos an:i uplaoos show that, on an 
area basis, seasona.1-wetlan:i-daninated basins produce higher stan::ling 
crops of forage than uplaoos in a native mixed-grass prairie situation. 
'lbe lar:ge late-season starxtin:J crop estimates (679 to 1146 g·m-2) in 6 
seasonal wetlaoos, as well as values in the literature, suggest that 
IlDSt seasonal wetlaoos probably do yield higher stan::ling crops (on a 
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sin;Jle cuttin:J basis) than native mixed-grass prairie or all tivated 
CXX>l-season grasses. However, the digestibility of the daninant wetlarrl 
forages is lc:,,.,er, on the average, than native uplarxl forage. Several 
subordinate fort:, species ,:,.,,ere fall'rl to have high IVDCM arx:l CP values 
durin;J mid-summer arxl may be potential can:lidates for a wetlarxl forage 
b� pnt3r:am. Seasanal-wetlam-dani.nated basins should be utilized 
early in the growin;J season to q,timize forage quality. 
CP arx:l IVDCM contents of \rohitetop arxl sl<:03h sedge ,:,.,,ere 
canparable to nnst grasses at similar phenological stages. At mid­
sumner, ha,.iever, the nutritional quality of these 2 species is low arxl 
wculd make a hay adequate only as a base ra.ighage. Whitetop nutritional 
quality is very poor durin;J the latter portion of the growin;J season, 
while the quality of sl<:03h sed;Je is maintained at an adequate level for 
a lonqer period. 'INC resei:ves in bel� material of these 2 
species are lowest durin;J the awroximate peric:rls of tillerin;J arrl 
flc:,,.,erin;J (early June). Utilization at seed-fill for whitetq:> arrl just 
post-seed-fill for sl<:03h sedge will avoid the period of low 'INC 
reserves arx:l yet yield an acceptable quality forage. &lrreed, on the 
other hand, is a species that may be cxmside.red for control in seasonal 
wetlarxls. 'llle 'INC content of bel� material of b.lrreed is at 
its lowest near the onset of flowerin;J. 'llle.refore, control nea.sures 
should be �lenmted at that tine. 
If utilized early in the grc:,win;J season, seasonal wetlarx:ls are 
capable of producin;J sane good quality forages. If utilized in the 
latter part of the grow:in; season, forage quality may be low but yields 
are high. With awrq:>riate suwlerrentation, these forages could be used 
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as raJghages in danestic livestock rations. utilization of wetlan:ls for 
forage production is a use m:::>re carpatible with other wetlan:i functions 
than is the artificial clrainm;J of them an:i plantin;J to annual crops . 
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<llapter 1 
mmorucrrON 
1 
'lhe glaciated northern prairie region, CXJJ11Dnly referred to as 
the "Prairie Pothole Region," exterxis fran northern ICMa, through 
portions of Minnesota, South Cekota, North 03kota, Montana, Manitoba, 
Saskatchewan, am Alberta. 'lhe late stages of Wisconsin age glaciation 
are responsible for the depressional tc,pograi::hy of the region (Flint 
1955, I.emk.e et al. 1965}. 'lhe millions of depressions in the region 
typically contain a wetlam, of � sort, at the toeslope. '!he 
wetlanis rarge in size fran a fraction of a hectare to hurxireds of 
hectares. Al thaigh significant areas of wet.lam exist alorq drainage­
ways in the region, IIDSt are depressional, or basin wetlanis (Stewart 
arxi Kantru:i 1973, Ruwaldt et al. 1979). 'Ihese depressional wetlanis are 
CC'llm:)nly referred to as sloughs or potholes. 
'lhe IIDSt well known aspect of the ecology of prairie potholes is 
their ilrportance to the continental waterfa-11 population. '!his region 
ccmprises only 12% of the continental breed.i.rg waterfa-11 habitat, but 
fran 1955 to 1977 it was occupie::l by 41% of the breed.i.rg dabbling duck 
(Anatidae) population (Bellrose 1979) • In addition to their continental 
significance to ducks, potholes are .i.np:>rtant habitat carnpcnents of many 
resident wildlife species (Sd'litcskey am Lirrle.r 1979, Lln::ler am 
Hubbard 1982). It has been estilnated that as a recreational resource 
for resident hlmters, South Dakota wetlarrls were worth $813.00jha to the 
state's econc:my in 1982 (Johnson arxi Lln::ler 1986) • 
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'!he artificial drainage of prairie \rletlan:ls for agricultural 
prcxluction has c:x:n:emed waterfowl biologists for many years. over 95% 
of Iowa's \rletlan:ls have been drained (Bishq:> 1981). 'Ihe IOOSt recent 
loss estiIDate available for North Cekcta is 60% an:i for South Dakota is 
35% (Tiner 1984). 
Loss of waterfc:Ml habitat is not the only public cx>ncem related 
to \rletlan:i drainage. 'Ihe dooblirg of flood frequencies on the Red River 
of the North sirx::e 1950, as ccmpared to the previous 58 years, has been 
tentatively blamed on \rletlan:i drainage (Rannie 1980). Brun et al. 
(1981) documented the permanent increase in the runoff contril:uting area 
to tributaries of the Red River due to depression drainage. 'Ibese 
authors also demonstrated increased streamflows over time that could not 
be attriruted to increased precipitation patterns. Several hydrologic 
rocxiellin;J stuiles have provided further evidence of increased watershed 
discharge due to depression drainage (DeBoer an:i Johnson 1971, campbell 
an:i Johnson 1975, Moore an:i I.arson 1979). However, one rocxiellin;J study 
corrlucted in sa.rt:hem Saskatchewan to address floodin;J per se fourrl that 
wetlan:i drainage contriruted to increased flood peaks (Dybvig an:i Hart 
1977). Not only does wetlan:i drainage circumvent the runoff storage 
potential of the depressions, but it precltXies grourxiwater recharge. 
Generally, recharge of the grourxiwater in the surficial deposits 
of the glaciated prairie region does not occur over the entire soil 
surface, but occurs in the depressions where water is porrled (Freeze arrl 
Banner 1970, Lissey 1971, Malo 1975). However, many wetlan:ls are 
grourxiwater discharge sites an::l sane are flCM-through systems (Sloan 
1972, Winter an::l carr 1980). 'Ille latter type recharges an::l discharges 
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gram:iwater at various points within the basin. Sane wet.lams can 
c::han;Je fran one type to arxrt:her deperx:tin] on fluctuations in the water­
table (Lissey 1971, Sloan 1972, Winter an::l carr 1980). Although it 
remains to be adequately addressed by the scientific carm.mity, the 
drainage of wet.lams call.d be detr.iJDental. to the lon;J-tenn water balance 
an::l agria.ll.tural stability in this sul::numid to semiarid area of the 
Dakotas an::l canadian provinces (MacI.eod 1977) . It has been deloonstrated 
that at larx3scape p:sitions where the water-table is within aba.rt 2.7 m 
of the surface, soil IlDisture can be redlarged to a significant degree 
due to U?Jard Il'OV'ement of water fran the surface of the water-table in 
response to the.nnal gradients durin;J winter (Sdmeider 1961, Benz et al. 
1968, Malo 1975). A hydrolCXJiC 110dellin;J study in Iowa (canpbell arxi 
Johnson 1975) has predicted significantly higher soil I!Disture levels in 
the tq> 1.5 m of soil urxier com throughout the� season within an 
un:lrained depressional watershed versus a carpletely drained watershed. 
'llle potentially high econanic value of wetlan::l functions to 
society may outweigh their value after drainage an::l conversion to rCM 
crop or small grain production (Heillllich arxi I.angner 1986). In order to 
conserve these natural resoorces, inco:rporatin;J their inherent values 
into farmin;:J operations may be a desirable means to preserve prairie 
wetlan::ls. 'llle U. s. DepartJnent of Agria.ll. ture (USDA.) has recent! y taken 
steps toward this em by denyin;J fann program benefits to operators 
�gin;J in new wetlarxi conversions (Heillllich am I.angner 1986) . It may 
even be profitable to conserve wetlarxis. Many wetlan::ls in the pothole 
region are drained regardless of the cost effectiveness - merely for 
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the convenience of maneuverin:J large farm equipnent (Leit.dl am 
Danielson 1979, Heiml.idl am I..an:Jner 1986). 
4 
'll1e vegetative bianass prodLlcej in \vetlams is a cxmca:ti.ty of 
potential agicaunic use. Wetl.an:is t:hLtu:j'lCut the world are regarded as 
highly prcx:luctive systems (Westlake 1963, Keefe 1972). 
wetlams are utilized by larrlowners in Sa.rt:h D:lkota as sources of 
hay or forage for livestock. It has been estinated that abort 24% (ca • 
75, 400 ha) of the \vetlam hectarage in 17 northeastern Sa.rt:h D:ikota 
counties were hayed in 1980 (U. s. Fish am Wildlife Ser./ice 1980) . A 
nonrarrlan survey of \vetlam cx:.nplexes in these same 17 counties in the 
fall of 1980 revealed that 16. 7% of the un:irained Type 3 am 4 
(classified accordirXJ to Shaw am Fredine 1956) 'Netlam basins obseLved 
were hayed am 45. 1% were grazed (Wittmier 1982). A 5% sanple of the 
Yella.mank River watershed am a 1% sanple of the upper Big Sioux 
watershed in Sa.rt:h D:lkota by Wittmier am Made (1982) foon::l that 45% am 
28% of the \vetlam hectares, respectively, were utilized for livestock 
forage (either hayed or grazed) in 1981. A rarx:ian sanple of 168 
sections in the Big Sioux, Vennillion, am Minnesota River watersheds in 
Sooth I:akota revealed that 18% of the total \vetlam area occurrin:J in 
those sections was hayed or grazed in 1982 (Wittmier 1984). Haolever, 
when the total \vetlam area was broken c:lc:Mn by water-regime (classified 
aa:ordin;J to C.owardin et al. 1979), it was foon::l that 48% of the 
hectarage of the seasonal-\vetlarxl�ted basins occurrin:;J on the 168 
sections were utilized for forage. seasonal wetlarx:Js accounted for 23% 
of the wetlam area in that study. '!he majority of the area of 
terrp:,racy-wetlam-dc:minated basins in those watersheds were tilled while 
-.. 
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rost of the semipennanent wet.lam area was unutilized. A 1. 3%  ran:ian 
sanple of sections in the l.JR)er James River watershed in Sa.rt:h D:lkota 
(Wittmier 1985) foun:l that 51% an:i 22% of the hectarage of seasonal­
wet.lam-daninated basins were grazed am hayed, respectively, in 1984. 
Seasonal-wetl.am-daninated basins aCCOlll'lted for 54% of the exi.stin;J 
wet.lam area in the sanple. 'llle majority of tenp:,raey- am 
semipennanent-wetl.arxi-daninated basins were likewise tilled am 
lll'lUtilized, respectively, in this watershed. 
While the abc:,ve data in::licate that wet.lands, especially seasonal 
wetlan:is, are bein;J use:i as sairces of livestock forage there is 
virtually oo infonna.tion available on the quantity or quality of forage 
prod! iced in Sa.rt:h D:lkota wet.lan:is. several stl.rlies have reported 
emergent wetlam starrlin;J crcps in other states am provinces in the 
glaciated prairie am parklam regions (COsby 1964, M:-Naughton 1966, 
Hadley 1970, Smeins am Olsen 1970, Smith 1973, Corns 1974, Gorham arrl 
Bernard 1975, van der Valk am Davis 1978, 1980, FUlton et al. 1979, 
FUlton am Barker 1981, Neckles et al. 1985). Most of these stl.rlies, 
plus several others includin:J unplblished stl.rlies, have been recently 
suntnarized by FUlton et al. (1986). only one study, which lists 
starrlin;J crop data of a cattail (� sp. ) stan:l ( a sernipennanent 
wetlam species) near Watertown, has been corxiucted in Sa.rt:h D:lkota 
(M:-Naughton 1966). For awrc:priate diSOJSSion am carparative p.u:poses, 
wet.lam starrlin;J crop data need to be collected fran Sa.Ith D:lkota. 
Alcn;J with data on the prcxluction of emei:gent wetlani plants, 
data on their nutritive mtlfX)Sition are needed so that the 100re 
nutritiaJS species can be identified. Seasonal variation in curlfX.)Sition 
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also needs to be documented. i::ata a, 32 species of emergent plants that 
cx::cur in South cakota -wetlams have been located an:i &mmarized in 
Limer an:i Hul::bard (1982) an:i FUltai et al. (1986). '1hese data show 
that, at least based on proximate analyses, many emergent -wetlan:i 
species are c::axparable to many uplan:i forages. But, unforb.ma.tely, many 
of these stu:lies have been corrlucted cutside of the prairie pothole 
region an:i none have been corrlucted in South cakota. i::ata on the 
digestibility of varia.15 organic carponents of 10 species an:i 15 
species-mixtures that cx::cur in the regia, are &mmarized in Fulton et 
al. (1986). However, digestibility data on only 4 of these species -were 
collected in the prairie pothole regia, in North cakota an:i 
saskatc:hewan. 
In addition to ascertainirg which marsh plant species have 
potential for good forage production an:i which do not, information on 
the proper management of -wetlan:i species needs to be CC11piled in order 
to assist lamowners in develcpirq proper harvest tedmiques an:i 
schedules. Pl:'cp:!r schedul.in;J of graz.in;J or cutt.in;J can be facilitated 
by the knowledge of the annual carl::xilydrate cycle of the plants (smith 
1972, White 1973). Information on the seasonal dl.arqes of total 
nonstructural carbohydrates ('INC) in the :rtrizanes of sane wetlan:i 
species is available, e.g., carex lacustris (Roseff an:i Bernard 1979; a 
ccmm:m species in other parts of the U.S., but rare in this area), 
Spartina alterniflora (Lytle an:i Hull 1980; a ccttmn coastal saltrnarsh 
species), Fhragmites australis (Fiala 1976; a camron YA'.)rld-wide species 
that occurs in fens in this area), � spp. (Fiala 1971, Lin:ie et al . 
1976, Kausch et al. 1981; a YA'.)rld-wide genus camron in semipermanent 
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wet.lands in this area), am Rlal.aris ITTVJPinacea (Wolf 1967; a cx::mron 
introduced, l:ut also native, grass in seasonal wet.lands of this area). 
Hc7,,,1ever, infonna.tion an the seasonal 'INC content of mizanes of nnst 
prairie wet.lam species is not available. 
Info:rnation on yields, nutritional quality, am pre.per management 
of wetlam plant species nee::3s to be obtained before accurate statements 
regardirr:_:J the direct benefits of wet.lam forage utilization can be made . 
To assemble this information on all of the possible wet.lam plant 
ccmramities cx:x:::urrin;J in Scuth I:akota 'WOO.ld involve a massive 
eJq)eJ'Xiiture of funds am manp::,.ver. In order to ciJtain accurate am 
meanirqful information on wet.lam forage, this stu:ly will of necessity 
focus on only one type of wet.lam. 'llle data oollected by Witbnier am 
Made (1982), Witbnier (1984), am Witbnier (1985) show' that in the 
watersheds they sb.xlied in eastern Scuth takota, 'Wetlands with seasonal 
water-regi:rres daninatin;J the basin 'Were utilized ioore (proportionately) 
t.han either telp:)rary or semipermanent wet.lands for livestock forage . 
Herx::e, for this stu:ly of wet.lam forage, representative plant 
carmmities of palustrine emergent seasonal wet.lands (classified 
accordin;J to Coward.in et al. 1979) will be sb.xlied . 
Palustrine erergent seasonal 'Wetlands as classified by Coward.in 
et al. (1979) (the "Coward.in system") are generally synonym::,us in the 
glaciated prairie region with the shallow marsh zone described by 
stewart am Kantrud (1971) (Cowardin et al. 1979, Coward.in 1982). '!he 
system of classification develcprl by stewart am Kantrud (1971) is 
specific for the depressional -wetlands of the glaciated prairies arrl is 
the one nnst often used in literature since its p.lblication. In that 
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system, basins that contain a shallCM marsh zone in the central (i. e. , 
deepest) portion are termed Class 3, or seasonal, wetlanis. 'Ihe tenn 
"seasonal" in that system refers to the whole wetlarrl contained within 
the depression arrl inclu::ies (typically) a perii;heral zone of wet meado:../. 
A basin occupied in the deepest portion by a wet meadow zone is termed a 
Class 2, or te.nJ)Orai:y, wetlarrl. A Class 4, or semipermanent, wetlarrl 
cxmtai.ns a central zone of deep marsh, typically surrourx:ied by zones of 
shallCM marsh arrl wet meadow. 'llu.ls, the system of Stewart arrl Kantrud 
(1971) is based on a Iilysiognanic concept arrl the tenns tenp:,rai:y, 
seasonal, arrl semipermanent each refer to the entire set of zones that 
cx::x:::ur within a depression. 
'Ihe nation-wide classification system developed by Cowardin et 
al. (1979) is based on an area coucept arrl each of the zones described 
by Stewart arrl Ka.ntnld (1971) are equivalent to in:lividual wetlanis in 
the Cowardin system. All dep:ressional wetlanis, except deep lakes, in 
this region are in the palustrine system arrl are either in the emergent 
class or aquatic bed class of the Cowardin system. 'llle m:st useful 
level of differentiatin:J between kims of wetlanis in this region is at 
the water-regime nxxlifier level of the Cowardin system. 'Ihe m:st 
prevalent water-regimes of the region are tatp:>rai:y (pol'rlirg occurs for 
only brief perioos dur� the grew� season in a nonnal year), seasonal 
(pon:ti.rY:J typically occurs for extenied perioos in a nonnal year, but is 
usually cb:y by the errl of the grcwi.n;J season) , arrl semipermanent 
(pordi.n; occurs thralghout the grcwin;; season in m:st years) . 'lllese 
water-regirres are equivalent to the wet meadCM, shallo:../ marsh, arrl deep 
marsh zones, respectively, of the Stewart arrl Ka.ntnld (1971) system • 
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� the :re.iraimer of this document the CcMardin system will be 
used, arrl usually only the water-regime will be specified. However, it 
will be necessacy at tine; to differentiate between (1) a seasonal 
wetlarrl that oo:urs as a peri� wetlarrl araII'V:i a semipennanent 
wetlarrl, arrl (2) a seasonal wetlarrl that ocx::upies the central portion of 
a depression. In these instances, the tenn "seasonal-wetiarrl-daninated" 
basin or pothole (viz. , Class 3 of stewart arrl Kantru:i 1971) will be 
used for the latter arrl a ''periiileral seasonal wetlarrl" will be used for 
the former. 
'lhe general c:bjective of this study was to evaluate the forage 
potential of representative seasonal wetlan:is in eastern sart:h I:akota. 
To ac:xxrrplish this, m:>re specific c:bjectives were to (1) document 
stan:li.rg crqlS of vegetation in selected seasonal wetlams am estimate 
the nutritional quality of the bianass (Chapter 2), (2) evaluate the 
seasonal variation in nutritional quality of selected ccrmrDn dani.nant 
plant species in seasonal wetlarxis (Chapter 3), (3) evaluate the 
suitability of several chemical attrib.Ites (crude protein, ash, acid 
detergent fiber, neutral detergent fiber, arrl lignin) as imices to 
digestibility of several daninant species (Chapter 3), (4) neasure the 
seasonal variation in total nonstructural carl:dlydrate ('INC) content of 
selected daninant plant species (Chapter 3), (5) collect sane 
nutritional quality infonnation on selected other species of plants 
fami in seasonal-wetl.arrl-daninated basins (Chapter 4), (6) evaluate the 
effects of ItU,t1i.rg on selected seasonal wetlarrl plant starrls (Olapter 5), 
arrl (7) canpare the stan:li.rg erq> arrl nutritional quality of selected 
seasonal wet.lams with their asscciated uplams (Olapter 6) . 
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Chapter 2 
IATE-SEASON STANDlNG CX>PS AND NUIRITIONAL c;;;uALIT'i 
m � SFASC:.NAL WEl'IAND3 m FASTERN scmH OAROrA 
Int:rcduction an:i Objectives 
10 
several stu:lies have reported vegetation starxiin:J crops in 
glaciated prairie wetlanis, rut none have reported seasonal wetlan:i 
starxiin:J crops in South Dakota ( see Chapter 1) • Likewise, al thrugh some 
nutritional data exist for wetlan:i plant species that occur in this 
area, there are no reports of nutritional quality of wetlan:i plant 
species in South Dakota (see Chapter 1). '!he ct>jectives of this study 
were to document the late-season above-grcun:l starxiin:J crq, an:i 
nutritional quality of vegetation in selected stams of seasonal wetlan:i 
plants. 
stu::ly Areas 
Six stams of seasonal wetlan:i vegetation were selected on public 
larx:ls in eastern South Dakota durirg late summer 1983. All were dry at 
time of selection an:i when harvested. Two seasonal-wetlan:i-daninated 
basins (Sites 1 an:i 2) were on the seversen Waterfowl Production Area 
(WPA) (NW 1/ 4 , sec. 5, T 114 N, R 4 7 W) in Deuel Crunty, an:i another 
(Site 3) was on the Brookin;Js WPA (NW 1/ 4, sec. 16, T 111 N, R 52 W) in 
Brookin;Js Crunty. Site 4 was on the lake Cochran Recreation Area (NE 
1/4, sec. 4, T 117 N, R 47 W) in Deuel Crunty an:i while historically it 
may have been a semipennanent-wetlan:i-daninated basin, it is now a 
seasonal-wetlan:i-daninated basin due to the presence of an old drainage 
ditdl. Site 5 was a peri}:ileral seasonal wetlan:i of a semipennanent-
.. 
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wetlan:i-dan.i.na.ted basin on the Cbteau Prairie WPA (NW 1/4, Sec. 33, T 
117 N, R 49 W) in Deuel COUnty. Sit.e 6 was not on a seasonal wetlan:i 
per se, but located in a senipennanent wetlan:i on the Eriksen WPA (NW 
1/4, Sec. 28, T 117 N, R 49 W) in Deuel COUnty. 'Ibis sit.e was 
SURX>rtin;J seasonal wetlan:i plant species as a result of drawown, a 
ccntition that frequently occurs due to drcu;Jht (stewart an:i Kantl:u:i 
1971). 'Ille lake Cochran Recreation Area is owned by the s.o. Department 
of Game, Fish, an:i Parks am the WPA's are owned by the U.S. Fish an:i 
Wildlife Service. 
Sit.e 3 was on a Paznell soil surrc:umed by R:>insett, Buse, an:i 
Pierce soils (Westin et al. 1959) in cary-age errl roraine of the Prairie 
Coteau (Flint 1955) • 'llle Deuel Crunty sites are all on Mankato-age errl 
roraine (Flint 1955). Althalgh a soil survey has not yet been ?,lblished 
for Deuel eounty, the soils at Sites 1 an:i 2 have been classified as 
Paznell within the Barnes-Buse-Parnell association (Hl.lttla.rd et al. 
1988) . 'lhe rema.inirg 3 sit.es in Deuel camty are also in the Barnes­
aise-Pamell association but are probably on Saitham soils (J. B. 
Millar, personal ccmm.mication). 
'lhe uplan:i vegetation at Sit.es 1, 2, 5, an:i 6 were in native 
mixed-grass prairie. 'lhe uplams surrourdin;J site 4 were daninated by 
srooot:h biar.egiass (Branus ineITnis I.eyss.). Sit.e 3 was situated within a 
native wann-season grass plantin;J. 
Methoos 
sanple Selection 
'!he awroxilnate l::nlrnary l::etween the seasonal wetlan:i an:i other 
camunities at each site was marked with steel fence {X)Sts. Species 
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lists for seasonal wetlan:ls an:i other wetlan:i types fourn in stewart an:i 
Kant.n.d (1971) were used to make these bc:,.mjaey detenninations. Areas 
within the posts were rna}TEd with a plane table an:i alidade. 'Ihe entire 
central seasonal wetlan:ls at Sites 1, 2, and 3 were delineated (0. 069 
ha, 0. 089 ha ,  an:i 0. 1686 ha, respectively). A 0. 224 ha portion of the 
seasonal wetlan:i at Site 4 was used. At Site 5, an entire 0. 120 ha unit 
of periJilera.l seasonal wetlan:i was selected. 'Ihe majority (0. 297 ha) of 
the largest lD'lit of seasonal wetlan:i vegetation at Site 6 was used. 
Transects were systematically located evecy 5 m across each wetlan:i 
cq::praximately perperxlicular to the lon;Jest axis of the wetlan:i. Aoove 
groon:i st.amin;J crcps were determined by manually c1iw:inl all 
vegetation at substrate level in 0. 5 x 1. 0 m quadrats located at raroorn 
alorg the transects. Vegetation was harvested in September an:i October 
1983. Seven to 12 quadrats were harvested fran ea.di wetlan:i. HaJ:vested 
material was separated by species an:i all dead vegetation groJped as 
litter. D.le to the difficulty of classify:inJ vegetative an:i senescent 
shoots of carex an:i Eleocharis, these plants were not identified to 
species. Botanical narenclature foll"""5 Great Plains Flora Association 
(1986) . Material was placed in paper bags an:i air dried on wire racks 
in open-air sheds .  Air-dry weights (to the nearest o . 1  g) were obtained 
prior to oven dl:y:inJ. Material was oven-dried to constant weight at 
600c. nus tenl)e.ra:ture was used to avoid production of i.rrligestible 
artifacts (Marten and Barnes 1980, Van Soest and Rd:)ertson 1980) . Dried 
naterial was groun::l in a Wiley mill to pass a 1 mm screen . 
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Qlemical and IV1XM Analyses 
D.Jplicate salll)les of granxl material we.re analyzed for IOC>isture, 
ctUie protein (CP) , ash, acid detergent fiber (ADF) , neutral detergent 
fiber (NDF) , am acid detergent lignin (AOL) at station Biochemistry, 
s.o .  state University. Detergent fibers am lignin we.re detennined 
usin;J the sequential proa?d,1:re described by Van Soest am Rebert.son 
cutm::mly used factor of 6. 25 was used to convert Kjeldahl-N to CP values 
(Boyd 1978) . 
In yit;rn dry matter digestibility (IVDl:M) was estimated on 
duplicate salll)les of eadl vegetative c::arpanent usin;J a notified Tilley 
am Terry (1963) technique described by Marten am Barnes (1980) . 
Deviations fran the procedure were: ( 1) use of 100 ml fennentation 
vessels instead of the recc:mmen::led 50 ml size am ( 2) sairples were not 
gassed with � - Sal1l)les we.re not gassed as sane we.re not thorooghly 
wetted by the ruffer resultin;J in floatin;J material, which was easily 
bla.m onto vessel walls or out of the vessel altcqether by the gas. 
Fresh nnnen fluid was obtained immediately prior to each run of sairples 
fran a fistulated steer housed at the Beef cattle am Sheep Nutrition 
Unit at s. o. state University. Five runs of the procedure were 
required to process all of the saiti)les. Included in each run were 
triplicate saill)les of 2 alfalfa (Medicago sp. ) stan:1ards obtained from 
G. C. Marten, U.S. Department of Agriculture, Agricultural Research 
Service, Department of Agroncmy am Plant Genetics, University of 
Minnesota, st. Paul. '!he high ard low stan:1ards had IVDCM values of 
73. 9 am 60. 0% , respectively . 
.. 
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Means of duplicate sanples for all chemical analyses an:l IVl)[M 
analyses were use:1 to represent a sanple's value. Exceptin;J bianass, 
all values are reported as percent of dry matter at 1000c. 
Site means of nutritiaial quality data for each species were 
calall.ate::l based on all quadrats cart:a..ininJ analyzable sairples fran the 
stan:i. However, sane sanples frail in:lividual quadrats were too small to 
be analyzed. In these cases, small sanples of the same species from 
different quadrats at the same site were CCIIiJined for chemical analyses 
with the resultin;J values bein;J treate::l as a sin;Jle sanple in the 
expression of the species mean for that stan:i. Even after canbinin;J 
these small sanples, sane were too small for canplete nutritional 
analysis . 
Results an:1 Disa 1ssion 
Species Cqrposition 
Species CUilfOSitions of the bianass at all 6 sites are liste::l in 
Table 1 .  Sites 1, 2, an:l 4 were dani.nate::l by carex atherodes (slough 
sed;;e), Site 3 by Polygomnn andtibium emersum (= f>.  cocci.neum Muhl . ;  see 
Great Plains Flora Association 1986, Iarson 1979, Van Bnlggen 1976) with 
Aster hesperius (marsh aster) as a sul:x:laninant, an:l Site 6 by Scolochloa 
festucacea (whitetop) with �- athercxies as a sul:x:laninant, an:l site 5 was 
codaninate::l by �- atherodes an:l _s. festucacea. After the above 
mentioned daninant an:l sub:kminant species, st:arxlirg litter canprised 
the next largest carp:ment of the above-gram:! st:arxlirg crops, rangin:J 
fran 6 .  77 to 25 . 72% of the bianas.s at Sites 1 an:l 5, respectively. In 
no case did a subordinate species c:x:mq;,rise nore than 5 . 46% of the 
bianass, an:l rrost canprised less than 1% . In contrast with uplan:l 
.. 
.. 
• 
.. 
.. 
.. 
.. 
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Table 1. Species CX1upC6ition (percent of total biaoassa) 
stams in 6 seasonal wetlarrls in eastern Scut:h I:akota. 
Species 
Agrq::,yron repens (L. ) 
Ambrosia artemisiifolia L. 
Apocynum cannabinum L.  
Aster hesperius A. Gray 
Bidens vulgata Greene 
Boltonia asteroides (L. ) 
carex atherodes Spren;r. 
carex SW· 
Eleocharis SW· 
Lyo:pJs � Greene 
Panicum capillare L. 
Polygorn.nn anpl.ibium L. 
var. emersum Miduc. 
Polygonum. 
ranosissim.nn Miduc. 
Rumex sp. 
Scirp.Js acutus M.lhl. 
Scirp.Js fluviatilis (Torr. ) 
Scirp.Js heterochaetus Clase. 
Scolochloa 
festucacea (Willd. )  
Sparganium 
euryca.m.nn ED;Jelm. 
Link 
Spartina pectinata Link 
Stadws palustris L. 
subsp. pilosa (Nutt.) 
Teucrium canadense L. 
� sp. 
Unidentified Poaceae 
st:an::li.n;J litter 
Site 
1 (7)b 2 (7) 3 (10) 4 (12) 
0.12 1. 04 
1. 33  
0.31  
27.05 
0.13 
0.34 
92. 00 79.35 82. 63 
0. 20 0. 79 5. 46 
0.25 0.86 2.24 
TrC 0. 54 
0. 01 
0. 54 1.16 44.05 
0. 01 
0. 01 
0.96 
0.11 
5.26 
1. 70 0.06 
0. 08 
1. 76 
Tr 
6. 77 9. 37 16. 19 17. 31 
15 
of plant 
5 (12) 6 (10) 
35. 70 24. 36 
1. 07 0. 33 
0. 05 
Tr 
0. 37 
0. 01 
a. so 
36.64 56. 47 
0. 71 
2s. 12d 18. 06 
aaianass based on oven-dry v1eight at 600c. 
� in parentheses is mmt:er of o. 5 x 1 m quadrats harvested at each 
site. 
Orr in:licates less than 0. 01%. 
dincludes Drepanocladus sp . 
• 
-
• 
• 
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native prairie, floristically sinple CXJD1J1mities are �y the 
nonnal situation in glaciated prairie wetlan::u; with seasonal water­
regi.ne; (Dix arxi Smeins 1967 ; see also data in Hadley 1970, arxl Smeins 
arxl Olsen 1970). 
'Ihree of the 4 species that oc:x,.irred as dani.nant or codaninant at 
a site were characteristic of seasonal wetlarxl (stewart arxl Kant:rud 
1971); the exception bein:J A· hesperius which is an in:licator of 
t:enp:>rary wetlarxl. '!he Eleocharis �. ( spikerushes) arxl Sparganiurn 
euzycamnn ( giant rurreed) are also in:ticators of seasonal wetlarxl 
(stewart arrl Kantrud 1971). Foor senipennanent wetlarxl in:licator 
species (stewart arxl Kantrud 1971) were present in minor aIOOlll1ts: 
sci.rp.ls acutus (hardstem bulrush) , $. fl\Niatilis (river l:w.rush), $. 
heterochaetus (slender bulrush), arxl � sp. (cattail). '!he minor 
oocurrenc:e of these species in seasonal '\lletlan::u; is due to fortuitous 
cira:nnstances enablin:J seed gennination arxi subsequent growth. However, 
they will not persist in a true seasonal '\lletlarxi presumably due to 
cc:arpetition fran the better adapted seasonal '\lletlarrl species (Millar 
1973). '!he remai.nin;J species were either dra'Wdown species (h:p:ppyron 
repens - quackgrass, Ambrosia artemisiifolia - cc:moon ragweed, Bidens 
wlgata - beggarticks, Rumex sp. - dock) or species characteristic of 
wetlams with a temporary water-regime (Stewart arxi Kantrud 1971). 
Occurrence of species characteristic of lesser water-regimes ( eg. , 
temporary wetlarxl species in a seasonal wetlarxl, or seasonal wetlarxl 
species in a semipennanent wetland.) is a CCITllTOn situation arxl is caused 
by either gennination due to dra'Ndown (the natural dryin;J-up of the 
.. 
.. 
.. 
• 
.. 
.. 
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.....etlam) or persistence after antecedent years of belO!N nonnal :runoff 
(stewart am Kanb:ud 1971, Millar 1976, van der Valk arrl I:Bvis 1976). 
Chemical Constituents arxl MD1 of Species 
Mean IVIXM values of the alfalfa starrla.rds for each nm \\1ere 
lower than reported values arrl the discrepancy was greatest for the high 
stan:iard (Table 2). cause of urxierestimates was probably related to 
either use of larger than rec:x:mnenjed fennentation vessels, coolirg of 
the rumen fluid prior to sant)le inoculation, or both. '!he large vessels 
used coold have cause:l a :reducei micrci:>ial efficiency due to a possible 
lag-tine in pressure l::uild-up. Attenpts \\1ere made to keep rumen fluid 
insulated, rut sub-freezirg air t:Eiq-p.ratures that prevailed durirg 
collection cause:l fluid teq:eratu:res to invariably m:q, belO!N the 390c 
holdirg teq:eratu:re :recc:mnended by Marten am Barnes (1980). 'lhis may 
have reduced micrd:>ial i:q:,ul.ations in the fluid. 
(Table 1) , had the best 
overall nutritional quality (Table 3). 'lbis species was still in 
flower, :rc:blst, arrl green at tinwa of hal:vest. It typically flowers from 
Al.¥;JUst t:h:ra.¥3l'l Octd:>er in South rakota (Van Biu;Jgen 1976) arrl thus may 
be termed a warm-season forn. A. hesperius had mean CP arrl IVDCM values 
of 11. 0 arrl 51. 3%, respectively. 'Ihe high digestibility of A· hesperius 
(in relation to the g:raminoids) despite its high ADL content is probably 
due to lower total cell wall content (NDF; Table 3) in c:x:mprrison to 
graminoids. 'lhis relationship between digestibility, ADL, am NDF has 
been fa.mi to exist between cultivated legumes am grasses (Van Soest 
1982) . 
• 
.. 
-
.. 
-
.. 
.. 
-
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Table 2. Mean IVIXM (percent of dry matter at 1000c, n = 3 
per nm) of alfalfa stan::1ards irci.uded in each nm of 1983 
late-season forage sanples. 
I.ow starrlarcl High starrlarcl 
Mean: 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
Reported value: 
Mean deviation 
fran reported value: 
astamard error in parentheses. 
(%) (%) 
58 . 9  
56.4 
54.1 
54.0 
57.7 
56.2 (0.9)a 
60.0 
-3.8 
68.4 
67.1 
68.5 
68.3 
68.8 
68.2 (0.3) 
73.9 
-5.7 
18 
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Table 3 • Mean chemical can.st.ituents ani IVIXM of major species ani 
litter fa.mi in late-seasona st:armn;J crcp; in seasonal wet.lams. 
Dry matter 
Percent Percent Percent of dry matt:m:b 
of of 
fresh air-dry 
Site nC weightdweight 
3 9 32. 7 76. 7 
1 7 40. 5 85. 1 
2 7 55. 0 71. 8 
4 12 48. 0 75. 2 
5 11 66. 1 77. 6 
6 8 59. 7 76. 4 
1 2 30. 9 86. 1 
2 2 72. 9 73. 0  
3 10 37. 4 62. 4 
5 2 67. 9 74. 7  
5 12 73. 2  81. 4 
6 10 62. 9 80. 1 
1 7 77. 4 85. 4 
2 7 78. 2 _f 
3 10 73. 3  85. 4 
4 12 69. 3 82. 1 
s<J 12 66. 3 78. 2 
6 10 74. 8  82. 0 
CP 
11. 0 
5. 6 
5. 3 
8. 9 
4. 9 
6. 4 
IVI:CM Ash 
� hesoerius 
51. 3 8. 3 
carex atherodes 
41.4 7. 9 
33. 0 8. 5 
42. 0 8. 8 
30. 4 7. 8 
34. 0 8. 8 
NDF 
53. 6 
70. 4 
77. 6 
69. 2 
78. 4 
73. 5  
�lygonum anph.ibium emersum 
15. 3 38. 7 8. 7 58. 0 
8. 3 25. 4 6. 7 72. 3 
5. 4 17. 9 5. 8 65. 3 
7. 3 16. 8(l}e 6. 7 73. 6 (1} 
Scolochloa festucacea 
5. 4 17. 6 9. 7 82. 0 
5. 3 25. 0 9. 2 77. 1 
Litter 
10. 3 19. 8(6} 10. 9 72. 1 
11. 0 18. 1 14. 1 70. 2 
7. 6 14. 3 6. 3 77. 5 
12. 0 20. 9(11} 14. 5 69. 7 
10. l 25. 4 17. 2 64. 3  
7. 4 23. 6  12. 7 74. 0 
aco11ection dates were: Site 1 - 9/19, Site 2 - 10/11, 
Site 4 - 10/5, Site 5 - 10/24 , arrl Site 6 - 9/26. 
bory matter at 1000c. 
':San';:>le size. 
� matter at 600c. 
ADF 
37. 5 
38. 1 
43. 4 
37. 2 
42. 3 
38. 7 
48. 9 
54. 1 
48. 7 
55. 5 (1) 
47. 1 
43. 9 
37. 8 
39. 3 
58. 3 
40. 6 
40. 6 
41. 7 
Site 3 
 in parentheses is salll)le size if different fran n. 
fFresh t.veight dry matter was already in air-dry corrlition . 
gincludes the aquatic rross Drepanocladus sp. 
Lignin 
9. 0 
4. 5 
6. 1 
5. 1 
6. 4 
5. 5 
11. 0 
20. 1 
14. 7 
22. 0(1} 
8. 7 
7. 4 
8. 5 
11. 2 
21. 5 
11. 6 
11. 6 
8. 3 
- 9/8, 
-.. 
.. 
-
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carex atherodes, the daninant species at 3 sites and a major 
species at 2 sites (Table 1) , had mean CP values �ing fran 4 .  9 to 
8. 9% at Sites 5 and 4, respectively (Table 3). Variability at each site 
was also high; coefficients of variation at eadl site �ed fran about 
8 to 22% . Plants of this species we.re in varyi.rg stages of senescence 
at all sites, but cul.m.s and yoon:Jer (:inner) leaves we.re generally still 
quite green. Y� shoots arisirg fran rhizares we.re present in many 
quadrats, but were only a few cm tall and did not contrib.Ite much to the 
bianass of arrt quadrat. Corns (1974) reported CP values of 7. 0 to 8. 2% 
in single c:uttings of �- atherodes in late � and early September 
near F.dnr::mton, Alberta .  Ho!Hever, he did not report whether these 
percentages were on a :rooisture-free basis, or on a ssOc basis - the 
tenparature used to dry his yield sanples. Ievels of CP are ai:parently 
much higher earlier in the gra,rirg season. Corns (1974) reported values 
of 11. 0 to 12. 0% in first cuttin;Js in the latter half of June, and 
Clarke and Tisdale (1945) reported mean CP percentages of 12. 3% in mid­
June (leaf stage), 12. 2% in early July (f10v.1ering), and 10. 2% in late 
July (ne:lium seed stage) in scuthern Alberta and Saskatchewan. Corns 
(1974) also fam:i that, as for tame forages (Van Soest 1982), aftennath 
c:uttings of �- atherodes maintained much higher CP contents than single 
or first cuts throughrut the season. 
IVIXM percentages of �- atherodes we.re low, �ing fran 30. 4 to 
42. 0% at Sites 5 and 4, respectively (Table 3) . In vivo digestible dry 
matter of September-collected �- atherodes in the Northwest Territories , 
canada, we.re reported to be 44. 9% in Hereford steers during feeding 
trials in the sununer follow:in;J harvest, and 47. 0% in the secorrl winter 
-.. 
-
-
-
-
.. 
-
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foll� hai:vest (Hawley et al. 198lb). June collections of �­
atherodes were reported to have in vivo digestibilities of dcy matter in 
Hereford steers of 48% carpared to 26% for February collections fran the 
same area in canada (Hawley et al. 1981a) • Levels of NDF, AOF, arrl AOL 
were within r.m;Jes similar to tame grass species at ccq:,arable 
digestibilities (Van Soest 1982) • 
ScolodlJ.oa festucacea, daninant at Site 6 arrl codaninant at Site 
5 (Table 1), had le1,,r1 CP percentages (5. 3 arrl 5. 4%, respectively) an:1 low 
IVDCM content ( 17. 6 arrl 25. 0%, respectively) (Table 3) • Al thm:Jh this 
species was generally nr:>re senescent than �- atherodes, the.re was still 
substantial variation in degree of senesceree within st.ams. 
Coefficients of variation at Sit.es 6 arrl 5, respectively, were 24. 8 arrl 
8. 2% for CP, arrl 17. 0 arrl 20. 0% for IVDCM. I.1::1,,{ CP values of 5. 3 an:1 
4. 8% were also fa.irxi by smith (1973; reported N values were nultiplied 
by 6. 25) in Sept:elti)er collections of s .  festucacea in North Lakota. CP 
values of about 8. 0% at flowerin; were reported by Clarke an:1 Tisdale 
[1945; reported as Fluminea festucacea (Willd. ) Hitdlc. -Rydberg] an:1 
Neckles (1984) in canada, arrl even higher values occur earlier in the 
grc:Minq season (smith 1973, Neckles 1974). Neckles (1974) also reported 
Ill.1dl higher IVDCM values earlier in the grc:Minq season; about 50% at 
early flowerinq arrl higher preflav.ierinq values. 
Polygornnn antjtibium emersum was daninant at Site 3 (Table 1) an:1 
was in advanced senescence with many abscised leaves. Mean CP at Site 3 
was low (5. 4%, CV =  13. 0%) as was IVDCM (17. 9%, CV =  13. 2%) (Table 3). 
Ll..ke A· hesperius, f>. 9. emersum had higher AOL values than the 
graminoids at carp:u:able digestibilities. High CP at Site 1 (15. 3% ; 
• 
.. 
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Table 3) am relatively higher IVIXM (38. 7%) � due to hfil:vest of an 
earlier i;:ilenological stage at that site. High CP percentages may be 
no:rmal for ya.irg plants of this species as, Korelyakova (1971) reported 
July collections of g. anmibium in the Ukrainian s .s .R. averaged 27 . 3% 
� litter caiprised variable p:r:qxntions of stan:tin;J crops 
at eadl site (Table 1) • It was high in CP (7. 4 to U. 0%) � to 
the major species, rut carparable in IVIXM to E. g. enersum am S. 
festucacea (Table 3) • Most of the stan:tin;J litter was cx:nprised of 
totally senescent shcots that v.'e!'e produced durin;J the current grc,.vin;J 
season by daninant species at a given site. However, totally senescent 
shcots of minor species, sane previous year' s  stan:tin;J litter of major 
species, am broken pieces of current year's senescent leaves of major 
species that separated durin;J sarrple hamlin;J � also included in the 
litter. 
I:Bvis am van der Valk (1978) reported stan:tin;J litters of 
Seim.ls fluviatilis am � x glauca Godr. (large, rd:lust, 
semipe.nnane.nt -wetlam species) lost N, P, K, am Na via leachirg from 
rainfall. Fallen litter of s .  fluviatilis initially gained N, 
presumably due to a deficiency of that element in the plant tissue for 
microbial decatl(XSition thereby necessitatin;J that microbes extract N 
from the water in order to efficiently utilize the c in the litter. 
'!his initial N increase was not abse.:r:ved for the 1'· glauca litter. 
Altha.Jgh confoon:ied by :possible silt contamination, fallen litter 
� to slowly gain total ash content over tine. In contrast to 
stan:tin;J litter, fallen litter was in contact with water in the wetlarrl . 
It � that stan:tin;J litter in the seasonal -wetlarrls of this study 
• 
.. 
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de..utµised in Iil.1Ch. the same way as fallen litter in O:lvis an::l van der 
Val.k's study. As seasonal wetlarrl species are shorter in stature an::l 
IlllCh less rigid than �. fluviati]is an::l .'.l'· glauca, their stan::lin3' litter 
(especially the older litter) wa.ild have a higher probability of bein;J 
in total ex>nt:act with the water � pcn::lirg occurred earlier in the 
growin;J season. Mictd:es, in CCl!iJination with dead epiii'lyton could have 
been responsible for the higher CP values of the litter. Hooper-Reid 
an::l Rd:>inson (1978) frund that epiphyton could yield 14 g ·m-2 of dry 
matter at 17% CP by the em of a growin:;; season in a semipennanent 
wetlan::l in Manitci:>a. Higher ash values of litter (Table 3) , carpared to 
values of major species, may be due to precipitation of calcium 
cartx:>nates caused by shifts in cartx:mate equilibria due to utilization 
of· � (for plOtosynthesis) by epiJ;ilytes when the litter was inun::lated 
(Wetzel 1975) . 
Cllemical constituents an::l IVIXM for most of the subordinate 
species are listed in Table 4. Althaql sanple sizes YleI'e small for 
:most species, these data in:licate sane mi.nor species in these wetlams 
may be rore rrutritia.JS than the daninants at these late dates in the 
growin;J season. AgrqM;:on repens, Ambrosia artemisiifolia, Bidens 
vulgata, Boltonia asteroides (marsh boltonia) , an::l Teucrium canadense 
(canada germarrler) all had CP values of greater than 10%. Species with 
notably higher IVDCM values than the others Ylel'e: A,. artemisiifolia 
{ 50%) , �. asteroides ( 48 . 4%) , arxi '.!'. canaden.se { 51. 3%) . All 3 of the 
semipennanent \vetlan::l species analyzed {Seim.ls fluviatilis, � ­
heterochaetus, an::l � sp. ) had very lc,;,.r CP an::l IVIXM values (Table 
4) I an::l YieI'e aJ.loost totall Y senescent when harvested• 
• 
• 
• 
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Table 4 . Mean dlemical constituents am IVlXM of subordinate species 
foorr:i in late-seasona stan:lirg crq:s in seasonal wetlarrls. 
Di:y natter 
Percent Percent 
of of 
fresh air-dry 
Site nC weightdweight 
3 2 47. 3  80. 9 
3 2 32. 3  85. 9  
3 1 29. 0  87. 0 
3 1 33. 3  89. 5 
3 1 27. 4  86. 0 
1 1 53. 3  83. 8  
2 1 70. 2  74. 5 
3 7 46. 4  85. 8 
1 1 53. 8  84. 9  
2 2 82. 9  _e 
3 5 60. 0 89. 4  
5 3 82. 2  _e 
6 1 81. 0 _e 
2 1 74. 2  _e 
5 1 52. 6  85. 9  
2 1 71. 3 75. 0 
2 4 83. 1  _e 
Percent of dry nat:t:.ei:1=> 
CP IVOCM Ash NDF 
Agrg::,yrg) repens 
12. 2  36. 0 11. 3  68. 0  
Ambrosia artemis;i.;i.folia 
11. 2 50. 6  12. 0  53. 3  
Apocynum cannabi.num 
3. 2 31. 9 7 .8  61. 5  
Bidens wlqata 
10. 8  9. 2 51. 9  
Boltonia asteroides 
13. 3  
5. 5 
4. 2 
7. 5 
6. 7 
4 .2  
6. 0 
5. 0 
5. 8 
8 . 2  
48. 4  8 . 7  
� SR> ·  
6. 4 
22. 5  7 .8  
34. 6  9. 2 
Eleocharis �· 
16. 2  
15. 6  13. 1  
28. 5  13. 2  
10. 6 12. 6 
31. 8 13. 9  
LVcx:p.lS � 
25. 3 6. 3 
45. 6 
73. 1 
77. 1  
69. 8  
66. 9  
78. 4  
74. 4 
79. 3  
65. 5  
66. 6 
Sciii=Als fluviatilis 
3. 1 9 . 2  9. 4 81. 5 
Seim.ls heterochaetus 
3.8 8 . 0  12. 3  80. 2 
Sparganium ew:ycan;ym 
6.3  15. 8 8 . 7  77 . 8  
ADF 
40. 7  
41. 4  
49 . l  
39. 2  
35. 1 
38.9  
41. 8  
39. 0  
43. 3 
51. 1  
46 . 5  
53. 3  
41. 4  
49. 3  
48. 8  
48 . 7  
46 . 0  
Lignin 
6.7  
9. 7 
17. 0  
9. 6 
9. 7 
5. 1 
4. 8 
4. 8 
5. 0 
10. 0 
6. 6 
13. 4  
6. 0 
13. 0  
10. 8  
8 . 1  
11 . 9  
• 
.. 
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Table 4 Cont • 
Dey matter 
Percent Percent 
of of 
fresh air-dry 
Site nC w'eightc\.ieight 
2 1 67. 8  72. 8  
4 1 53 . 7  81. 8  
3 1 58. 5 91. 2 
3 3 32. 6 85. 2 
6 1 77. 5  _e 
CP IVOCM Ash 
Spartina pectinata 
4. 2 22. 7 5. 1 
6 . 6 7 . 6  
stadlys palustris 
8. 1 12. 0 
Teucrium canadense 
13. 7  51. 3 9. 6 
� sp. 
2 . 5  14 . 9  4.6 
25 
NDF ADF Ll.gnin 
81. 5  48. 0 a . a  
47. 2 32. 6 7. 0 
79. 9 48. 7 12. 0 
aco11ection dates were: Site 1 - 9/19, Site 2 - 10/11, Site 3 - 9/8,  
Site 4 - 10/5, Site 5 - 10/24, an:1 Site 6 - 9/26 .  
bozy matter at lOOOc. 
<:sanPle size. 
� matter at 600c • 
� -weight chy matter was already in air-dry corxlition • 
... 
.. 
-
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stan:li.m Crops 
Mean starding crops, inclu:ilrg an:i excludirg starding litter, at 
each site are listed in Table 5. '!he majority of the starding litter 
carp:,nent � to be senescent c:::m:u�ut sea.son production. 
'Iberefore, starding-c:r.op-inclu:li.rg-litter values shmld be r'CU3hl y 
ccarparable to peak season starding crops. F\ll. ton et al. ( 1986) 
sum,arized data fran 16 srurces am corci.uded that peak starding crops 
of all 3 major water-regi.nes of prairie wetlan:is c:ccur in mid-summer. 
'Ibey listej "typical" values of peak starding crops for several species 
of seasonal wetlan:i plants, with abait 784 g ·m-2 (3. 5 T · acre-1) beirg 
typical peak yields for � atherQdes an:i Smlochloa festucacea. All 
yields, includirg litter, reported in the present stu:fy were larger than 
784 g·m-2; although the ran;1e enc:arpassed by the yield at Site 3 minus 1 
starrlard error incltxies this value. However, yields that include litter 
in this stu:fy also include my matter prcrlucsi durirg the latter part of 
the grc,,,,irg season an:i may be inflated estimates of mid-season starding 
crops reported in mst other studies. As mst studies do not include 
starding litter in their estimates, the typical early September yields 
listej by F\ll.ton et al. (1986) are nore ccnparable to the yields of this 
stu:fy that do not include litter (Table 5) . 'Ibey listej 560 g·m-2 (2. 5 
T · acre-1) as typical early September yields for � - atherodes, _s. 
festucacea an:i mixed starrls of these 2 species with �- g. ernersum • 
Yields, excludin;J litter, at all 6 sites in this stu:fy exceeded these 
typical values by at least 112 g·m-2 (0. 5 T·acre-> .  
Most of the studies summarized by F\ll.ton et al. (1986) were from 
lo::ations farther north in the prairie pothole region than the present 
• 
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.. Table 5 • late-season stan:iln;J Qq)S in 6 seasonal \li1etl.ards. 
standin;J cropa 
- Inclu:tin;J litt.etD Exclu:tin;J litter 
Site g·m-2 std. g·m-2 std. 
(date) nC (T· acre-1) error (T· acre-1) error 
1 7 1228. 9 91. 2 1145. 7 77. 6 
(9-19) (5. 48) (5. 11) 
2 7 1168. 7 138. 1 1059. 2 119. 6 
(10-11) (5. 21) (4. 73) 
3 10 823. 4  53. 0 690. 1 49. 3 
(9-8) (3. 67) (3. 08) 
4 12 968. 7 127. 1 801. 0 126. 2 
(10-5) (4. 32) (3. 57) 
5 12 914. 5 88. 7 679. 3 79. 1 
(10-24) ( 4. 08) (3. 03) 
6 10 933. 2  128. 6 764. 7 82. 1  
(9-26) ( 4 . 16) (3. 41) .. 
a0cy matter at 600c. 
� litter. 
Csant:,le size • 
• 
-
-
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study sites. 'Ihe higher yields fcun:i in South D:lkcta may be iniicative 
of latitudinal production gradients. In a review of the production 
ecology of several species of wetlam � (none of those disc,1ssed 
occur to an awreciable extent in typical tenpJrazy or seasonal prairie 
pothole wet.lams) , Bernard (1973) noted a tren:l of decreas.in;J prcxiuction 
with increas.in;J latitude. However, it shruld be pointed cut that F\llton 
ani Barker (1981) showed sane exceptional stan:1s of seasonal wetlam 
ve;etation in North D:lkcta had yields similar to those fcun:i in this 
study, ani Smith (1973) fcun:i that peak yields of Scolodlloa festucacea 
cculd readl 1508 g .m-2 (6 . 7  T · acre-1) on areas that had been previously 
l::mned in that state. 
Forage Potential 
Nitrogen requirements for nnninants deperrl upon energy intake 
(lio;Jan ani Weston 1981, N.R.C .  1984). In turn, energy intake 
requirements are depenjent upon body size, class, ani desired level of 
perfonnance. D.ty, pregnant, mature cows in the middle third of 
pregnancy, am mature b.llls on maintenance/corxtitioni.rg rations have 
sane of the lowest CP requi.renent of beef cattle: 6 . 9  to 7.1% an:l 6.8 to 
7.8% CP (dry matter basis), respectively, � on energy intake 
(NRC 1984). Of the major species in the plant stan:1s studied, A· 
hesperius, �- atherodes at Site 4, I,>. 9. amr:hibium at all sites where it 
was of minor inp:>rtance, ani litter at all sites had CP contents that 
were within the desired rarge, or higher, for these 2 classes of 
livestock. Hc:1#eVer, digestibilities of all rut A· hesperius (51. 3%) and 
�- atherodes (42.0%) at Site 4 were very low . 
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Forage quality of the bulk of these lat.e-growinJ-season 
collections of seasonal v.'etl.an::l vegetation may be considered low, but 
late-season first cut:t.in;:Js of uplan::l species are likewise low in forage 
quality. late fall CP content of Rrgrus inermis r.eyss. has been 
rep:,rted as 4. 5% in a Saskatdlewan study (Heinrichs an::l carson 1956) am 
6. 2% in an Alberta study (Joonston an::l Bezeau 1962) . IVDCM (dry matter 
at 700c) of this species at maturity was reported as about 38% in 
Ontario (Pritchard et al. 1963). 1'klxorl et al. ( 1951) rep:,rted state­
wide average CP contents for mature Agropyron smith.ii Rydb. an::l 
Boutela.ia gracilis (H. B. K. )  lag. ex Griffiths as 3. 93 arrl 4. 74%, 
respectively, in Saith Cekota (data rep:,rted at 12% roisture have been 
corrected to dry matter basis). Native uplarrl "late-cut" hay daninated 
by A· smith.ii at Eureka arrl Higtnoore, Saith Cekota, averaged 5. 99 arrl 
5. 29% CP, respectively, over 3 yea.rs (data rep:,rted at 10% m::,isture was 
corrected to dry matter basis) (Emb:ry et al. 1956). Ash values rep:,rted 
in ooth of these Saith Cekota studies, corresporrlirg to the above CP 
levels, were all similar to those foon:i in the major species of this 
study. late-cut A· smithii-daninated hay at eottonwocxi, Saith Cekota 
fed to steer calves in digestion trials by Embcy et al .  (1956) averaged 
5 . 6% CP (dry matter basis) arrl 47 . 96% dry matter digestibility (�t 
digestibility) . In a secorrl trial, the hay averaged 3 . 82% CP (dry 
matter basis) arrl 41. 2% digestible dry matter (� digestibility) . 
late-September collections of An::h:g.xxron scoparius Michx. arrl �­
gracilis at Cottonwocxi (Kamstra 1973) had CP contents of about 2. 5 arrl 
9. 5%, respectively, with corresporrl.i.rg IVDCM values of about 36% for 
ooth species. Mid-September collections of stipa comata Trin.  & Rupr. , 
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carex filifolia Nutt. , _e. qracilis, am calam;,vilfa lorpifolia (Hook. ) 
scribn. in Hard.in; camty, Sa.rt:h ll!kota, all had CP contents of less 
than 5 . ot am IVIXM values between about 47 am 56% (eogswell am 
Kamstra 1976). F.arly-sept:eni:)er Panicum viigatum L. plantin:Js at 
Brook.in;s had abart: s .  ot CP am 41% IVIXM (Ress am KnJeqer 1976) . 
'Ihe above data shcM uplan:i species, typically, are about as 
deficient in CP as nrst of the daninant wetlam species fa.m:i in th.is 
study at ccnparable dates. However, the uplam species tern to be 
higher in digestibility at ccnparable CP cx:mtents. 
Several of the minor species of the plant stanis, such as 
hlrg:)yron repen.s, Ambrosia artenisiifolia, Bidens vulgata, Boltonia 
asteroides, LyccplS �, stachys pa.lustris, am Teucrimn cana.dense, 
were fairly high in CP (Table 4) . Species such as A· artemisiifolia, 11 . 
asteroides, am '.I'- canadense, were also ca:Jt)r3ratively high in IVIXM. 
While the irx::l.usian of these species in the bianass of these plant 
stanis may improve the quality of hays obtained fran late-growin;J season 
harvested seasonal wetlarrls, they \¥0J.ld only do so if present in large 
quantities. In the plant stanis used in this study, their occurrence in 
the bianass was minor (Table 1) • 
Chemical am IVIXM analyses showed that (for the m:ist part) the 
biarass of these seasonal wetlan:is produced low quality forage at the 
errl of the growin} season, rut bianass produced was high in carparison 
to uplam cool-season grasses in this area. Hay yields of several 
varieties of Bram.ls inermis averaged over several years (one harvest per 
year) at Brook.in;s, south O:ucota ran;1ed fran 466 . 2  g ·m-2 (2 . 08 T·acre-1) 
to 730 . 7  g·m-2 (3 . 26 T· acre-
1) (Ross am Krueger 1976). All of the air-
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dry stan:lirg crcp; famd in the present study were greater than those 
values, wit.h sane bein:;J aver twice as high (Table 6). Mid-octaber 
yields of Panicum yirgatum varieties at BrooJtin:3s (Ross an::l Krueger 
1976; Table 18), however, were m::>re carparable to those famd in 
seasonal 1it'etian:!s. Dry matter yields of 582. 7 g ·m-2 (2. 60 T · acre-1) to 
927 . 9  g·m-2 (4. 14 T · acre-1) were reported (sin:;Jle harvest in 1974). '!be 
upper value for f>. vi.rgatum is carparable to the lc,wer dry matter yields 
of the seasonal 1it'etian:!s wit.h litter included an::l to the upper values 
wit.ha.It litter (Table 5) . 
Conclusions 
In general, the forage quality of the bianass produced in the 
seasonal 1it'etian:!s studied is pcx:,r at the errl of the grc,.,.,in:J season -
bein:;J about equally deficient in CP as uplan::l species an::l lower in 
digestibility. However, yields of bianass are high CCll'()clred. to roost 
uplan::l staros, an::l inlicate that if harvested earlier in the growi.n;J 
season these 1it'etian::ls may be capable of produci.n;J large quantities of 
acceptable forage. '!be stan:lirg crq, data a:>llected in this study also 
suggest that seasonal wetlan:!s in Saith lBkota may be rrore p:rcx:luctive 
than those famd at rrore northerly latitudes. 
.. 
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.. Table 6 • Air-dry starx:l:in; crcp;, includ:in; litter, in 6 
seasonal wet.lams. 
Air-dry � crop 
.. 
g·m-2 Site std. 
(date) (T·acre-1) error 
1 7 1443. 7 106. 5 .. (9-19) (6. 44) 
2 7 1609. 6 188. 1 
(10-11) (7 . 18) 
3 10 1184. 7 80. 1 .. (9-8) (5. 29) 
4 12 1266. 1 167. 8 
(10-5) (5. 65) 
5 12 1167. 4 122. 6 
(10-24) (5. 21) 
6 10 1169. 4 151. 1 
(9-26) (5. 22) 
.. asanp1e size • 
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aIANGES m aIEMICAL a:NSTI'.IUENrn, IVIXM, AND 'INC 
WI'lH DE.VEIDIMENI' OF Fa.JR SFASCNAL WEl'IAND SPEX:IES 
Int.rcducti.an 
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'!he grass Scoloc:hl.oa festucacea (Willd. ) Link (whitetop) , the 
sedge carex atherodes Sp�. (slCQ3h seci;Je), an:i the forbs Spa.rqanium 
eurycarp.nn Ergelln. (oorreed) an:i Polygonum anrhibium L. var. ettersllit\ 
Midlx. (smartwee.d) are cum011 dani.nant species in seasonal wetlan:is of 
the Prairie Pothole Reqion (stewart an:i KantnD 1971, Van Bruggen 1976, 
Iarsan 1979). Stards of these species can yield high st:arx1iIY;J crops 
(Cllapte.r 2), but produce forage of low quality if hat'Vested late in the 
growing season . 
Sane ''point-in-time" data are available for chemical 
constituents, � digestibilities, am in vivo digestibilities for 
slCQ3h seci;Je fran the Northwest Territories (Hawley et al. 198la, 
198lb). Proxilllate analysis data are available for this species at 
selected :Eilenological stages in Clarke am Tisdale (1945), Johnston am 
Bezeau (1962), am Corns (1974) in Saskatdlewan am Alberta am for an 
unspecified point-in-time in British Colunt>ia (McLean am Tisdale 1960). 
smith (1973a) presented data for whitetop on N am sare other 
elements for :numernis post-floweri.n;J stards as well as seasonal treoos 
for selected stards in North D:ikota. Clarke am Tisdale ( 1945) 
presented proximate analysis data for 2 plenological stages of whitetop 
[reported as Fluminea festucacea (Willd. ) Hitchc. -Rydberg] fran southern 
prairie Canada. Concurrent data on crude protein (CP) am in vitro 
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digestible dl:y matter (IVIXM) in relation to date arrl i;:tienology in the 
Delta marsh of Manitaba were oollected by Neckles (1984) (see also 
Neckles et al. 1985). � digestibility (sheep) of 7 July 
oollected whit.etq> in North rakota was reported by Cllristensen et al • 
(1947). 
Very few data are available for l:::m.teed arrl smartweed. 
Korelyakcva (1971) presented data for a sin:Jle point-in-time measurement 
of CP arrl ash for smartweed in the Ukrainian S.S. R. Linn et al . (1975) 
presented proxilllate arrl dete.tgent fiber data for burreed (oollected in 
late-sunmer) fran Minnesota • 
Infonnation on seasonal tren:1s in rhizane total nonstructural 
cartx::ihydrate ('INC) content for these 4 species is not available. None­
the-less, sane management �tions have been made for whitetop 
(I.Danan 1983, Neckles et al. 1985) arrl sloogh sedge (Coms 1974, I..oanan 
1983). 
'!he oollection of concurrent rreasurements of CP, :rva:.::M, arrl 
below-groon;i 'INC in relation to :[ile.nology in whit.etq>, slCU3h sedge, 
rurreed, arrl smartweed in Sart:h. I:akota wcw.d provide information useful 
in the develq::ment of management �tions for these species in 
this state. In addition, concurrent detergent fiber analyses would be 
desirable since fiber fractions usually can be oorrelated, at least, 
with sane �ression of digestibility for a given species (see Van Soest 
1982). In fact, acid detergent fiber arrl neutral detergent fiber values 
have been prcp:JSed for use in predictive equations designed to 
respectively estimate digestibility arrl dl:y matter intake of 
danesticated forages (Rohweder et al. 1983, Mart.in 1985) . Silica has 
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also been foorrl to have an influence on digestibility in sare species of 
plants that can acx::uuuJ ate it (see Van Soest 1982). 
'llle cirjectives of this stuiy were to (1) ootain data on CP, ash, 
dete%gent fiber fractions, ard IVIXM in relation to phen:>logy for 
whitetq), slaqi SEd:Je, smartweed, ard bJrreed fran eastern South r::akota 
'Ne'tlards, ( 2)  investigate use of these varia.JS chemical entities as 
predictors, or at least irxticies, of digestibility, ard (3) ootain 
concurrent bel� 'INC content data. Ad:titionally, the silica 
content will be measured at selected points in time durin;J the growirg 
season in order that its influerx::e on the nutritional quality of these 
species rra.y at least be crudely assessed. 
Methods 
Sanple Collections 
Sites used for collections of whitetq:>, slough sedge, ard burreed 
were within 2 of the same 'Ne'tlarrls used for the late-season stanii.n;J 
crop stuiy (Chapter 2). Whitetq:> was collected fran Site 6 ard slough 
sedge ard bJrreed fran Site 4 .  SmarbNeed cx:>llections were taken fran a 
small seasonal-wetlard-daninated basin a f£M hundred meters to the west 
of Site 6 in 1984, ard fran a different small seasonal-wetlard-daninated 
basin less than 100 m sooth of Site 6 in 1985. 
Plants were subjectively cliRJE!(i at substrate level for chemical 
can.stituent ard IVIXM analyses. Plants were harvested accx:>rcli.n:J to the 
d:lser,rer' s opinion of what was representative of the stan::i. Collections 
began on 24 May in 1984 ard repeated at intervals of less than 1 week 
thralgh 11 June. 'Ihereafter, .intervals of about 1 week were used 
thralgh 13 August follor.ved by .intervals of greater than 1 week until 
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sanpl.i..n;J terminated on 23 octaber. In 1985, sanples were collected in 
the same manner as in 1984, except that sanpl.i..n;J began on 2 May arrl 
contirru.ed awroximately 'Neekl.y through 29 July. � to late growth 
initiation in 1985, smartweed collections began on 14 June arrl continued 
through 10 August. Notes on site cxn::titions an:i plant J;henology were 
taken on each date. In aalition to these, 7 slc:u;]h secge, 3 whitetop, 4 
rurreed, arrl 5 smartweed collections were made at varia.JS other 
locations in Deuel a:mrt:y for use in testirq IVDCM predictive equations 
develcp:d based on 1984 data (see be.lOI,/) . 
After cliw.in:J, each collection was placed in a plastic bag arrl 
transporte:i to the lab where awroximate fresh weights were obtained. 
�les were then placed in paper bags arrl dried on suspemed wire racks 
in open-air, covered sheds. Air-dried material was v.1eighed arrl dried to 
constant v.1eight in forced-air ovens at 600c. OVen-dried material was 
gro.mj in a Wiley mill to pass a 1 nm screen arrl stored in sealed glass 
jars after thort:0#1 sti.rr.i..n;J • 
Rh.izane sanples of each species were collected within the same 
stands used for shoot collections, arrl were obtained on the same dates 
as shoot saiti)les in both yea.rs. However, a few :rhizane collections in 
1985 were made early in the grc:Mm;J season prior to shoot growth. 
Clumks of sod at least 28 am3 in size (ca. 1 ft3 ) were dug with a spade 
for whit.etq>, slc:u;]h secge, arrl rurreed. smartwee:i rttlzares, be.in:] 
large arrl infrequent even in dense stands, were collected by excavatin;J 
several in:lividual rttlzanes. As nuch shoot material as possible was 
alla.,,ied to remain intact durin;J all collections. San'ples were pre­
washed in the field arrl transported to the lab in large plastic bags • 
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At the lab, remainin:J soil was rem::wed fran plant material by han:i 
manip.llation in tap water. Roots \¥ere rem:r.red fran the rh.izanes. 
washed plants \¥ere separated into belOW"- and alxr.re-groun:l portions 
� 11Dl:pl0lcqical positions . 
Notes \¥ere taken of abserve1 �lcqical events durin;J 
preparation of below-groorrl material. For future reference in this 
paper, an art>it.rai:y distinction was made beb.1een "tillerint' and "new 
shoot" production. Tillers will be defined as new shoots p:roouca:i at 
nodes above and also below the substrate fran rh.izanes that elon;Jated 
for no JtDre than a few en before turnin:J up and tenninat.irg in a new 
aerial shoot. ''New shoots" will be defined as shoots fran new rh.izanes 
that elOR;Jated for several en or 100:re away fran the parent shoot or 
:rhizare. 'Ihus, tillers are essentially new shoots ,  but arise in very 
clcse proximity to the parent shoot. 
Measurements at stlXly sites im.icated the juncture of shoot and 
crown (the crown be.irg a series of very short and canpact :rhizanes 
between tillers) in slCU3h sedge and shoot and conn in burree1 occurred, 
on average, aJ::x:ut 10 en below the substrate surface. 'Iherefore, for 
these two species the lOl!NeSt 10 cm of the shoots \¥ere included in the 
below-grrurx:l fraction. Whitetop can produce rh.izanes and tillers fran 
nodes at vary.irg levels beneath am above the substrate, and does so 
profusely.  In addition, roots cxx::ur not only on below-grourx:i 
interncxies, but also on above-groorxi interncxies below the water surface. 
'!he only reliable im.icator for makin;J a separation between below-grourx:i 
and above-groorxi portions was color. Below-grrurx:l material was white, 
while green pigmentation began at the substrate surface. 'Ibis 
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awroximate chan:Je in color was used to separate above- fran below­
groorxl material. Color � was also used to separate above- fran 
below-grourxi portions in smarbNeEd. smartweed not only branches or 
produces roots at any node both above and below gram:! like whitetq>, 
rut also has oo external structural differentiation bebJeen above- or 
below-grourxi stems. Yam;;,er stems had pink coloration below and a red.­
green pigmentation above the substrate. 'lllS below-grourxi portion of 
older stems had a ltlld1 thicker and t.aqier epidennis and was usually 
dark red-brown or blackish in color. Plants were separated into above­
and below-grourxi portions, a.it into smll pieces (ca. 1 to 2 an), dried 
at 1000c for 90 min followed by 7o0c lDltil �les readlei constant 
weight (Smith 1981) , groorxl in a Wiley mill to pass a 1 nm screen, 
placed in covered glass jars, and stored in a desiccator . 
I ahgratoey Procedures am Cllemical Analyses 
Shoot sanples collected in 1984 were analyzed for cru:ie protein 
(CP), ash, ne'..Itral. detergent fiber (NDF), acid detergent fiber with NDF 
pre-extraction (ADFl), acid detergent fiber withalt NDF pre-extraction 
(ADF2), acid detergent lignin (AOL), and IVDCM (see Methods section, 
Chapter 2). Shoot sanples collected in 1985 were analyzed for CP, ash, 
and IVDCM. Hor.vever, other dlemical constituents analyzed for on 1985 
shoot sanples were different for eadl species. Results of the rrultiple 
�.tession analyses (see below) of 1984 data were used to select those 
constituents for analysis for each species. Silica analyses (procedure 
of Van Soest and Wine 1968) were comucted on 3 species for 5 samplin:J 
dates and for 3 samplin:J dates on smartweed . 
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'INC content was measured on both above- arrl below-grcurxi material 
in 1984 rut only on below-grcurxi material in 1985. 'INC analyses were 
con:iucted by station Biochemistry usin;J procedures of Smith (1981) that 
utilize enzymatic hydrolysis of sucrose arrl stardl rut an acid 
hydrolysis of fructosans follC1.t1.UY:J enzymatic hydrolysis. In order to 
keep analytical expenses down, 3 rtrizane sanples of ea.di species were 
collected on 21 November 1983 am subjected to both types of hydrolysis 
to detennine whidi needed acid treatment. 'lhe 1983 sla.Jgh sedge sarrples 
were obtained fran the same st.am used for 1984 arrl 1985 collections; 
however, the other 3 species' saq,les were obtained fran wetlams on the 
Brookin:Js Waterfowl Production Area (NW 1/4, Sec. 16, TlllN, R52W) in 
Brookin:Js County. 
Prediction F.guations for Digestibility 
IVDCM arrl chemical constituent data collected for each species in 
1984 were used to construct nultiple Iegiession equations that might be 
used to predict digestibility. SAS (1985) statistical procedures were 
used in the �  of in:lepen:ient variables (chemical constituents). 
IVDCM was first regressed against ea.di in::1epeooent variable in separate 
linear analyses. 'llle residuals were plotted against the predicted IVDCM 
(Draper arrl Smith 1981) arrl inspected for patterns sug;;estirg polynanial 
relationships. only if addition of a squared, or squared arrl cubed 
tenns, produced a significant (P < 0. 05) increase in the R2 value was 
the polynauial considered for inclusion in nultiple I0:3'1'.ession analyses. 
Tests of collinearity (Belsley et al . 1980) were perfonood on the 
multiple Ia3Zessions usirg all in:lepen:ient variables (no polynanial 
tenns included) prior to performi.rq nultiple regressions with all 
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variables that produced significant (P < 0 . 05) linear or polyrx:mial 
regressions. Variables fc:urn to be c:x>llinear were not included together 
in the same lll.lltiple :c9.3ressiai. 'nlere is a certain ano.mt of 
subjectivity in the selectiai of cut-off values for regzessian 
diagoost.ics in the determinatiai of c:x>llinearity (V:in:xi arx:l Ullah 1981, 
Dillon arx:l Goldstein 1984) . 'lllerefore, a a:nservative variance 
decarp::lsition value of 0. 50 , or greater, for 2 or m::>re variables 
associated with a corxlition Wex of 30,  or greater, was used (Dillon 
arx:l Goldstein 1984) . In dete:cminin;J a final ''best'' equation, only those 
variables that produced a significant (P < 0. 05) increase in the R2 
value were considered. Both stepwise forward methcx:1s arx:l all possible 
regressions were used to inspect equations. 
Variables fam:i to be the best p::,t:ential predictors of IVDCM for 
each species were used as the basis for selection of chemical analyses 
to be perfonned on the 1985 c:x>llections, ooth those sanples repetitively 
c:x>llected fran the same stanJs an:i the additional c:x>llections of each 
species (see above) . A qualitative test of the predictive ability of 
the equations was made by c:arparin;J the predicted IVIXM of each of the 
1984 sanples with the measured IVDCM . 
Results arx:l Disa.Jssion 
Olemical Constituents arx:l IVDCM 
Alfalfa Stan:iards 
Mean IVDCM values for the alfalfa starx:1ards for each run of the 
procedure are listed in Table 7. over all runs, the low starrlard 
averaged 3. 1 points lower arx:l the high staroard averaged 5. 6 points 
.. 
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Table 7. Mean IVIXM (percent of dl:y matter at 1000c, n =3 
per nm) of alfalfa st.arrlards irci.u::Jed in each nm of 1984 
an1 1985 whitetq>, slcu;Jh seo;e, rurreed, an1 smartweed 
sanples. 
I.ow stamard High stamard 
RLm (%) (%) 
1a 59 . 0  68. 3  
2a 57. 9 69. 9  
3b 58. 4  69 . 9  
4C 54 . 5  67. 0  
54 . 7 66. 0  
Mean: 56. 9 (0 . 9)e 68. 3  (0 . 7) 
Rep:>rted value: 60 . 0  73 . 9  
Mean deviation 
fran reported value: -3 . 1  -5 . 6  
acanta.ined 1984 whitet:q), slcu;Jh sea;e, burreed, an1 smartweed 
sanples. 
bcontained 1985 whitet:q), sla.igh sea;e, burreed an1 smartweed 
saI!l)les. 
Cccntained 1985 additional collections an whitetop, sla.igh sedge, 
l::urreed, an1 smartweed sanples. 
dcontained re-runs of sane saI!l)les. 
estarmrd error in parentheses. 
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lower than the rep::>rted values. causes of the low IVIXM estimates are 
di soJSSed in Olapter 2. 
Whitetq, 
CP contents of whitetq, sant>led fran the same wetlan:l in 1984 an:i 
1985 are presented in Figure 1. J:Btes for c:mervable ple?X>logical 
events are listed in the fcxrt:nctes of Tables 8 an:l 9. Like ple?X>logical 
events cx:curred several days earlier in 1985 than in 1984 due to warmer 
spri.rg terp?ratures. '!he plants began the gror,,rin;J season with high CP 
percentages typical of IOOSt grasses: althcu;h CP content was higher in 
May collected plants in 1984. At joi.ntirg to boot stages (late May to 
early June), CP had chc:g:e:I to 11. 3% in 1984 an:l U. 5% in 1985. At 
anthesis, CP was 8. 6% in 1984 arrl 9. 9% in 1985 (mid June). At seed fill 
(mid to late June) in both years, CP was just below 8%. Except for a 
secornary peak an 2 July 1984 due to a large m.nnber of new shoots an::i 
tillers in the satli)le, CP content chc:g:e:1 to between 5 an:i 6% for the 
rema.imer of the growi.rg season until Octd::,er when 1984 data show it 
chc:g:e:l to between 3 an:i 4%. CP values of the whitetq, satli)led in this 
stlXiy Yt"e.re similar to those reported by Clarke an:l Tisdale (1945) from 
southern Alberta an:l Saskatdlewan, by Neckles (1984) f:ran Manitoba, an:i 
by Smith (1973a) f:ran North Dakota for like i;::tienological stages. 
Percentages of IVIXM for whitetq> in both years are presented in 
Figure 2. '!he highest value for the 1984 collections ( 60%) occurred on 
the first sarrple date (24 May) while in 1985 it occurred on 13 May 
(54. 4%). By early June in 1984 ani late May in 1985, IVIXM � 
below 50%. At anthesis, IVIXM was 34. 5% in 1984 (18 June) arrl 40. 2% in 
1985 (14 June). After anthesis, IVIXM fluctuated in the 32 to 45% range 
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Figure 1 .  CP content ( %  of dry matter) of whitetop shCXlts collected in 1984 and 1985 . 
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.. Table 8 • <llemical con.stituents of whitetcp shoots collected fran 
a si.rxJle starxi in 1984 (n = 1 for ea.di line). 
Percent ]Il)i.stureil Percent of dry mat:te:b 
• 
rate Fresh Air-dry Ash NDF ADFlc ADF2d AOL 
5-24 81. 3 25. 9 8. 35 67. 6 31. 2 32. 9 2. 84 
5-29 78. 8 20. 5 7. 97 66. 6 30. 9 33. 1 2. 78 
• 5-3le 78. 5 12. 0 8. 27 74. 6 34. 1 36. 2  3. 27 
6-05 76.7 9. 9 7. 75 77. 6 37. 1 41. 1 4. 36 
6-07f 77. 0 19. 6 7. 67 79. 9 39. 0 40. 7  4. 45 
6-llg 78. 6 7. 9 7. 30 82. 0 41. 6 44. 5 4. 86 
6-18� 76. 5 13. 4 6. 24 81. 3 42. 8 43. 8  6. 43 
6-267 67. 3  15. 4 5. 27 81. 5 44. 6 46. 6 6. 78 
1-02J 68. 1 11. 2 5. 20 77. 7 41. 9 42. 5 6. 98 
7-ogk 62. 8 10. 2 4. 47 71. 9 38. 3 40. 4 6. 30 
7-161 61. 9 12. 2 4. 59 68. 8 37. 1 38. 0 6. 86 
7-23 62. 3 12. 8 4. 64 68. 8 35. 4 36. 8 6. 23 
7-30 58. 5 8. 6 4. 85 67. l  34. 3 37. 2 6. 20 
8-06 59. 7 8. 5 4. 74 67. 0 35. 3 36. 7 5. 87 
8-13 54. 0 13. 4 5. 01 65. 3 34. 4 35. 8 6. 08 
8-27 45. 5 8. 6 5. 09 63. 9  33. 8 35. 7 6. 59 
9-07 55. 1 16. 7 5. 96 65. 7 34. 2 37. 7  5. 89 
9-18 41. 6 13. 4 5. 83 68. 4 36. 2  38. 7 6. 41 
10-09 71. 2 13. 6 6. 65 81. 2 45. 0 49. l 7. 64 
10-23 57. 8 10. 9 5. 56 83. 2  46. 7 50. 5 8. 16 .. 
a1\R)roximate; based on dry matter at 600c. 
boi:y matter at lOOOc. 
cADFl = ADF after extraction for NDF. 
dADF2 = ADF witha.rt: pre-extraction for NDF. 
erilleri.rxJ began. 
fJointin::J began. Boot stage evident on earliest of floweri.rxJ shoots. 
<1New rhizane elan;Jation began. 
hArltllesis. 
iSeed fill. 
jAWn:lant new shoots/tillers. 
� began. .. lSeed c:h'q) an::l half of material senscent . 
• 
.. 
• 
.. 
-
• 
-
.. 
• 
• 
.. 
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Table 9. Chemical constituents of whit.etq> shoots collected 
in 1985 (n  = 1 for eadl line). 
Percent of dl:y mattei:D 
rate 
5-o8d 
5-13 
5-20 
5-28e 
6-0lf 
6-07 
6-14g 
6-lgh 
6-24i 
6-28 
7-05 , 
1-10) 
7-18 
7-29 
7-10 
7-29 
8-Q9 
Fresh Ash ADF2c 
Si.t'r;Jle starrl collections 
93. 4 18. 7 9. 92 31. 9 
90. 1 18. 7 9.75 33. 8  
90. 0 16. 4 8. 90 35. 9 
85. 9 21. 4 9. 00 41. 1 
84. 9  20. 2 9.41 40. 1 
82. 9 19. 7 9. 16 42. 3 
82. 4 18. 5 8. 10 41. 0 
77. 7 16. 5 7. 31 41. 2 
73. 6 16. 2 7.74 37. 4 
75. 7 15. 5 7.76 41. 5 
73. 3 15. 1 6.41 36. 9 
71. 2 16. 6 7.83 38. 8 
68. 4 15. 2 6.59 37. 8 
63. 0 15. 2 6. 66 38. 4  
Aa::litional starrl collections 
59. 1 13. 6  9. 23 45. 8 
54. 9 13. 3  7. 19 39. 4 
57. 2 14. 5  6. 90 41. 7  
a�te; based on diy matter at 60°c . 
boiy matter at 100°c. 
cADF2 = ADF withrut pre-extractioo for NDF. 
� shoots not yet emerged fran water surface. 
eJointin:J/boot stage. 
�illeri.rr;J began. 
gAnthesis 
1:1Ne,, rhizane elorgation. 
7Seed fill. 
JSeed drop; senescence began on uwer leaf tips . 
Silica 
1. 83 
2. 50 
2. 93 
2. 45 
3 .45 
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Figure 2 .  I\1D£N ( %  of dry matter) of whitetop shoots collected in 1984 and 1985 . 
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for the remairx:1er of the surrme.r. '!he 1984 data show that IVDCM began a 
steady decline in early SE!ptentler until it readled 16 . 6% on 23 october -
- the last collectim date. 
Neckles (1984) reported higher IVIXM values for whitetop fran the 
rel.ta Marsh in Manitooa than those frurxl in this study at canparable 
{ilenological stages. For exairple, at boot stage she reported an IVDCM 
of al:x:ut 56%. In the present sb..dy, the boot stage collection of 1984 
had an IVIXM of 39. 3% while that of 1985 was 42. 7%. 'Ihus, the nean of 
the 2-years' boot stage collections (41%) was 15 percentage points lower 
than faini in Manitooa. Mean IVIXM of both years' collections at 
anthesis (37. 4%) was aboJt 10 points lower than that reported by Neckles 
(1984) at anthesis. '!his cliscrepaocy in IVIXM beb.1een Manitoba- am 
So.rt:h O!kota�llected whitetop can only be partially acccunted for on 
the basis of the sanewha.t low efficiencies of the IVIXM assays (Table 
7) . 'lbe remainiixJ cli.screpan::y may possibly be explained by the northern 
pcpll.atim q:,eratin;J on 100re of a "carbohydrate econany" than southern 
plants. McNaughton ( 1966) frurxl that in cattail (� latifolia) 
collected fran North O!kota am Texas, am grown urner controlled 
enviroranents, the northern ecotype had higher nonstructural carbohydrate 
contents am lC1w'e.r protein to rx>nstructural carbohydrate ratios than the 
southern ecotype. '!his difference in the carbohydrate econany of the 
ecotypes was believed to be due to the need for the northern plants to 
be able to convert prc:p::>rtionately 100re in=.clnin;J radiation to storage 
fonrs of energy to prepare the plants for winter in the face of a short 
growirg season . 
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'Ihe ADF arrl AOL values of the 1984 whitetq> sanples r.vere all 
within ran;Jes characteristic of tenperate grasses (Table 8) , but NDF 
values t.vere sanewhat higher (N.R.C. 1982, Van Soest 1982) . ADF2 was 
always higher than ADFl ;  the difference ran;1in;J fran aha.rt: o. 5 to 4 
units. '!his difference is a CIU:1e estimate of pectins, tannins, arrl 
silica c:arbined (Van Soest arrl Rcbertson 1980) . Silica analyses r.vere 
made on selected sanples fran 1985 arrl � fran 1. 83 (13 May} to 
3. 45% (29 JUly} (Table 9) • 'lhus, silica prd::)ably acx:amts for IIOSt all 
of the cli.screparx:y between ADFl arxl ADF2. Silica, however, is not 
totally acx:amted for by differerx::e of the ADF' s; sane may not be 
solubilized in neutral detergent (Van Soest arrl Rd:>ertson 1980}. '!he 
ash values for both years (Tables 8 arxl 9) are similar to many 
danesticated forage grasses (N.R.C. 1982) . Clecli.ne in ash over the 
growin;J season was prcbably due to lead'li.n:;J of ions fran the senesci.rg 
plant material (I:Bvis arrl van der Valk 1978}. 'Ihis species began 
senescence by mid-sunmer arrl, although rn.nneroJS small YCAID:J shoots were 
present in late sunmer, the l:::ulk of vegetation was straw-colored. 'Ihe 
slight increase in a.sh tcMard the en:i of the growin;J season cculd be due 
to the contribution fran the small green shoots arxvor cxn:entration in 
dead material by micrd:>ial dea.itp:sition of organic matter. 
r«>isture contents of fresh arxl air-dry material are also listed 
in Tables 8 arrl 9. Fresh IIOisture percentages are probably low 
estimates due to several haJrs lag time between collection arrl weighing. 
'!he generally declin.in;J noisture content of whitetop over the growi.rg 
season reflects declinin;J transpirational activity of the plants 
(Eisenlohr 1966, 1969) . '!he high IIOisture values, especially early in 
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'NOllld limit dry matter 
intake by grazin;J animals. 'Ihe air-dry moisture values are only roughly 
representative of moisture levels a,e might expect in hay produced frcm 
this spec:ies, as small loose saill?les in paper bags shall.d be more 
subject to variations in at:na;pleri.c humidity than bales after sun 
curin;J. Nonetheless, IOOSt values were below 20% (the 'llR)er limit 
�ested by � et al. 1981 for hay) , an.:l many 1984 sanples were 
less than 15% (the 'llR)er limit suggested by Van Soest 1982 for proper 
hay storage) • 
Slcu;Jh Sei3e 
Except for one date, slcu;Jh SEd;Je was consistently higher in CP 
(Figure 3) than 'Wh.itetq>. As for IOOSt spec:ies of plants, CP levels were 
highest early· in the growin;J season (20. 1% in 1984 an.:l 17. 7% in 1985) . 
'Ihe peak in CP in 1985 occurred on the third collection date (13 May) . 
'Ihe depressed CP content on the first an.:l secx:ni collection dates were 
probably due to depressed P'l(Jtosynthesis as IOOSt shoots were still 
subnerged. 'Ihe enzyme ribuloseb�te camaxylase of the 
i;notosynthetic system cx:n;;>rises 15% of the enzynes ( an.:l hence protein) 
of the chloroplasts (I.ehn.i.rqer 1975) . 
CP content chc.ge:l to 14. 6% at anthesis in 1984 ( 6 June) ard 
15. 1% at anthesis in 1985 (28 May; dates of key i;nenological events are 
listed in Tables 10 ard 11) . When the achenes began to fill, CP had 
chq.p:d to 13. 6% in 1984 (18 June) ard 12. 9% in 1985 (7 June) . CP 
� below 10% in late June in 1985 an.:l early July in 1984. 
Fluctuations between about 7 ard 9% occurred thra.lghout the remain:ier of 
the collection i;,eriods. 
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Figure 3 .  CP content (%  of dry matter) of slough sedge shoots collected in 1984 and 1985. 
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.. Table 10 • Olemi.cal constituents of slell3h sedge shoots ex>llected 
fran a sirgle st.am in 1984 (n = 1 for each line). 
Percent IIDist:ure" Percent of dry ma.ttei:h 
.. 
ADFlc ADF2d O:lte Fresh Air-my Ash NDF AOL 
5-24 83 . 0  49 . 4  9 . 32 65. 8  29 . 7  32 . 2  3 . 45 
5-29 81 . 5  37 . 4  8 . 69 64. 4  29 . 3  31 . 8  2 . 60 .. 5-31 81 . 6  11. 3  9 . 31 69 . 7  31 . 1  36 . 2  4 . 09 
6-0s0 81 . 1  9 . 8  8 . 63 72 . 1  34 . 5  37 . 9  3 . 72 
6-07f 82 . 6  20 . 8  8 . 82 73 . 1  34 . 7  37 . 3  4 .31 
6-llg 84 . 6  8 . 8  8 . 06 72 . 1  34 . 0  36 . 4  3 . 80 
6-18h 84 . 6  15 . 1  7 . 81 72 . 9  35 . 3  37 . 3  3 . 28 
6-26 78 . 6  15 . 0  7 . 85 73 . 9  37 . 0  40 . 3  4 . 16 
7-02 77 . 3  9 . 5  7 . 69 73 . 7  35 . 7  38 . 7  4 . 26 
7-09 77 . 2  10 . 9  8 . 24 73 . 5  36 . 9  40 . 0  4 . 28 
7-16 , 73 . 8  13. 7  7 . 32 73 . 3  36 . 8  40 . 6  4 . 35 
7-231 67. 5  12 . 8  7 . 58 73 . 7  36 . 0  39 . 6  4 . 21 
7-30 70 . 3  9 . 2  7 . 87 73 . 5  37 . 1  39 . 7  4 . 49 
8-06 71 . 7 8 . 8  7 . 43 74 . 7  38 . 8  42 . 0  4 . 48 
8-13 64. 8  13 . 7  7 . 22 74 . 2  37 . 2  39 . 8  · 4 . 74 
8-27 59 . 5  8 . 8  7 . 81 72 . 3  36 . 7  39 . 4  4 . 75 
9-07 71 . 1  18 . 3  8 . 12 70 . 5  37 . 6  39 . 8  4 . 51 
9-18 50 . 3  12 . 6  7 . 51 70 . 6  37 . 3  40 . 2  4 . 48 
lo-o9 , 76 . 3  14 . 2  8 . 96 76 . 1  40 . 4  45 . 3  5 . 22 
10-23) 60 . 9  12 . 0  8 . 82 74. 7  39 . 4  45 . 5  5 . 43 
aAI:P:roximate; based on dry matter at 600c. 
boi:y matter at 1000c. 
cADFl = ADF after extraction for NDF. 
dADF2 = ADF witha.It pre-extraction for NDF. 
eru1erirg began (2ni cdlort of shoots). 
f Anthesis began • 
CJNew rhizaoo el�tion. 
1:1seed fill . 
�Flowerirg shoots senescirg 
JAba.rt: one-third of shoots senescent . 
.. 
• 
.. 
• 
• 
.. 
.. 
• 
• 
.. 
.. 
• 
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Table 11. Chemical constituents of sla.igh secr::Je shoots collected 
in 1985 (n = 1 for eadl line). 
Percent of dry mat:terD 
cate 
5-02 
5-08 
5-13 
5-20 
5-28c 
6-0ld 
6-0� 
6-14 
6-19 
6-24f 
6-28 
7-05 
7-lOg 
7-18 
7-29 
6-28 
7-24 
7-24 
7-29 
7-29 
8-09 
8-o9 
Ash 
SinJle stan:i collections 
87. 2 18. 8 6. 48 
88. l 18. 5 8. 21 
85. 9 17. 3 8. 50 
85. 7 21. 1 9. 60 
81. 9 21. 2 9. 41 
79. 9 18. 7 9. 09 
79. 3  19. 3 9. 01 
76. 3 18. 6 7. 74 
76. 1 15. 9 8. 82 
71. 7 15. 8 7.35 
71. 7  15. 6 7. 83 
60. 3 15. 3 7. 30 
62. 9 14. 2 8. 00 
67. 0 15. 8 8. 54 
62. 6 15. 6 7. 93 
hliitional stan:i collections 
73. 1 16. 1 7. 33 
65 . 4  15. 2 6. 22 
68. 3 14. 9 8. 94 
61. 5 15. 3 7.27 
62. 3 15. 3 6. 67 
68. 9 14. 9 10. 30 
73. 6 15. 3 9. 40 
aAR>roximate; based on dry matter at 600c. 
boiy matter at 1000c . 
CAnthesis. 
d1'TillerinJ" began ( 2rxl cohort of shoots) • 
E!Seej fill. 
fNew m.izane elo�tion. 
gSeed shattered . 
Silica 
0. 73 
2. 13 
2. 02 
2. 50 
2. 91 
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'Ihe CP data for slCU;Jh sed:Je plants collected in this study 
carpare well with those of Clarke arrl Tisdale (1945) arrl Co:rns (1974; 
for his first cut dates) in canada at carparable growth stages or dates. 
�, data fran soutm,,.est Alberta showed lower CP percentages by 
several points (Jctmston arrl Bezeau 1962) . 
IVIXM values for slCU;Jh sed;e 'Ne.re highest on 29 May in 1984 
(68.6%) arrl on 13 May in 1985 (63. 3%) (Figure 4) . At anthesis, IV1XM 
had droppe.l to 61. 5% in 1984 (7 June) arrl 58. 5% in 1985 (28 May) . In 
early July of both years, IVIXM dl.oppe.l arrl stayed below 50% for the 
remain:ler of the grawin;J season. 'lhn:u;Jh July in both years, IVIXM 
stayed ab:Jve 40%. Except for a low value of 37. 7% on 13 August, it 
continued to remain above 40% in 1984 tmti1 mid-September arrl reached a 
low of 33.3% on 23 October. 
'Ihe in vivo digestible dry n,atter (.in vivo DCM) values reported 
for June- arrl February-collected slCU;Jh sedge in the Northwest 
Territories 'Ne.re 48 arrl 26%, respectively, for Hereford cattle (Hawley 
et al. 1981a) . Septent>er-harvested slCU;Jh hay (95% slCU;Jh sedge) frc:m 
the same region had an in vivo IXM of 47% the followin;J winter in 
Herefords (Hawley et al. 1981b) . 'Ihe values reported by these authors 
carpare well with the IVIXM values reported in the present study. 
Ash values of slCU;Jh sed:Je in both years 'Ne.re similar (Tables 10 
arrl 11) arrl did not show a prarnn=ed decline as in whitetq) (Tables 8 
arrl 9) . Senescence cx:x::urred slowly in the slCU;Jh sedge stan:i arrl much 
green n,aterial was still present by late October. 'Ihe ash content 
throughout the season of this species was similar to the early season 
values for whitetq:>. 'Ihe values of the detergent fibers an:l lignin of 
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Figure 4 .  IV£DII (% of dcy matter) of slough sedge shoots c.ollected in 1984 and 1985 . 
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slc.u;h sed;Je were generally lc:,.,,ier than those for whitetop. I.o.vrer fiber 
and higher CP values were no doubt respausible for the generally higher 
IVOCM values of this species as oaipared to whitetop. As in whitetop, 
the tulk of the difference between ADFl and ADF2 in slc.u;h sed:;Je (Table 
10) was probably accamted for by silica (Table 11) . K:>isture values of 
both fresh and air-dl:y slc.u;h se:k;Je (Tables 10 and 11) were similar to 
whitetq> (Tables 8 and 9) • 
airreed 
'Ihe CP content of b.u:reEd at the onset of the grc:Mi.rg season in 
both years was abcut 20% (Figure 5) . 'Ihe decline in CP content in 1984 
leveled off in early July and renained between abcut 8 and 10% tmtil 
near the en:l of the grc:Min;J season. 'llle same trerrl � in 1985 
(only it started earlier by calemar date), but sampli.rg was tenninated 
sooner in that year. Anthes is ocx::urred over a lon; time, lastinq from 
11 June to 30 July in 1984 and fran 14 June to 18 July in 1985. 
D.lration of fle7w1eri.rg may last aba.rt a week on an in:li vidual shoot, but 
different shoots within the stan:l fl� thrrughcut the above ti.me 
spans. As a result, CP content ran;red widely in the stan:l duri.rg 
anthesis. 'Ihe CP value of 7 . 6% listed by Llnn et al. ( 1975) for this 
species in Minnesota collected in late smmner agrees closely with the 
late sumrer values fa.mi in this stu:iy durirg 1984 . 
airreed IVOCM (Figure 6) was highest on 24 May in 1984 (65. 2%) 
and on 13 May in 1985 (61. 4%) . IV1XM chq.p:d steadi l y  in both years to 
anthesis initiation (40. 3% in 1984 and 35 . 5% in 1985) and continued to 
do so tmtil an-thesis tennination (24. 6% in 1984 and 18. 0% in 1985) .  'Ihe 
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Figure 5 .  CP content (% of dry matter) of burreed shoots collected in 1984 and 1985. 
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1984 data shcM that IVDCM remained at these extremely low values for the 
remain:::1er of the grc:,wi.n;J season. 
Ash values for rurreed (Tables U arxi 13) were generally 1. 5 to 2 
times higher than these for whitetcp arxi at least a few points higher 
than those for sl(U3h SEd;Je. 'Ihe detergent fiber values (Tables U arxi 
13) were similar to these for whitetq> arxi sl(U3h sed:;Je, rut NDF tero.ed 
to be lower early in the growin; season. Values for AOL, however, were 
nuch higher for rurreed than the other 2 species (Table U) . Linn et 
al. (1975) reported similar NDF am AOF values for this species in a 
late sumner collection fran Minnesota (60. 2 arxi 42. 2% ,  respectively) but 
their reported AOL value was only abrut half (4. 73%) of the late summer 
values foun:i in this study. 
'Ihe discrepancy between ADFl arxi AOF2 values (Table 12) was about 
the same as for whitetq> arxi slaigh SE!a3'e, however, this difference is 
prdJably not acx::cunted for by silica. Silica values on the 5 dates in 
1985 used for analyses were always 0. 3% or less (Table 13) . '!his 
�ests either pectins or tannins were responsible for differences in 
ADF's. Die to the high digestibility of pectins arrl the lack of 
digestibility of tannins in nnninants (Van Soest 1982) , arrl the low 
IVIXM of rurreed durin;J the latter half of the grc:,wi.n;J season, this 
species prdJably contains a significant annmt of tannin. other 
circumstantial evidence of the existence of high tannin content is that 
this species cured to a tan-brcJINil color. Fhl.�enes could be 
responsible for this color. Fhl.Clbai;nenes are polymerized tannins that 
are not only brown in color , rut also may be measured as lignin (Van 
Soest 1982) arxi could account for the high AOL values for this species . 
.. 
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Table 12 . Cllemical constituents of bJrreed shoots collected 
fran a sin;le st.am in 1984 (n = 1 for each line). 
Percent DD� Percent of dry mattezb 
.. I:Bte Fresh Air-dry Ash NDF .ADFlc ADF2d AOL 
5-24 90 . 3  39 . 0  14 . 50 53 . 7  24 . 1  24 . 0  2 . 91 
5-29 89 . 2  13 . 6  13 . 80 53 . 9  25 . 0  27 . 6  3 . 39 
5-31 90 . 6  13 . 2  14 . 40 64 . 3  32 . 7  34 . 4  5 . 63 .. 6-05e 89 . 5  11 . 1  13 . 70 68 . 2  35 . 9  39 . 5  7 . 04 
6-07f 89. 9  24 . 3  11 . 90 65 . 9  33 . 5  36 . 5  7 . 21 
6-llg 90. 0  9 . 2  11 . 40 66 . 5  33 . 9  36 . 6  4 . 97 
6-181:1 88 . l  16 . 4  11 . 10 67 . 1  35 . 0  36 . 6  4 . 94 
6-267 86 . 1  17 . 8  11 . 30 66 . 5  36 . 0  36 . 1  5 . 60 
1-02) 86 . 2  12 . 0  11 . 50 68 . 0  37 . 0  37 . 0  7 . 65 .. 7-()9 84 . 6  12 . 2  11. 10 69 . 0  38. 4  39 . 2  6 . 47 
7-16 82 . 8  16 . 6  10 . 20 68 . 9  37 . 5  40 . 9  6 . 42 
7-23 82 . 6  12 . 0  10 . 30 70 . 2  41 . 6  42 . 0  9 . 66 
7-3ok 80 . 0  9 . 8  10 . 50 70 . 9  42 . 5  43 . 6  11 . 10 
8-06 77 . 2  9 . 7  9 . 52 71 . 4  45 . 4  44 . 8  12 . 60 
8-13 74 . 2  15 . 0  10 . 90 69 . 8  40 . 6  42 . 2  9 . 91 - 8-27 67 . 3  8 . 6  8 . 59 69 . 5  39 . 1  41 . 9  11 . 70 
9-071 76. 5  22 . 4  10 . 60 68 . 6  39 . 5  40 . 0  9 . 59 
9-18m 57 . 6  19 . 1  9 . 48 72 . 3  41 . 1  42 . 6  9 . 85 
10-()9 76. 3  15 . 8  6 . 12 78 . 9  45 . 1  47 . 7  11 . 90 
10-23 70 . 6  25 . 7  4 . 98 82 . 7  48 . 3  53 . 1  12 . 00 
.. 
aApproximate; based on dry matter at 600c. 
boi:y matter at lOOOc. 
CADFl = ADF after extraction for NDF. 
dADF2 = ADF without pre-extraction for NDF. 
� stage evident in earliest flc:,,,.,erin; shoots. • f11Tillerin;" began . 
gAnthesis began. 
!:New rhizane elorr;Jation. 
7Seed fill stage began on earliest of flc:Merin; shoots . 
)Seed ripenin;J began on earliest of flowers .  
kAnthesis tenninated on latest of flc:,,,.,erin; shoots. .. lFlc:,,,.,erin; shoots senescent; seed shattered • 
m.Aba.It half of plants scenescent . 
.. 
.. 
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Table 13. Olemical constituents of blr.reed shoots collected 
in 1985 (n = 1 for eadl line) • 
Percent of dry matterb 
l'.Bte 
5-13 
5-20 
5-28 
6-0lc 
6-07 
6-14d 
6-19e 
6-24 
6-28f 
7-05 
7-10 
7-18g 
7-2gh 
7-29 
7-29 
8-09 
8-09 
Fresh Ash 
Sin;le starrl collectioos 
91. 8 18. 3 15. 50 
91. 4 23. 6  15. 20 
89. 8 24. 5 14. 30 
89. 8 21. 9 13. 70 
87. 4  20. 5 12. 30  
86. 4 20. 3 11. 50 
84. 5 17. 5  9. 93 
84. 0 17. 4 10. 60 
85. 2 17. 7  10. 30 
80. 8 16. 6 9. 66 
81. 0 17. 9 9. 73 
76. 0 16. 3 8. 97 
74. 7 16. 5 8. 79 
Additional st.am collections 
79. 5 14. 9 9. 57 
72. 8 16. 3 7. 45 
79. 8 17. 2  11. 20 
86. 6 19. 5 11. 60 
a.AWroximate; based on dry matter at 600c • 
� matter at 1000c. 
Silica 
0. 30 
0. 20 
0. 05 
0. 20 
0. 20 
cBoot stage evident earliest flowerin; shoots. ''Tillerin;t' began. 
dAnthesis began. 
� mizane elan:Jation. 
fSeed fill stage began on earliest of flc:,,,r,erin; shoots. 
gAnthesis tenninated on latest of flowerin; shoots • 
� shoots arisin:J fran distal erxis of new mizanes . 
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Smartweed 
'llle smartweed st.am used for both shoot analyses and rhizane 'INC 
analyses in 1984 was heavily infested with Dvsorx;hia procera 
(COleq,tera: Olrysanelidae) (specimens identified by J. L .  Krysan) , a 
beetle that is �y host-specific a, R:>lygorrum. Both adult an:l 
lai:vae are - Many leaves in the st.am were already danaged 
by these insects on the first collection date in 1984 and by the middle 
of July were severely damaged (althrugh new leaves had been consistently 
ar:pearirq at the tops of the plants) . By late July, hc,r.,.1ever, new 
bran::hes were eloogatirq fran buds at l� nodes of the aerial shoots 
and by mid August new leaves � ab.m:1ant � the st.am. 'Ihe 
tren:3s in CP and IVIXM reflected this scenario (Figures 7 an:l 8). Only 
a ff!w shoots in this st.am flC7Net'ed in mid August. When sampling was to 
resume in late April of the followirq sprirq, smartweed shoots had not 
yet emerged. When only sparse sb.mted shoots had emerged by mid June, 
it was decided to take smartweed sanples fran a different site in a 
seasonal-wet.1.an:l-daninated basin a ff!w hun:ired meters to the east. 
Dysonchia activity was also a problem at the site used in 1985 . 'Ihe 
stan:i did not fl� prior to termination of sanplirq (10 August) in 
that year. Al thrugh sane new shoots began arisirq fran la.ier nodes on 
sane stems on 29 July, they were not quantitatively i.nportant in the 
collections at termination of sanplirq . 
CP levels in smartweed at the beginnirg of the 1984 grt:Mirq 
season were over 20% an:l peaked again near 20% after the profusion of 
new shoots in August (Figure 7). Smartweed generally eJdtlbited higher 
CP levels throoghout the 1984 growing season than the other 3 species 
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Figure 7 .  CP content (%  of dry matter) of srnartweed shoots collected in 1984 arrl 1985 . 
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studied. '!he only time that CP chq..yed below 11.5% was on the last 
sanplirg date (9 .  3% on 23 Octooer) • Al:t:hcu;Jtl sanples were only 
collected fran 14 Jl.ll'le thrcu;Jh 10 Au;Just in 1985, an::l CP levels were 
lOl.iler in that year, the data followed the same trern as in the previous 
year. CP values never <h.q..yed below 10 . 8% durin:;J the 1985 collection 
period. 
'!he high CP content in smartweed may be due to either an 
inherently high N content, or to a delay in maturation of the plant 
caused by the defoliation. Aey factor whidl retards the nonnal 
maturation process usually results in suwression of the decline in 
forage quality that typically accarpanies maturation (Van Soest 1982) . 
KDrelyakcva (1971) rep:,rt.ed a CP content of 27 . 3% for g. amr:ru.bitml in a 
July collection in the Ukrainian S.S . R. However, by the description of 
the plant in his paper, it ai::pears that his specimens may have been g.  
9• stirulaceum, while in the present study g. 9. emersum was the fonn 
used. 'Ihi.s distinction is pointed rut as there is controversy in the 
taxonany of this species, an::l the latter has lon:;J been regarded as g. 
ccx::cinemn (see Great Plains Flora Association 1986) . Loanan (1983) 
rep:,rts that water smartweed hay (Polygonum SW · )  in canada will 
typically have at least 15% CP content if green an::l leafy. 
IVDCM of smartweed was never as high in these collections as the 
other 3 species stuli.ed were at their peaks. In 1984, IVDCM was in the 
40 to 46% rarge durirg the initial early grc:,...rirg season peak an::l reached 
46% again at the peak followirg refoliation (Figure 8) . In 1985 the 
IVIXM content was lOl.iler at CCITpll'able dates than in 1984, an::l rather 
erratic. 
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Ash values for smartweed (Tables 14 and 15} were similar to those 
fcmrl for whitetcp and slcu:jl secge. NDF values, hc7t.iever, were 
generally lor.ver than for the other species studied (Table 14} • AOF 
values, an the other han::l, were similar to those fcmrl in the other 3 
species. It is interest:iig to rote that in 11 CAit of the 20 samples 
collected in 1984, AOF2 values -were less than AOFl values. one would 
have e>q:>ected all AOF2 values to be consistently larger than their AOFl 
camtei:pa.rts as, in a Ew:q:>ean sb.dy of this genus, it was fc:un:i that � .  
andribitnn contained large am:::mtts of tannins (Krzaczek et al. 197 4} . 
'!he red color of smartweed stems may be irrlicative of the presence of 
con:iensed tannins (Van Soest 1982). In cases where the AOF2 values are 
higher than AOFl, it is reasonable to assume that the difference is due 
to tannins as silica levels an all 3 dates tested in 1985 were low 
(Table 15} . For the �ite situations, aside fran p:)SSible procedural 
error, it might be speculated that at certain times a class of carrpoums 
exist that are not soluble in neutral detergent and solubilized by acid 
detergent. AOL values for this species were very high relative to the 
other 3 species. 
Prediction of IVIXM by Cllemical Constituents 
Whitetcp 
r::ata listed in Table 8 were used for re;JreSSion analyses. NDF, 
AOL, and AOFl or AOF2 were fcmrl to be collinear. 'Iherefore, equations 
that contained arrJ canbination of these variables were disregarded. 'Ihe 
significant si.n;le constituent equations and the best multiple 
regression equation are listed in Table 16. Many other polynanial 
equations were statistically significant, overall, but were not listed 
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• Table 14 • Chemical constituents of smarb.1eed shoots collected 
fran a si.n;le stam in 1984 (n = 1 for eadl line). 
Percent 100� Percent of dcy matterb -
I:ate Fresh Air-dry Ash NDF ADFlc ADF2d ADL 
5-24 82. 5  12 . 8  7 . 51 49. 4  34. 8 29. 4  7. 29 
5-29 80. 5  11. 6  7. 73 49. 3  35. 9  33 . 1  12. 90 .. 5-31 80. 8 11. 0 8. 51 57. 6 40. 6 36. 6 17. 20 
6-05 80. 8  10. 2 7. 50 57 . 5  42. 0  41. 5  15.80 
6-07 80. 5  18. 7  6. 77 58. 0  40. 5  35. 5 13 . 30 
6-lle 81. 0  7 . 9  6. 30 60. 4  42. 6  39. 5  14. 70 
6-18 79. 3  8. 4 7. 41 60. 8  42. 9  39. 8  15. 90 
6-26 74. 1  14. 8  6 . 16 57. 6  38. 6 38. 9  12. 90 .. 7-02 69. 9  11. 8  6. 38 62. 2  43 . 7  40. 3  16. 70 
7-og 76. 3  10. 1  6 .87 60. 8  42. 0  43. 8  14. 50 
7-16 60. 2  14. 2 6 .16 63 . 1  44. 0  40. 4  16. 00 
7-23 65. 9  13 . 7  5. 05 63 . 6  43 . 4  45. 2  13 . 90 
7-30 67. 5  9. 3 5 .75 61. 7 42. 0  43 . 9  14. 10 
8-06 72. 2  9. 3 7 .10 58. 3  42. 3  42. 0  14.70 .. 0-13f 76. 2  16. 3 7 .20 54. 6 37. 7  39. 8  12. 10 
8-27 70. 3  8 . 5  5. 38 51. 0  35. 8 35. 2 9. 81 
9-07 80. 0  29. 5  7. 65 49. 5  35. 2  37. 0  12. 00 
9-18 68. 2  17. 8  5. 33 50. 2 35. 0 36. 1 9.97 
10-09g 72. 6  17. 3  5. 74 70. 7  50. l  53 . 2  20. 00 
10-23 70. 7  12. 9  4 .26 73 . 4  55. 2  59. 1  19. 60 
• 
aAWroximate; based on dcy matter at 600c. 
� matter at 1000c. 
CADFl = ADF after extraction for NDF. 
dADF2 = ADF without pre-extraction for NDF. 
.. � mizane/shoot elonJation. fFloweri.n; occurred on small percentage of shoots . Profusion of 
new shoots fran old mizanes ani stems. 
gAbout half of all shoots senescent • 
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Table 15. Chemical constituents of smartweed shoots collected 
in 1985 (n = 1 for eadl line). 
Percent of dey mattezD 
Fresh Ash Silica 
6-14 
6-19 
6-24 
6-29d 
7-05 
7-10 
7-18 
1-29e 
8-10 
7-24 
7-24 
7-29 
8-09 
8-09 
Sin;Jle stan::l collections 
74. 6 17. 3  5 . 72 30. 5 
74. 8 15. 8 5.85 30. 9 
70. 6 16. 3 5.41 29. 1 
69. 0 16. 3 4 . 74 34. 6 
68. 7 15. 3 4.74 32. 6 
66. 3 16. 1 5.02 34. 7 
67. 4 14. 9 5.10 32. 5 
70. 3 16. 0 5.68 37. 0 
67. 7  15. 0 6.03 38. 9 
Ad:litional stan::l collections 
70. 3 19. 2 5. 53 41. 4 
69. 3 16. 5 6. 51 44. 0 
73. 3 16. 0 7.16 38. 8 
75. 7 15. 8 7.35 38. 8 
74. 4 15. 4 6.72 43. 3  
a1q::praximate; based on dey matter at 60°c. 
boi:y matter at 100°c. 
CADF2 = ADF withrut pre-extraction for NDF. 
dtJew shoots began arisin;J fran la,,ier nc:xles on stems • 
9New rhizanes elon;Jat.in; • 
0. 34 
0. 18 
0. 36 
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Table 16 . Significant linear an:1 polynani al regtessions of IVDCM on 
sin;le chemical oanstituentsa an:1 best nultiple reg?:ession for 
whitetq;) based on 1984 oollectioo.s (n = 20) . 
Significance (P<) 
E.quation (IVDCM =) 
Linear an:1 Polynanial E.quations 
1 . 817 (CP) + 23 . 76 0 . 58 0 . 0001 
3 . 878 (ash) + 15 . 84 0 . 26 0 . 02 
-57 . 51 (ash) + 4 . 802 (ash2) + 203 . 2 0 . 60 0 . 0004 0 . 01 
-1 . 773 (AOFl) + 106 . 2 0 . 64 0 . 0001 
-172 . 9  (AOFl) + 4 . 421 (AOF12) 0 . 78 0 . 0001 0 . 05 
- 0 . 0377 (ADFl 3) + 2295 
-1. 678 (AOF2) + 106 . 4  0 . 66 0 . 0001 
-163 . 0  (AOF2) + 3 . 890 (AOF22) 0 . 82 0 . 0001 0 . 01 
- 0 . 0309 (AOF23) + 2 315 
-0 . 7636 (NDF) + 95 . 13 0 . 26 0 . 02 
-5 . 874 (AOL) + 73 . 15 0 . 75 0 . 0001 
-96 . 55 (AOL) + 17 . 67 (AOL2) 0 . 88 0 . 0001 0 . 001 
- 1 . 083 (AOL3) + 216 . 0  
Multiple Regtession E.quation 
1 . 244 (CP) - 1 . 246 (AOF2) + 78 . 38 0 . 89 0 . 0001 0 . 001 
aep = crude protein, AOFl an:1 AOF2 = acid detergent fiber ( see text) , 
NDF = neutral detergent fiber, AOL = acid detergent lignin. 
brmprovement over next lc:,,.,est order polynanial . 
.. 
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in Table 16 if the ad:titian of a squared or cubed term did not 
significantly (p<0. 05) inprove the R2 value over its next lowest order 
polyncmial CCJllllterpart. 
All I931e:ssions listed in Table 16, except the linear ash arx:l 
linear NDF equations, have R2 values that are higher than the R2 values 
given for the 3 quadratic type equations listed by �  et al. 
(1981) for tame forage species (R2 = 0. 57, 0. 56, arx:l 0. 53 for alfalfa, 
grasses, arx:l all species equations respectively). All 3 of the 
equations of � et al. (1981) were quadratic-type with ADF as the 
� variable. 'lhe equations develcp;!d by those authors were 
based an in vivo IXM. '!hey did oot report if the ADF procedures were 
comucted with pre-extraction with neutral detergent solution or not. 
'lhe nuch higher R2 values fam:l in the present study are probably due to 
the typically better statistical relationships of chemical a::>nstituents 
with digestibility when only plant age arx:l maturity effects are the 
primary variables affectin;J the plants (Van Soest 1982). Relationships 
between varioos constituents arx:l digestibility can vary not only between 
species, rut between first cuttirxJs arx:l aftermath cuttin:Js, arx:l with 
envirornnent 
In whitetop, quadratic fonrs of both ADFl arx:l ADF2 did not 
significantly inprove (p>0. 05) R2 values of linear equations. However, 
in both cases, cubic fonns did significantly .ilrprove R2 values. 'Ihe 
ADF2 cubic equation did a slightly better jct, of explainin:J variation in 
IVDCM tban did the ADFl cubic equation. 'Ihis should be �  as 1985 
analyses (Table 9) showed this species was high in silica. Silica is 
included in the ADF2 fraction, but only partly included in the ADFl 
.. 
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fraction. AlthCAJgh the effect of silica Cll digestibility varies with 
plant species, in teip?Tate an:l rmthem grasses the effect seems to be 
an inhibitory one (Van Soest 1982) . 'Ibis effect can be as much as a 2 
to 3 unit drq> in digestibility per unit of silica. 'll1e best sin:Jle 
constituent equation for whitetcp was the cubic regression of ADL (R2 = 
o. 88) 
'llle best of all equations was the Dllltiple :r:e;p:essian usin:J CP 
an:l ADF2 as the in:lepenjent variables (Table 16; R2 = 0. 89) . '!his 
equation was used to predict the IVIXM values for whitetcp collected in 
1985 fran the same wet.lam that was used in 1984, an:l for samples 
collected fran 3 other sites in eastern So.Ith D:lkota. Table 17 lists 
the actual IVIXM, the predicted IVD[M, an:l whether or not the predicted 
value was within ± 5 an:l ± 10% of the actual value. Six cut of 17 
predictions (35%) were within ± 5% of actual an:l 14 cut of 17 (82%) were 
within ± 10%. All predictions -were within 13% of actual values. 'lllis 
practical "test" of the equation shows that at least in this wetlarxi, 
the equation aweaz:s to be able to predict reasonably well; especially 
when one considers that 18% of the variation in IVIXM remains 
unexplained by the prediction equation • 
Sla.igh �e 
'Ihe significant regression equations for this species are listed 
in Table 18. '!here were no l11lltiple ra;p:essions that significantly 
btt:>roved the R2 values of sin:Jle constituent equations. several 
collinearity problems existed between Weperxient variables in slough 
sedge which greatly limited the canbinations that ccw.d be tried in 
multiple re:Jiessions (CP, ADFl or ADF2 , arxi NDF were collinear as well 
.. 
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.. Table 17 . Cr:1Jp3rison of IVIXM predicted by lilll.tiple n:g1.ession 
equatiartl with actual IVlXM for 1985 whitetq, collections. 
IVDCM Limit Within limit? 
Differ-.. 
Date Actual Predicted ±5% ±10% 10% ence 
Sinjle st.am collections 
5-08 52. 5  56. 4  -3.9 2 . 6 5 . 2 No Yes 
5-13 54 . 4  55. 9  -1 . 5  2 .7  5 . 4  Yes Yes 
5-20 53 . 0  52. 2  0 . 8  2 .7  5 . 3  Yes Yes 
5-28 46.3 42.7 3.6 2.3 4 . 6  No Yes 
6-01 46. 5  45 . 2  1 . 3  2 . 3  4 . 7  Yes Yes 
6-07 43.1 39 . 6 3.5 2 . 2  4.3 No Yes 
6-14 40. 2 39 . 6 0 . 6  2 . 0  4 . 0  Yes Yes 
6-19 42.5 37.3 5.2 2 . 1 4 . 2  No No 
6-24 43 . 8  41 . 4  2 .4  2. 2 4 . 4  No Yes 
6-28 41.4 36 .7  4 . 4  2. 1 4 . 1  No No 
7-05 44.3 40.9 3 . 4  2.2 4 . 4  No Yes 
7-10 40. 2 38. 0 2.2 2 . 0  4.0 No Yes 
7-18 39. 3 38. 0 1 . 3  2.0 3.9 Yes Yes 
7-29 39. 2 37.0 2. 2 2 . 0 3 . 9  No Yes .. 
Additional stan:l collections 
7-10 31 . 0  29. 0  2. 0 1 . 5  3.1 No Yes 
7-29 32. 9 37 . 2  -4.3 1 . 6 3.3 No No 
8-09 34 . 6  34.3 0.3 1. 7 3.5 Yes Yes 
.. 
aIVDCM = 1. 244 (CP) - 1 .  246 (ADF2) + 78. 38 • 
.. 
.. 
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Table 18. Significant linear and polyrnnial n:gLessions of IVDr:M on 
sin;Jle chemical constituents<l for slaigh sed3'e based on 1984 collections 
(n = 20). 
Significance (P<) 
F.quation (IVDCM =) 
Linear an:l �lyrnni al :Equations 
2.334 (CJ?) + 24. 53 0. 92 0. 0001 
5.367 (CJ?) - 0. 1185 (CP2) + 7. 643 0. 96 0. 0001 0. 001 
7.375 (ash) - 8. 977 0.20 0.05 
-3. 329 (ADFl) + 170. 2 0. 81 0. 0001 
-2. 821 (ADF2) + 161.2 0.77 0.0001 
216. 3 (ADF2) - 5. 673 (ADF22) 0. 83 0. 0001 
+ 0.0486 (ADF23) - 2634 
0.05 
-2. 437 (NDF) + 227.2 0. 42 0 . 002 
-14.34 (AOL) + 111. 8 0.72 0.0001 
� = crude protein, ADFl an:l ADF2 = acid detergent fiber (see text) , 
NDF = neutral detergent fiber, AOL = acid detergent lignin. 
brmprcvement over next lowest order polyranial • 
.. 
.. 
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as ash arrl AOL). Althcu;Jh the cubic re;:p:ession of AOF2 gave an R2 value 
that was tetter than that for wh.itetcp (Table 16), the quadratic CP 
equation was by far the best equation with an R2 of 0. 96. Hul::t>ard et 
al. (1987),  in a stu::ly of hybrid cattail (� glauca), also foum. CP 
to be the best potential predictor of IVCCM. In that stu::ly, both the 
linear CP Iegl'.ession (R2 = o .  89) arrl the cubic (R2 = o .  92) had higher R2 
values than arrt other re;:p:essian equation usin;J other chemical 
constituents. In contrast, Ch et al. (1966} arrl Van Soest arrl Mertens 
(1977), usin;J 100:re traditional forages, foorx:i that either detergent 
fiber fractions or AOL prcduced higher CX)rrelations with in vivo DCM 
than did CP. 
Results of usin;J the cubic CP equation to predict the 1985 slough 
sedge IVCCM are presented in Table 19. In aa:tition to plants CX)llected 
fran the same stan:l, aa:titiona.1 slcu;Jh sedge CX)llections were made from 
7 different wet.lams in the area. Predicted values were within 5% of 
actual in 11 rut of 22 samples (50%) arrl within 10% in 19 samples (86%) .  
All but 1 value were within 12% of the actual. '!he sample with the 
largest discrepancy had a predicted value aba.It 20% lc,r,..ier than the 
actual IVCCM • 
aJrreed 
Significant regression equations for b.Jrreed IVDCM are listed in 
Table 20. Collinearity prd:>lems occurred with NDF arrl both AOF 
fractions. 'Ihe linear regression with ep· am the cubic regression with 
ADFl both had R2 values of O. 92. '!he best equation was a multiple 
regression that m:luded CP, ash, arrl ash2 that significantly improved 
(p<0.01) the R2 value (0. 95) over that of the linear CP equation. Using 
.. 
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.. Table 19. Q:Jrparison of IVOCM predicted by polynanial :r93:ression 
equatic,na with actual IVOCM for 1985 slCU'jh sedg"e collections. 
IVOCM Limit Within lilllit? 
.. Differ-
03.te Actual Predicted ence ±5% ±10% 5% 10% 
Sin;Jle stand collections 
5-02 55. 2 58. 6 -3. 4  2. 8 5. 5 No Yes .. 5-08 55. 5 57. 3 -1. 8 2. 8 5. 5 Yes Yes 
S-13 63. 3  65. 5 -2. 2 3. 2 6. 3 Yes Yes 
5-20 60. 0 61. 9 -1. 9 3. 0 6. 0 Yes Yes 
5-28 58. 5 61. 6 -3. 1 2. 9 5. 9 No Yes 
6-01 52. 3 57. 1 -4. 8 2. 6 5. 2 No Yes 
6-07 58. 3 57. 1 1. 2 2. 9 5. 8 Yes Yes 
6-14 53. 2 50. 9 2. 3 2. 7 5. 3 Yes Yes .. 
6-19 56. 0 52. 9 3. 1 2. 8 5. 6 No Yes 
6-24 49. 2 44. 8 4. 4 2. 5 4. 9 No Yes 
6-28 53. 1 48. 3 4. 8 2 .7  5. 3 No Yes 
7-05 52. 4  41. 7 10. 7 2. 6 5. 2 No No 
7-10 48. 3 42. 6  5. 7 2. 4 4. 8 No No 
7-18 46. 4 44. 8 1. 6 2. 3 4. 6 Yes Yes 
7-29 41. 5 43. 5  -2. 0 2. 1 4. 2 Yes Yes 
Additional starrl collections 
6-28 49. 1 50. 3 -1. 2 2. 5 4. 9 Yes Yes 
7-24 46. 2 40. 8 5. 4 2. 3 4. 6 No No 
7-24 48. 7 46. 1 2. 6 2 .4  4. 9 No Yes .. 7-29 38. 1 38. 5 -0. 4 1. 9 3. 8 Yes Yes 
7-29 38. 3 38. 4 -0. 1 1. 9 3. 8 Yes Yes 
8-Q9 45. 5 48. 1 -2. 6 2. 3 4. 5 No Yes 
8-09 43. 9  44. 4 -0. 5 2. 2 4. 4 Yes Yes 
.. aIVDCM = 5. 367 (CP) - 0. 1185 (cr:>2) + 7. 643 • 
.. 
.. 
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Table 20 .  Significant linear and polyrxmial regressions of IVIX.M on 
sin;Jle chemical cxmstituents'1 and best nultiple regression for 
a.n:1ee.l based on 1984 collectia,s (n = 20 ) . 
Significance (P<) 
F.quatioo (IVID! =) F.quation Inprovementb 
Linear and Polyrx:,ni al F.quations 
3 . 62 (CP) -5 . 420 0 . 92 0 . 0001 
4 . 669 (ash) - 13 . 65 0 . 62 0 . 0001 
-11 . 92 (ash) + 0 . 8240 (ash2 ) + 64. 79 0 . 86 0 . 0001 0 . 001 
-2 . 123 (AOFl) + 116 . 6 0 . 83 0 . 0001 
39 . 83 (ADFl) - 1 . 253 (AOF12 ) 0 . 92 0 . 0001 0 . 01 
+ 0 . 0121 (AOF13 ) - 334 . 4  
-1. 931 {ADF2) + 112 . 7 0 . 75 0 . 0001 
-5 . 721 (ADF2) + 0 . 0497 (AOF22 ) + 182 . 9  0 . 81 0 . 0001 0 . 05 
28 . 82 (AOF2) - 0 . 8743 (AOF12 ) + 0 . 0080 0 . 88 0 . 0001 0 . 01 
(AOF23 ) - 230 . 9  
-1 . 810 (NDF) + 160 . 4  0 . 69 0 . 0001 
-8 . 655 (NDF) + 0 . 0510 (NDF2) + 388 . 0  0 .  76 0 . 0001 0 . 01 
154 . 4�NDF) - 2 . 380 (NDF
2) + 0 . 0119 0 . 86 0 . 0001 0 . 01 
(ND ) - 3208 
-3 . 952 (AOL) + 68 . 47 0 . 69 0 . 0001 
-11 . 71 (AOL) + 0 . 4853 (AOL2 ) + 95 . 28 0 . 76 0 . 0001 0 . 05 
Multiple Regression F.quation 
2 . 614 (CP) - 6 . 674 (ash} + 0 . 3971 (ash2 } 0 . 95 0 . 0001 0 . 01 
+ 29 . 88 
aep = cnx1e protein, AOFl and AOF2 = acid detergent fiber (see text} , 
NDF = neutral detergent fiber, ADL = acid detergent lignin. 
�rovement over next lowest order polynanial • 
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this equation to predict 1985 IVDCM values for plants fran the same 
st.arxi arxi 4 collections of rurreed fran other local wetla:rrls showed that 
only 6 cut of 17 (35%) were within 5% of the actual value arxi 8 (47%) 
were within 10% (Table 21) . 'Ihe poor perfonnance of the equation, 
especially in view of the high R2 ,  serves to reinforce the need for the 
testi.n;J of predictive equations. 'Ihe failure of this equation to 
reasonably predict IVDCM fran plants taken fran the same st.arxi is 
d::wicus proof that the equation is worthless as a predictor. 'Ihe high 
R2 ccw.d have been spuricus; in which case the selection of a different 
equation may have given better predictions. 
Smartweed 
All chemical constituents in the 1984 snartweed saJit>les produced 
significant linear regiession equations (Table 22) • However, no 
polynanial regressions significantly inproved the R2 over their linear 
camterparts. '!he best linear equation was that of CP (R2 = 0. 78) . 'lhe 
best equation was a I!l.ll tiple �1ession on CP arxi ADFl (R2 = o. 88) . But 
this was not the equation selected for testin;J. 'lhe CP arxi ADF2 
multiple regression (Table 22) was selected instead. Althalgh this 
equation had an R2 value of 0. 86, 2 LD'lits lower than the best R2 , it was 
rationalized that this difference in R2 values was probably 
inconsequential as nost polynanial arxi multiple regressions typically 
needed R2 inprovements over lower order equations of greater than a 2 
LD'lit difference for statistical significance. 'Ihe overridirx;J factor 
l:::lei.n;J that costs of analysis for ADF2 are about half of those for ADFl . 
'Ihe prediction equation did the worst jab of predicti.n;J 1985 
IVIX:M carrpared to equations selected for the other 3 species (Table 23 )  . 
.. 
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.. Table 21. CCnparison of IVIXM predicted by nultiple regression 
equationa with actual IVIXM for 1985 l:urreed collections. 
IVIXM Limit Within lilnit? 
.. Differ-
Date Actual Predicted en:::e ±5% ±10% 5% 10% 
Sirqle starxi collections 
5-13 61. 4 75. 0 -13. 6 3. 1 6. 1 No No .. 5-20 58. 4 71. 1 -12. 7 2. 9  5. 8 No No 
5-28 51. 9 57. 2 -5. 3 2. 6  5. 2 No No 
6-01 44. 9 49. 7 -4. 8 2. 2 4. 5 No No 
6-07 42. 0  41. 5 0. 5 2. 1  4. 2 Yes Yes 
6-14 35. 5 34. 8 0. 7 1. 8 3. 5 Yes Yes 
6-19 36. 5 29. 9 6. 6 1. 8 3. 7 No No ... 6-24 29. 8 27. 3 2. 5  1. 5 3. 0 No Yes 
6-28 25. 8 26. 8 -1. 0 1. 3 2. 6  Yes Yes 
7-05 24. 4 24. 9 -0. 5 1. 2 2. 4  Yes Yes 
7-10 22. 0  23. 5 -1. 5 1. 1 2. 2 No Yes 
7-18 18. 0 34. 3 -16. 3 0. 9 1. 8 No No 
7-29 21. 4 23. 5 -2. 1  1. 1 2. 1  No No 
• 
Additional starrl collections 
7-29 30. 6 31. 3  -0. 7 1. 5 3. 1 Yes Yes 
7-29 20. 3 20. 3 0. 0 1. 0 2. 0  Yes Yes 
8-Q9 21. 5 31. 3  -9. 8 1. 1 2. 1  No No 
8-Q9 36. 5 40. 7 -4. 2 1. 8 3. 7 No No 
.. 
aIVIXM = 2. 614 (CP) - 6. 674 (ash) + 0. 3971 (ash2) + 29. 87. 
.. 
.. 
.. 
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Table 22. Significant linear an:l polynaniaJ reg1:essions of IVlXM on 
sin:;Jle chemical con.stituent,sil an:l best nultiple n,3ressions for 
smart.weed based oo 1984 ex>llectiais (n = 20). 
Significance (P<) 
Equation (:rvrx:M =) 
Llnear F.quations 
1. 531 (CP) + 12. 42 0. 78 0. 0001 
4. 470 (ash) + 8. 226 0. 52 0. 0003 
-0. 9435 (ADFl) + 76. 34 0. 53 0.0003 
-0. 8226 (ADF2) + 70. 78 0. 68 0. 0001 
-0. 7299 (NDF) + 80. 14 0. 54 0. 0002 
-1. 004 (AOL) + 51. 67 0. 22 0. 03 
z.hlltiple Regression Equations 
1. 200 (CP) - 0. 4766 (ADFl) + 37. 48 0. 88 0. 0001 0. 01 
1. 039 (CP) - 0. 3988 (ADF2) + 36. 61 0. 86 0. 0001 0.01 
aep = crude protein, ADFl arrl ADF2 = acid detergent fiber (see text), 
NDF = neutral detergent fiber, AOL = acid detergent lignin. 
brirprovenent over next le1Ne5t order polync:mial • 
.. 
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.. Table 23. CQrparison of IVOCM predicted by nultiple regression 
equationa with actual IVOCM for 1985 smartweed collections. 
IVIX'M Limit Within limit? 
Differ-
Date Actual Predicted ence ±5% ±10% 5% 10% 
S�le st.am collections 
6-14 30 . 8  42 . 4  -11 . 6  1. 5 3 . 1 No No 
6-19 31. 7 41. 7  -10 . 0  1. 6 3. 2 No No 
6-24 27 . 0  40 . 1  -13. 1 1. 4 2 . 7  No No 
6-28 20. 0 34. 4  -14 . 4  1. 0 2 . 0  No No 
7-05 21. 4 35 . 6  -14 . 2  1 . 1 2 . 1  No No 
7-10 26. 2 34 . 0  -7 . 8  1 . 3  2 . 6  No No 
7-18 16. 0  35 . 9  -19 .9  0 .8  1 . 6 No No .. 7-29 28 . 7  34. 2  -5 . 5  1. 4 2.9 No No 
8-10 26. 3 33. 8  -7 . 5  1 .3  2 . 6  No No 
Additional st.am collections 
7-24 21.  7 30 . 6  -8. 9  1. 1 2 . 2  No No 
7-24 23. 4 31. 7 -8. 3  1. 2 2 . 3  No No - 7-29 29. 4 36. 3  -6. 9  1. 5 2 . 9  No No 
8-09 39. 2  33. 5  5 . 7  2 . 0  3 .9  No NO 
8-09 31 . l  33. 1  -2 . 0  1. 6 3. 1 No Yes 
aIVOCM = 1. 039 (CP) - 0 . 3988 (ADF2) + 36. 61. 
-
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Only 1 prediction cut of 14 was within 10% of the actual value. 'llle 
stress iltp)SE!d upon these plants by the insects prcbably obscured the 
rel.atioo.ships between the constituents am IVJXM that 'WOJ.ld have 
cx:x:urred during a mrmal grcwirg seaSCll • 
flel ow Grourd 'INC 
Results of the 'INC analyses an the November 1983 collections of 
whitetop, slCU:Jh sedge, rurreed, am smarbleed are shown in Table 24. 
For 3 of the species, the enzyme hydrolyzable fraction (m:>ne>- am 
disaccharides, amylase, amylqJectin) averaged a bit higher than the 
enzyme plus acid hydrolyzable fracticns (enzyme hydrolyzable 
cartx:tiydrate plus fructosans) .  'Ihe mean enzyme plus acid hydrolyzable 
fraction in whitetop, holr.'ever, was about 3 .  8 times the mean enzyme only 
fraction. 'lllerefore, in contrast to the other 3 species, whitetop is a 
fructosan acornul ator. Many species of uplam Festuceae are also 
fructosan aCCl1IIl.ll.ators (Smith 1968) . After verification of the sarre 
relationships between the carbdlydrate fractions in these species on the 
first 5 sanpling dates in 1984 (data not shown), it was decided to only 
run acid hydrolysis on whitetop sanples. 'illus, the 'INC values discussed 
below represent enzyme hydrolyzable values for slCU:Jh sedge, rurreed, 
am smarbJeed am enzyme plus acid hydrolyzable values for whitetop. 
Whitetop 
'INC content was generally higher in 1985 than in 1984 (Figure 9). 
'1he la..JeSt 'INC values in 1984 ocx::urred on 31 May am 5 June (about 13%). 
Tillering was first noted on 31 May am the j ointjbcx,t stage was 
prevalent on 7 June ('INC = 21. 2%) in that year. In 1985, the lowest TNC 
content occurred on 28 May (16. 1%) when the j ointjbcx,t stage was 
--
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.. 
-
.. 
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Table 24. 'INC content of rtrizanes of 4 species of wetlan:i plants 
collected on 21 NoveniJer 1983 (n = 3 for each species). 
Mean 'INC (% di:y matter) 
81 
Species 
Enzyme 
hydrolyzablfiJ. 
Enzyme an:i 
acid hydrolyzablEP 
carex athertrles 
Polygorrum anpti.bitnn var. emersum 
Scoloc:hloa festucaoea 
Sparoanit.nn eurycam.mt 
9. 8 (0. 4)c 
14. 4 (0. 2) 
7. 9 (0. 3) 
14. 9 (1. 8) 
8. 3 ( 0 . 6) 
12. 0 (0. 4) 
29. 9  (1. 7) 
12. 9 (1. 9) 
aincltrles sinple sugars, sucrose, an:i stan:h derived carbohydrate. 
biml.ooes enzyme hydrolized cartx:nydrate plus fructosan derived 
carl:x:hydrate. 
Cstaroard error in parentheses. 
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Figure 9 .  'l'NC content ( %  of dry matter) in below grourrl material of whitetop 
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83 
evident. Tillering was arun::1ant on 1 June in 1985 ('INC = 31. 2%) • 
Altha.ql the order in whidl they occurred was c.wosite in the 2 years 
the j ointjboot stage arrl tillerin3' were noted within 7 days of eadl 
other in 1984 arrl within 4 days in 1985. 'lbe actual piysiological 
events that occur to produce these c:tseJ:vable events are p:rd::,ably 
cx:mnencing at awrorilnately the same time am placing a large deman:i on 
stored camahydrate resei:ves. 'Ille secorxi 1"""'9St 'INC value ocx::urrecl in 
mid June in ooth years am coincided with anthesis (14. 9% in 1984 arrl 
26. 3% in 1985). 'lllereafter, 'INC content in below grouni mterial 
increased in a "stair-step" fashion for the remain:ler of the growing 
season. 'lbe peak value in 1985 occurred on the last sanpling date (29 
JUly) at 57. 7%. 'lbe peak 'INC value occurred in mid-September in 1984 
(47%) arrl then began a decline, presumably due to respi.rational losses. 
'lbe stair-step pattern in 'INC content of below grouni mterial 
my p::,ssibly be acca.mted for by perioos of new shoot production. After 
the first flourish of tillering (noted above) , the new rhizanes that 
were prcxiuced elon:Jated outward fran the parent shoot (often over 30 an) 
arrl began prcxiucing new shoots. New rhizare arrl new shoot prcduction 
continued thrcuJh the remairder of the growing season. Al though 
unquantified, their seemed to be definite cohorts of shoots prcduced, as 
on several cx:x:::asions the shoots cliEP:rl for forage quality analyses 
shCMed bi- arrl tri-no:lal height distrib.rt:ions . 
Slcujl Sedge 
'!he 'INC content was generally much laver for this species than in 
whitetop (Figure 10) . Poth the lowest arrl highest 'INC values for slough 
sedge were less than half of the respective values for whitetop. 
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Figure 10 .  'INC content ( %  of dry matter) in bela.., grOl..ln:) material of slough 
sedge col l ected in 1984 arrl 1985 . 
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'!he le1#e5t values in each season for this species occurred in 
veey late May an:i the first part of June. As in whitetop, the sequence 
of pieoological events for slcu;Jh sedge differed scm:?What in both years. 
In 1984, the late May to mid-vune events �: tilleri.rg ( 5 June) , 
anthesis (7 June), new rhizare el0!'¥3cltion (11 June), seed fill (18 
June). In 1985, these events v,iere anthesis (28 May), tilleri.rg (1 
June) , seed fill (7 June) , new rlrizare el�tion (24 June) • Even 
thaJgh the order of occurrence was different an:i no distinct event can 
be associated with a pronounced low point in 'INC, the generally low 
values that occur duri.rg this sequence of events in:ticate that this is 
the pericx:l in the anrrual cycle of the plant when below groorrl energy 
reserves are at a mi.ninurn • 
For this species, a distinct low point in 'INC content occurred on 
18 June 1984, 7 days after anthesis began on the earliest fla.,,,ers, arrl 
on 7 June 1985, 7 days prior to first anthesis (Figure 11) . 'llle first 
d::lseivation of new rhizare elongation coincided with the 'INC low point 
in 1984, but occurred abrut 2 'Weeks later than the lCMeSt 'INC value in 
1985. Altha.lgh anthesis in this species occurs over several weeks, it 
� that anthesis cxmnenc:ement on the earliest heads can be used as 
an awroximate marker for the lc,,,, point in 'INC. 
Smartweed 
'Ihe stress on these plants caused by herbivory was �  in 
the 'INC data (Figure 12) . 'Ihe erratic nature of the graphs probably 
represents the repetitive utilization of energy reserves for growth of 
new leaves .intermi.n;Jled with brief periods of respite fran defoliation. 
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'Ille only consistent trerd in both years occurred in the latter portion 
of the collection pericds when Dysardria activity aweared to decrease. 
No relevant infonnation, then, can be extracted fran the 'mC data for 
smartweed • 
Forage Potential an;l Management Inplications 
'Ihis stu:ly of wet.lam plant species forage quality only focused 
an chemical content am IVIXM. F.qually inlx>rtant as chemical am 
digestibility data are palatability amjor acx:eptance of the forage by 
the animal (:tb::hrie et al. 1981). Althoogh not aakessed in the present 
stu:ly, infonna.tion is available in the literature for 3 of the species 
studied. Both whitetq, (Clarke an:i Tisdale 1945, Smith 1973a, I.Delran 
1983, Neckl.es et al. 1985) am sloogh sedge (Clarke am Tisdale 1945, 
Hawley et al. 198la, 1981b, I.oanan 1983) are palatable for pasturage arx:l 
hay. 'Ille water smartweeds (.I_>. am:hlbium varieties) are seldcm grazed 
am can be toxic if grazed. However, if m::,weci am cured they apparently 
make an excellent light hay withrut toxic effects (I.J:x:tnan 1983) . 
Published infonnation an the palatability of rur:reed is apparently 
lackirg; ha,,,ever, walker am ca.ip1am (1970) am stewart am Kantrud 
(1972) have reported evidence that this species is in::licative of 
rocderate to heavy grazirg. Personal abseJ:Vation.s by the author in South 
CBkota sui:p:,rt this. In fact, burreed is frequently seen as one of the 
only species not grazed rut st:an:tin; conspicuoos in very heavily grazed 
pastures sug;estirg that the species probably increases urrler grazirg 
due to a low palatability. 
CP requirements of cattle vary with energy intake am other 
factors (Ho:;Jcll1 arrl Weston 1981, NRC 1984) . Van Soest (1982) maintains 
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that a CP level of about 8% is the value below whidl nitrogen, even with 
saliva! suwlementation via recyclinJ, bec:anes limitm;J to microbial 
production in the rumen. NRC (1984) , however, uses a nr:>re conservative 
figure of about 10% CP, even thaJ:3h that p.lblication lists CP (% of 
dietary cb:y matter) percentages lower than this for several classes of 
beef cattle. 'Ibis � c:li.screparX¥ is acca.mted for by recyclirq of 
N, l:ut the energy content an:l other rrutrients of the feed nust also n-eet 
their listed values. otherwise, these low CP values may be 
in.sufficient. '!hose classes for whidl dietai:y CP requirement are belc:,r...r 
10% are particular classes of mature cx:,ws an:l bulls un:ler certain 
cxnlitions. Hc:::Jwever, al.m:lst all classes of beef feeder cattle will 
maintain or gain at very low rates at these low values an:l sane classes 
(e. g . ,  large-frane steer calves or �tm;J medium-frane yearlirq 
steers, if over about 700 to 800 lbs) will even show gcxxi to excellent 
rates of gain (NRC 1984) . CP values between 10 an:l 14% are in the ran;Je 
typically required for na;t classes of feeder cattle to make m:xlerate 
rates of gain at low \rteights (0.5 to 0 .9  kg/day) an:l high rates of gain 
at higher \rteights ( o .  9 to 1 .  6 kg/day) (NRC 1984) . CP of 14% or greater 
are typically required for a few classes of breeding cattle, for high 
rates of gain in a few classes of feeder cattle an:l for na;t classes of 
lactatm;J dairy cattle (NRC 1978) . 
CP contents of whitetq:, (Figure 1), slc::u;Jh �e (Figure 3), ard 
bJrreed (Figure 5) are only in the higher raJ"X]e (i.e., > 14%, see above) 
in the very early� season (prior to 1 June). IVDCM was also good 
at that time, bem;J in the 50 to 60% ran;Je for all 3 �ies (Figures 2 ,  
4, ard 6) . However, harvestirq for hay at that time of year is 
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ilrpractical for these species. In years with normal to aoove normal 
vernal surface water nmoff, seasonal \lt1etl.arxis are usually too wet to 
suwart IOOWi.rg equipnent. Even if dry erD.Jgh to llrM, yields at that 
time of the growirg season are usually only aboot 50% or less of the 
mid-summer maxim.Jm in stan:lin:;J � ( see reviai1 in Fulton et al. 1986) . 
'Iherefore, the mst efficient method of early season utilization of 
these species WOlld be by grazirg. Hol,.lever, if the pasture unit is 
exclusively \lt1etl.am, then cxmsideration nust be given to the high 
roisture content of these species in the early growirg season (Tables 8-
13) . SUJ;:plenentation to increase dry matter intake WOlld probably be 
required. If the pasture includes uplam, then Sl.g?lementation may not 
be necessary. 
'!he 10% to 14% raIXJe in CP content that provides adequate protein 
for mst classes of beef cattle occurs in early to mid�tme for both 
whitetop (Figure 1) am slcugh sa:lge (Figure 3). Based on the studies 
carrpiled by Fulton et al. ( 1980) , yields for both of these species at 
that time of season should be less than half of what might be expected 
in mid-summer. 'lbe trade-off between quality am quantity of forage is 
one that fanners have had to deal with for many species (Walton 1983) . 
'lbe utilization of either of these 2 species at this time, however, 
should be done with caution. 'Ille 'INC content of below grourrl material 
for both was at the lc:MeSt levels of the growirg season durin;; this same 
time pericxi (Figures 9 arrl 10). Ha:rvest of these species in early June 
may p:::,ssi.bly inpair their ability to recover arrl allow for subordinate 
species in the starxi to rore effectively a::.trpete with them; especially 
if this hal::vest regime was repeated for several years. 'lbese low 'INC 
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levels in the belCM gra.mi material are a result of the flurry of 
Fh}rsiological activity associated with both sexual am V03"etative 
reproduction occurrin; at that time of year. wai� until seeds begin 
to fill for whitetq> am after seeds have fonte:l am are aJ:x:ut to 
shatter for sl0l¥Jh sed;Je will help ensure 'INC levels are aJ:x:ut 2 ti.mes 
greater than the lowest levels. In this stooy, these events occurred in 
late June to early July • 
Altlnr:Jh direct grazin;} may be practiced at any time, rro,.,in;} rray 
not be practical (due to soil Tt.1etness) until mid-sunmer in rrost years 
anyway. It is just after seed fill that Neckles et al. (1985) 
reccmneroed whitetq> be harvested based on maxinum yield. 'llle rrax.imum 
yield of rrost wet.lam starm in the northem prairies prc:bably occurs 
fran mid-June to mid-Au;Just for nost species (Fulton et al. 1986). If 
the whitetq> in the present stu:iy were harvested for hay at that time of 
year, then CP \<o10Uld be between aba.lt 6% to 7% (Figure 1) am IVDCM would 
be aJ:x:ut 40% (Figure 2). Sl0l¥Jh SE!d:1e \<o10Uld have CP contents of at 
least a percentage point higher (Figure 3) am IVDCM percentages of 
aJ:x:ut the same to slightly better than whitetq> (Figure 4). If cut for 
hay in mid sunmer, both of these species \<o10Uld yield a hay that would 
rate a Grade 5 acco� to Rd1weder et al. (1981). 'llle digestibilities 
am CP contents of whitetq> am sla.igh sed;Je durin;} midsunmer are 
cc:mparable to many na.tive am danesticated grasses at like stages of 
maturity am cut:tin;J dates in northern latitooes (Heinrichs an:i carson 
1956, Pritchard et al. 1963 , Kamstra 1973 , Cogswell am Kamstra 197 6) . 
In fact, the data for whitetop arrl sla.igh sedge ccmpare very closely to 
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digestibility am CP percentages of cool season, �te grasses at 
all stages of maturity. 
rata for smartweed 'Were confa.irrled by effects of defoliation by 
in.sects. Hence, oot 1IllCh can be said abcA.It nonnal smartweed stan:ls 
based upon this study. Buneed, thcu;Jh, had excellent CP am IVDCM 
percentages early in the grow:in;J season, tut very poor IVlXM fran 
midsunmer to the en:i of the �  season. As mentioned earlier, this 
species appears to be unpalatable to livestock. 'lherefore, the nv:::ist 
relevant information provided by the present study is the 'INC data on 
the belOW" gram:! material for this species. 'Ihe vecy pronounced lOW' 'INC 
values that occurred near the onset of flO'.t.'ering inplies that control of 
this species may be facilitated by a destructive mechanical or 
herbicidal treatment at that point in :Ei1enology . 
corx:lusions 
CP am IV1XM contents of whi� am sloogh sedge were 
cc:lll)arable to nv:::ist grasses at similar �logical stages. Accorclin;J to 
the literature, maximum stan:iin;J crc::p; of these species sha.ild occur in 
mid suimner. At that time, however, the nutritional quality of these 2 
species is poor am w'O.lld make a hay only adequate as a base roughage • 
If these species are utilized durin;J the ai;:proximate peric:ds of 
tillering am flO'.t.'ering (early June), then there is a possibility of 
weakenin;J the stan:ls as 'INC reserves in below-grourrl material are at 
their lowest levels of the season. Hal:vestin;J, if possible, or - grazing 
at seed fill for whi� am just post seed fill for sla.igh sedge will 
avoid the period of lOW' 'INC reserves am yet yield an acceptable quality 
forage ; althoogh maximum yield of bicmass may not occur until a ff?.11 
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weeks after this time. Blll:1eed, on the other hard, is a species that 
may be considered for cx:urtrol in seasooal. 'Netiams. Althrugh the data 
collected in this study shew it to be of good nutritional quality in the 
early growin:J season, it is awarent].y unpalatable to livestock. '1he 
'INC content of the bela.,, gI"O.ll'Xl material of rurreed is at its lowest 
near the onset of flowerirg. 'lllerefore, carb.ol measures shoold be 
.lltl)lemented at that time . 
F.quatians, such as those develctJed by Rdlweder et al. ( 1981) , to 
estimate digestibility based on dlemical constituents are in use in same 
feed testin;J labs arcm'rl the cx:untry. Results fran the attempts to 
develq, predictive equation in this stu:iy shCM that digestibility 
estimates for native wetlarx:i plant species may be mislead.i.rg if made 
us� established equations that were develctJe(i on tame species . 
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Int::rcx:luctian 
'Ihe rrumber of plant species fc:mx:l in \\1etl.an::l sites is snw.l in 
c::atplrison to uplan::l sites in native prairie camunities in the Prairie 
Pothole Region (see data in Dix am smeins 1967, smeins an::l Olsen 1970, 
arrl Hul:bard et al. 1988), an::l althcu;h only 1, 2, or 3 species typically 
daninate prairie \\1etl.an::l plant st.aim, several subordinate or mrlerstory 
species are usually present (Fulton et al. 1986). 'Ihe perii:tieral 
tenp:>rary wetlan::l is usually IIDre diverse, in tenn.s of species, than the 
central seasonal \\1etl.an::l in seasonal-wetlan::l-daninated basins (Stewart 
an::i Kantrud 1971, 1972, Fulton et al. 1986, Hul:x>ard et al. 1988), 
despite the fact that only a few species are typically daninant. 
Disturbance is a factor that plays a major role in species 
occurrence an::l distr.ib.Ition in pothole wetlams (Walker an::l Ccx.Iplan::i 
1968, 1970, Walker an::l Wehrhahn 1971, Stewart an::l Kantrud 1971, 1972, 
Millar 1973, 1976, van der Valk am t:avis 1976, 1980, van der Valk 1981, 
1982). AnthrqxJgenic disb.nDarx:es are camon an::i inportant (e. g. , 
nx:,win:;J, burni.n;J, cultivation, etc. ), rut they all cparate within the 
context of naturally occurrin:;J c:ti.sturban:e due to frequent water level 
dlan;Jes respordin:J to dlan;Jin:;J meteorological corx:litions. Fluctuatin:;J 
water levels in these basins frequently cause plants characteristic of 
the terrp:,rary wetlan:i to nove deeper into the basin an:i invade the 
seasonal wetlan:i. '!he reverse situation also frequently occurs. Often 
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there exists a fairly large transitioo zone between these 2 wetlams 
(Fulton et al. 1986). In additim, rapid drawdown of open water areas 
causes bare soil exposure arxi subsequent genninatioo of dra'v,tja.m species 
(typically ubiquita.Js, weedy, annuals arxi perennials) or emergent 
hydrqbytes (stewart arxi Kantrud 1971) ; however thick acorouJ ations of 
litter can inhibit germinatioo (van der Valk 1986). 'lhe same 
relationships exist between arxi within seasonal arxi semipennanent 
wet.lams. 'lhe upshot of these situations is that, al� wet.lam 
plant a:mrunities can be ncuotypic arxi static, they typically have at 
least sane species diversity present am frequently are dynamic . 
'Ihe rnmt>er of species that cx:uld potentially be fam::i in prairie 
pothole wet.lams is large. I.arson (1979) lists 390 species that can 
occur in North IBkota potholes. Hc:1.Never, Stewart am Kantrud (1972) 
list 45 species characteristic of tenp:,ra.ry wet.lam am 22 that are 
characteristic of seasonal wetlan:l. Information on rrutritional quality 
of many of these species is lack:inJ. Collectioo of basic rrutritional 
quality data for these species wculd be desirable so larx:laomers am 
managers may at least have sane nodicum of informatioo upon which to 
draw wen producin:J am managin:J forage. In addition, basic information 
may help future plant bree:tin:J programs for wetlarxi species. '!he 
oojective of this sb.rfy was to measure the CP am ash content, am the 
IVIXM of sane of the CX1I110n species fam::i in terrp,ra.ry am seasonal 
wetlams in ea.sterri sooth IBkota . 
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Methods 
Plants were harvested by ham at grc:urxi level an::i were 
subjectively selected. Collectioos were made at c:g,ortune nanents 
durin;J field work for other aspects of this project. All collections 
were made fran plblic lan::Js t.hrolr:jlcA.It Deuel COlmty, South I:ekota .  In 
1984 , plants were collected fran late Au]ust thralgh mid-September. In 
1985 , collections were made fran late June thralgh early Au:3Ust. Plants 
collected within a stan::l were ccm::>ined for a sanple. Sanples were 
typically collected at 2 or 3 stanJs. Notes on !i}enolc:qical stages were 
recorded. Sanple handlin;J an::i preparation was identical to that 
descrilied in the Methods section of Chapter 3 an::i chemical an:i IVDCM 
analyses were perfo:rne:i as described in the Methods section of Chapter 
2. All sanples were analyzed for ash, CP, an:i IVIXM. 5aIII>les collected 
in 1984 were also analyzed for NDF, ADF with neutral detergent pre­
extraction (ADFl) , ADF witllcut pre-extraction (ADF2) , an::i AOL . 
Results arxi Disa1ssion 
Results of the IVIXM analyses for the alfalfa stamards of each 
run of the procedure in which samples for this study were included are 
listed in Table 25. Mean deviations frail reporte:i values were similar 
to those listed in Tables 2 an:i 7. 'lhus, all IVDCM values presented in 
this stu:iy are similar to those reported previa.isly in this report in 
that they are prd::>ably urrlerestimates, especially at higher 
digestibilities. 
Plant species (narres follow Great Plains Flora Association 1986) , 
sanple sizes, dates, an:i Ian3"e in phenolc:qical stages are listed in 
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Table 25 . Mean IVIXM (percent of dry matter at 1000C, n = 3 
per nm) of alfalfa stania.rds irci.l.X3e:i in each nm of selected 
\li'etl.an:i species fran 1984 an:i 1985 . 
Mean: 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
Reported value: 
Mean deviation 
fran reported value: 
I.ow staniard 
(%) 
59. 0 
56 . 6  
57 . 9  
58. 1 
55 . 3  
55 . 4  
54 . 8  
56 . 7  (0 . 6)a 
60 . 0  
-3 . 3  
astamaro error in parentheses . 
High staniard 
(%) 
68 . 3  
70 . 9  
69. 9 
68. 6  
66 . 1  
66. 9 
66 . 7  
68 . 2  ( 0 . 7) 
73 . 9  
-5. 7 
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Table 26. since lOOSt collections were made earlier in the growin; 
season in 1985, these plants terrled to be lilenologically yourger 
(typically) than these fran 1984. Of the 27 taxa collected, 6 are 
regarded as in:licative of seasonal wetlan::l (Alisma subcordatum, 
Eleodlaris SW· , Rlalaris arundinacea, Polygonum anpti.bitnn var. 
stirul.aceum, Sci.;roos americanus, an::l Sitnn .™) , 1 is in:licative of 
semipennanent wetlan::l rn . fluviatilis) , 1 is in:licative of a fen 
(saturated water regime) (Scirp.Js pallidus) , an::l 1 occurs in both 
seasonal an::l semipennanent wetlard (Drepanocladus SW·)  (stewart an::l 
Kantrud 1971, 1972). '!he remainin;J 18 species are either in:licative of 
t.eltp)rary wetlarx:'ls, or a drcN:lown situation in seasonal or semipennanent 
wetlarx:'ls (Stewart an::l Kantrud 1971). 
Ash, CP, an::l IVDCM means are listed in Table 27. Based on IVIXM, 
these species that � to have poor forage value are Alisma 
subcordatum, Apocynum cannabirrum, Drepanocladus SW· , JUI'lCl.lS balticus, 
Potentilla anserina, an::l Scirp.Js fluviatilis. Of these, Drepanocladus 
is a I1DSS (an::l hen::e, is a grcuro.-cover) an::l watld not nonnally be 
incl\Xled in hay, but watld be available for graz:im. J. bal ticus is 
ubiquitc:us in terrporary wetlarx:'ls an::l mm10nly occurs as a codaninant. 
§. fluviatilis frequently occurs as a daninant species in semipennanent 
wetlarx:'ls. 'Ihe other 3 "poor'' forages can occur in fairly p.rre, small 
patd'les, but are typically only minor ccmp:ments of the ccmm.mities. It 
is interestin;J to note that several of these "poor'' species have fairly 
high CP percentages for sud1 low correspon:lin;J IVDtM values. 
Data on § .  fluviatilis fran Wisconsin (Klopatek 1975) show that 
CP content for July an::l August collections are very similar ( 10. 0% an::l 
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Table 26 • Sanple size (n), dates, arrl t:,her'lOlogical stages of tenp:>rary 
arrl seasanal "'1etlarrl plant species collectei for forage quality 
analyses. 
Species 
Alisma subcx)rdatum 
Ani)rosia SW· 
Ap:>cynum cannabirn.nn 
Aster hespgius 
Bidens SW· 
calamagrostis canadensis 
�- stricta 
carex SW· 
Drepanocladus SW· 
Eleocharis SW· 
Heleniurn autunU'lal.e 
Juncus balticus 
Lycxpl.S americanus 
1- � 
Lys.ilna.chia hybrida 
Mentha arvensis 
Fhalaris arurrlinacea 
�lygorrum anu:hlbiurn 
var stiool.aceurn 
Potentilla anserina 
Seim.ls americanus 
§2. fluviatilis 
§2 .  pallidus 
Siurn suave 
Spartina pectinata 
stachys palustris 
Teucriurn canadense 
Venionia fasciculata 
1984 
n rate 
2 8/23 
3 8/23-27 
1 8/27 
4 8/23-30 
2 9/7 
3 8/23-9/17 
3 8/23-9/7 
2 8/23, 9/5 
3 8/23-30 
2 8/23-30 
2 8/23-27 
2 8/23-9/5 
3 8/23-27 
3 8/23-9/17 
3 8/23-30 
3 8/23-9/5 
3 8/23-9/5 
2 8/27 
3 8/27-9/7 
3 8/23 
3 8/23-30 
3 8/23-9/6 
3 8/23-9/5 
1985 
Ran;Je 
stagea n rate Stage 
SR-M 
A 
v 2 7/24 V-A 
V-A 3 7/18-29 V-A 
B-SF 2 7/18-29 v 
� 3 6/28-7/2 A 
3 6/28-7/5 A 
M 2 7/29-8/10 M 
_b 
SS-M 4 7/5-24 SF-M 
B-SF 2 7/18-24 V-A 
SR-M 2 7/5-8/10 SR-M 
B-SF 2 7/18 V-A 
B-SS 2 7/5-24 V-A 
A-M 3 7/18-24 A 
B-SF 2 7/24-29 B-A 
2 7/29-8/9 SS-M 
A-M 3 7/5-29 v 
V* 
SR-M 2 7/10-29 A 
� 2 7/10-29 A-SR'-1 
2 7/2-5 A-SF 
A-SR 2 7/24 A 
A-SS 3 7/10-24 V-A 
A-M 2 7/5-24 V-SF 
B-SF 2 7/5-10 B-A 
3 7/18-24 V-A 
� = vegetative, B = bud, A =  anthesis, SF = seed fill, SR = seed ripe, 
SS = seed shattered, M = mature ( early senescence) , CM =  ovennature 
(over half of material senescent) . 
bca.ud not assign Fhenological stages. 
°No evidence that flower� ever cx:x:::urred. 
civery low percentage of flowerin} shoots . 
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Table 27. � ash, 
wetlarxi plants in 1984 
Species 
Alisma subc;ordat:um 
Ambrosia spp. 
Apocynum camabinum 
Aster hesperius 
Bidens SW· 
100 
CP, arxi IVIDI content of tenp:>rary arxi seasonal 
(late stmmer) arxi 1985 (mid summer). 
Percent of dry mat.tm:b 
Ash CP 
1984 1985 1984 1985 1984 1985 
8 .7  12.3  26. 7  
12. 7  15. 7  58. 6  
7. 9 8. 0 8. 4 12 . 3  28. 3  35 . 9  
7 . 8  8 .7  8 .8  8 .8  44. 0  56 . 1  
9. 4 11. 3  13. 3  11. 7 46. 6 48 . 2  
calamagrostis ca,nadensis 7. 2 8.9  7 . 4  7. 4 40. 6 43.7 �- stricta 
carex SW· 
Drepancx::ladus spp. 
Eleodlarj.s SW· 
Helenium autmnnale 
Juncus balticus 
Lyccp.lS arrericanus 
L- � 
Lysimachia hybrida 
Mentha azyensis 
Rlalaris arun;linacea 
Polygonum anpill::>ium 
var stiD.ll.aceum 
Potentilla an.seri.na 
Scirrus americanus � - flyyiati1is 
�- pallidus 
Sium ™  
Spartina pectinata 
stadlys palustris 
Te!rr:ium canadense 
Vernonia fasciculata 
�le sizes, dates, 
bo:ty matter at 1000c • 
6. 7 5 .9  37 . 1  
8 .1  8. 0 9 . 2  6. 4 42. 6  30 . 4  
27 . 0  11. 6  33 . 3  
16. 3  13. 2  9. 0 9. 3 31 . 8  44. 9  
11. 0  13. 3  7 . 5  9 . 3  53. 0  61.0 
4. 6 3 .8  9. 0 6 .8  34. 4 27.0 
9 .5  9. 4 15 . 5  11 . 4  53. 7  59.3 
10. 5 10. 0 12. 8  9 . 4  56. 5  66 .3  
7 . 4  6 .4  8 .5  7 . 7  38 . 7  43 . 7  
11. 3  9.3  13. 3  9 . 1  51 . 4  59.4 
12 . 3  6. 4 33.5 
6. 7 7 . 0  11. 3  10. 1  41.4 39.2 
8 . 3  9 .9  30. 1 
18. 3  14. 4  11 . 2  10 . 7  53 . 7  53.6 
11. 0  11. 1  10. 8 9 .1  32. 5  29 . 0  
7. 6 6 . 5  47 . 5  
11. 4 8.8 10 . 7  7 . 5 50 . 9  49.3 
3 .8  4 . 6  4. 4 6. 2 32 . 1  40.8 
8.9  7. 5 9 .1  7 . 9  55 . 6  63.5 
10. 4  7 . 4  15. 8  11 . 7 53 . 6  60.4 
9 .8  10. 5 52.4 
arxi I=henological stages listed in Table 25 . 
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9. 8% respectively) to these in the present study. Ha¥ever, the ash 
contents of the WiscxJnsin plants � several points l<:1.1r1er. 'Ihe 
relatively high concentrations of dissolved salts in prairie wetlands as 
ccnpared to wetlands in the IOOre lUJmid east.em U.S. is prd:)ably 
respais.ible for the higher ash values. 'll1e dcminant cations in prairie 
wetlan:1 waters cca2+, M;J2+, an:1 Na+) (Schmidt 1967, Rozkc:'1#ski. 1968, 
stewart an:1 Kanaui 1972, Armt an:i Ridlardson 1986) are passively taken 
up by plants (Men:;;el an:1 Kirkby 1982) • 
Clarke an:1 Tisdale (1945) reported CP values of 15. 60%, 12. 16%, 
an:1 9. 18%, an:1 ash values of 8. 23%, 5. 62%, an:1 5. 14% for J. balticus 
(reported as J.  �) in the leaf (26 May) , f1<:1.1r1er (23 June) , an:1 medium 
seed ( 4 August) stages, re:.-pectively, in sa.ithern prairie canada. 
M:Iean an:1 Tisdale (1960) reported values of 10. 66% an:1 6. 40% for CP and 
6. 29% an:1 6. 11% for ash in J.  balticus fran British COlumbia at the 
flc,..,rer an:1 seed stages, respectively. CP values for this species in the 
present study (Table 27) agree well with data fran canadian studies an:1 
ash values arpear to be similar. I.oanan (1983) states this species is 
palatable an:1 makes light hay with high CP content when YCllil'XJ an:1 green, 
wt becx:mes unpalatable an:1 taJgh when mature . 
'Ihe A· subcordatum CP value seems very high in relation to its 
IVCCM value (Table 27) . D:lta for this species (reported as A· plantago­
aquatica) fran the U.S.S. R. (Korelyakova 1971, Yakubovskiy an:1 Merezhko 
1975) also show this species to be high in CP. Yakubovskiy an:1 Merezhko 
(1975) reported a season-lonq mean of 16. 3% CP. '!he very low IVCCM of 
this species (Table 27) despite its high CP content is probably due to 
tannins. '!his is evidenced by the large discrepancy between ADFl and 
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ADF2 arxi the high AOL content (Table 28) (Van Soest 1982). 'lbere is, 
therefore, a high probability that sane of the CP, arxi probably nuc.h of 
the fiber, is tied-up with tarmins or lignin arxi is causirg the low 
IVIXM of Alisma. 'lbese same relatiaiships are probably also occurrirg 
in A· cannabinum, Drepanocladus �-, arxi _F. anserina (Table 28). No 
p.lblished data on nutritive parameters have been located for these 
latter 3 species . 
Eleven species exhibited mean IVIXM values greater than 50%. For 
pn:poses of this disa1SSion, these species will be considered goa:l 
forage, even thaJgh many tame forages can surpass these values if 
utilized at clR)Lopriate tiIDes. Fl.It m:ist tame grass forages are utilized 
for hay at abcut the early head to early seed stages. Digestibilities 
at this time are in the 50% to 60% rarge (Pritchard et al. 1963). All 
of these 11 species had CP percentages that -were above 8% ( or at least 
very close to 8% ; i.e. , fl. autunmale arxi §. suave) (Table 27); eight 
(Ani:lrosia SR>· , I.,. americarrus, I.,. �, M· azyensis, §. americanus, § . 
suave, '.I'· canadense, y. fasciculata) had CP values greater than 10%. 
For pn:poses of this disa1SSion, these species will be referred to as 
very good forages, as these levels of CP are in the rarge of CP 
percentages that will make acceptable rates of gain for many classes of 
beef cattle (see diSOJSSion in Cllapter 3). For m:ist of these species 
f f:M p.lblished data exist. tta,,,ever, for .S. americanus, Clarke arxi 
Tisdale (1945) reported an early August ( "medium seed" stage) CP value 
of 9.07% arxi ash content of 7.9% in sa.rt:hem Saskatdlewan arxi Alberta. 
While CP values in this study are sanewhat higher than Clarke arxi 
Tisdale's value, ash content of south CBkota material is mudl higher . 
-.. 
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Table 28 • � values of detergent fiber an:i lignin of tercp:>racy an:i 
seasonal �an:i species collected in 1984. 
Percent of cb:y mattezb 
Species 
Al j srna sulxx>rdatum 
Ant,rosia spp. 
AoocynUm cannabinum 
� hesperius 
Bidens spp. 
O.Jamagrostis canadensis 
� spp. 
Drepanocladus spp. 
Eleocraris spp. 
Helenium aub.mDlale 
Jurx::tJS balticus 
Lycx;plS americanus 
J... � 
Lysimadria hybrida 
Mentha arvensis 
Po].ygomnn andtibium 
var stiDll.aceum 
Futentilla anserina 
Scim,ls americanus � - fluviatj l is 
fil.Ym �  
Spartina pectinata 
stachys palustris 
Teucrium canadense 
NDF ADFlc ADF2d 
65. 6  44. 3  49 . 2  
45 . 9  30 . 9  35 . 5  
35. 0  25 . 5  28 . 4  
55 . 3  37 . 2  41. 9  
55 . 3  38 . 2  44 . 5  
70 . 1  39 . 2  43 . 2  
71. 8  34. 7  39 . 1  
55 . 6  37 . 8  43 . 6  
66 . 6  39 . 4  45 . 2  
46 . 8  33 . 2  38 . 6  
77 . 5  35 . 1  36 . 8  
51 . 3  30 . 3  35 . 0  
39 . 0  25 . 8  30 . 6  
47 . 1  32 . 9  37 . 4  
42 . 1  28 . 0  33 . 6  
46 . 2  30 . 3  29 . 2  
31 . 8  22 . 4  28 . 3  
60 . 5  34. 0  39 . 4  
71. 5  37 . 2  40 . 0  
54. 2  36 . 4  43 . 7  
78 . 8  45 . 9  48 . 4  
49 . 0  32 . 5  39 . 0  
50 . 5  30 . 9  36 . 6  
�le sizes, dates, 
boi:y matter at lOO°C • 
an:i };tlenolcgical stages listed in Table 25 . 
cPre-extracted with neutral detergent solution. 
� pre-extracted with neutral detergent solution . 
AOL 
16 . 9  
7 . 0  
10 . 7  
8 . 0  
8 . 8  
5 . 7  
3.7 
11 . 4  
5 . 7  
6 . 7  
3 . 0  
10 . 3  
5 . 7  
9 . 9  
8 . 1  
11 . 0  
6 . 4  
3 . 6  
6 . 0  
9 . 0  
8 . 1  
7 . 8  
8 . 6  
-.. 
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As disa:issed previcusly, high ash values could be due to a high mineral 
content of the water. Marten arrl Arrlersen ( 1975) reported CP an:i IVDCM 
values for Ambrosia art:i;misiifolia of 25 . 1% an:i 73 . 0% ,  respectively, in 
Minnesota in mid�uly (late bud stage) • 'Ibey also reported that A· 
artjmj siifolia was palatable to sane sheep but not to others. 'll1e large 
difference in CP values between the Ant>rosia of this study versus the 
Minnesota Ambrosia cxw.d be due to species diffe.rerces (it is 
tmfortunate that species recognition was neglected in this study) or to 
site fertility. 'll1e soil of the Minnesota study was N fertilized. On 
the other ham, the wet.lan:ls in this study cxw.d possibly be N limited. 
Althalgh N reduction has not been studied in tenp:,rary or seasonal 
prairie wet.lan:i soils (Hubbard 1988) , the high oi:ganic matter content 
an:i the frequent 'Nettin;J an:i dryin;J cycles that oa:::ur in these soils are 
ideal an::li.tions for N reduction to take place (Md'lanty an:i tBsh 1982 , 
� 1984) . Numerws stuties have denaistrated increased CP 
content of forages with i.rx:reasin3' N fertility (see Men;Jel an:i Kirkby 
1982) . 'll1e very high IVOCM content reported by Marten an:i Arrlersen 
( 1975) for Ambrosia cxw.d be due to the high CP content as in many 
species digestibility is correlated with CP (Oh et al. 1966, Hubbard et 
al. 1987 , aiapter 3 of this study) . 
Althalgh Ant>rosia was the only taxa of the 8 °very gocxi" forages 
for wh.idl palatability informatioo could be fami, personnel 
ctiservatians of the author suggest that Lyccp.lS � an:i Ve.rrionia 
fascia.llata may possibly be unpalatable. l,. � has a very stro� 
odor, similar to turpentine, which suggests the presence of aromatic 
secorrlacy � that could possibly affect palatability. I,. 
-• 
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americarrus, on the other ham, does not have this odor. y. fasciculata 
has been d::lserved in fairly heavily utilized pastures as an untc:udled 
species - fairly convinc.in:J evidel'Da that it may be unpalatable. 
Of the 11 species that have been referred to as "good" or •tvery 
good", � hesperius is the only a,e that the author has personally 
d::lserved to cx:x::asianally c::xnprise an ai:pu:-ently large portion of the 
bianass in seasanal or tenp:>raJ:y wet.lams in eastern Sa.1th IBkota . 
�er, many of the other species, in addition to be.in:J frequent 
urx3erstory species can occasionally be fa.mi in relatively p.ire 
''pa•--- 11 ' "'-1.. ' L . L . �.ic:::o , i. e. , l'\11...,ros1a SW· , _. amer.icana, _. �' M· ai:vens.is, � -
americarus, �. palustris, '.I'· canadense. '!he remain.in;J species typically 
occur as scattered i.rx:lividuals. 
Of the 10 species not yet diSOJSSed, �. canadensis, �. stricta, 
carex SW·, Eleocharis SW· , I'· arun:tinacea, f'. � ·  stirulaceurn, an::i �. 
pectinata can all be fa.mi as daninants or codaninants in tenp:mny or 
seasonal wetlan::i. Rather even mixtures of carex SW· , Eleocharis spp. , 
S. pectinata, either species of calamagrcstis, an::i J. bal ticus 
frequently occur in tenp:>rary wetlan::i in native prairie situations. _p. 
arurrlinacea, Eleocharis SW· , arxi f'. � ·  stirulaceum can all either 
daninate or codaninate seasonal wetlan::i. Of the remain.in:J species, 
Bidens SW· are camon but typically not daninant unless drav.dc:,,,JI1 
exposes bare soil, !,,. hybrida occurs as scattered i.rx:li viduals in 
tenp:>ra.ry wetlan::i, an::i s .  pallidus ocx::urs as scattered i.rx:lividuals in 
fens (stewart an::i Kantrud 1971) but also frequently in the peri!Xleral 
terrp:>ra.ry wetlan::i in either seasonal-wetlan::i-daninated or semipennanent­
wetlan::i-daninated basins. 
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Bidens SR>· had high CP content, am IVDCM values alD::lst as high 
as the "good" species. .I,. hybrida had millginal CP content am low 
IVDCM (Table 27) . �. pa]l idus is interestin;J in that, althalgh it had 
very low CP content (6. 5%) , the IVIXM value was 47. 5%. 'll'lcse species 
that typically can daninate or cxdaninate have either low CP or IVDCM or 
both; at least durinJ the mid to late periods of collection used in this 
study (Table 26) . Data reported by Jcilnstal am Bezeau (1962) for �­
stricta (:tePJrted as �- inexpansa) shc1,,.1ed l1lldl higher CP values (9 . 78%) 
at carparable J;henolo;w in sa.rt:hwest Alberta. Fran central Alberta 
(near F.dnatton) , Corns am Schraa (1962) :tePJrted a first cuttirg CP 
content at anthesis for ,G. canadensis of 9. 4%. �' the CP content 
:tePJrted by Clarke an:l Tisdale (1945) (:tePJrted as �- i.nexpansa) fram 
sruthern Alberta am saskatchewan was only 7. 10% at flowerinJ, but still 
higher t.han the value for the present study (Table 27) . 'Ihe data for �­
canadensis show that CP am IVDCM were silnilar for either the late 
sunmer (1984) or mid-sumner (1985) collections (Table 27) . Both ash an:l 
CP content were higher in ,G. canadensis than in �- stricta at anthesis 
in 1985. Clarke am Tisdale (1945) also :tePJrted a higher CP content 
for ,G. canadensis (8. 26%) at flowerinJ than for �- stricta. I..oanan 
(1983) stated that ,G. stricta (referred to as ,G. inexpansa) is rore 
palatable than �- canadensis, wt cautioned that there exists 
confli� :tePJrts on the palatability of the latter am that the 
earlier in the season that both species are utilized, the better cattle 
will accept them. 
�. pectinata had low IVIDI values am very low CP content in both 
years (Table 27) . Even when the plants were in the vegetative to 
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anthesis stages (1985), CP content averaged only 6. 2%. cattle fed a hay 
cc:uprised IOOStly of this species, even if cut at flc,werin;J, \\10Uld need 
protein suwlementation. Nicholson and I.arqille (1965) also fooni low 
CP contents and lc:M digestibility of this species in Nova Scotia at 
oonnal times of harvest (head to seed stages) • However, very early in 
the �  season (leaf stage; mid-vune) it had an �  
digestibility of 61. 9% and a CP content of 13. 8%. I.oanan (1983) stated 
this grass is seldan grazed when other forage is available. 
'lhe � SR) .  , even though collections consisted of mature 
plants in both years, had variable CP and IVIX.M content between years 
(Table 27). 'Ihis cculd be due either to site fertility differences or 
to species cutp:sition. 'lhe 1984 collections averaged 9 . 2% CP, which is 
high enc:u:;h for maintenance, rut in 1985 they averaged only 6. 4% CP. 
'Ihis latter value in:ticates that a CP deficiency \\10Uld occur on hay from 
these species if rx:,t SUR)lemented. 'lhe species caitJrisin;J these san;,les 
� primarily �- lanuginosa and �- tetanica ; however, �- sartwellii and 
�- praegracilis � prd:Jably also present in the sanples. Few data 
exist for these caricies. Knight et al. ( 1908) reports a mid-August CP 
content of 12. 62% for �. lanuginosa f:ran � and Mclean and Tisdale 
(1960) report CP values for �. praegracilis of 10. 45%, 7. 84%, and 3. 62% 
for the flc,wer, seed, and weathered stages in southern British Columbia. 
f>. arurx:li.nacea had both low CP content and low IVIX.M values in 
the 1985 collections (Table 27) . '!his shcw.d be expected as mature 
plants of this species are well known to be low in palatability and 
digestibility when mature (Smith 1981b). IDw palatabilities are related 
to alkaloid content (Marten et al .  1973). 'Ihe CP content foon::i in this 
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study was lower than those for ccnparable st.ages foond in DIJdl of the 
literature since those studies all were ccn::hJcted an N fertilized stan:::1s 
usinJ danestic cultivars (e.g. , Wolf 1967, Myhr et al. 1978, Sai.bro et 
al. 1978) . However, data reporta:l by Kl.�tek (1975) in Wisconsin shaw 
the species to be poor in CP (all values less than 5 . 75% after 15 July). 
Clarke am Tisdale (1945) reporta:l a value of 9. 77% CP in southern 
prairie canada at flowerinJ (28 July) . 
'lhe levels of CP am IVlXM in f. g .  stirulaceum (Table 27) are 
very siln:i.lar to those of f. 9 . erersum (Figures 7 am 8). '!he NDF, 
ADFl, am ADF2 content of this species (Table 28) were a few percentage 
points lower than for .f. 9 . emersum (Table 14) at carparable dates, but 
AOL values were similar. 'lhe lc:,.,,,er detergent fiber fractions in f. 9. 
stirulaceum may be expected since this species ten::1s to have a m::>re 
recumbent habit, often with the majority of the stem immersed. f. 9. 
emersum, on the other ham, is mre upright with the majority of the 
stem eme.rsed thus requirinJ a higher percentage of cell wall material 
for structural sui:p:,rt. 
Corx::lusions 
Altha.¥3h several species dlaracteristic of tenp:,rai:y am seasonal 
wetlan::is wcw.d make rather poor forage, alioost one-half of the species 
studied wcw.d make acceptable forage durinJ the mid to late SLmlmel" 
period. Palatability of roost of these species, however, is not known. 
Most of these species are forbs that are subordinate carp:>nents of the 
ccmnunities. Most of the species that are daninant in these wetlarx:is 
make only mediocre to poor forage in mid to late S\.lI11lteI". It is camron 
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practice in Saith t:Bkcta to wait mrt:il late sumner to mcw wetlarrls for 
hay. '!he data presented in this Chapter reinforce a conclusion of 
Chapter 3, i. e.  , that seasanal-wetlan:i�ted basins shcw.d be mcwed 
earlier in the growirg season than is noDIBlly practiced in order to 
cptimize forage quality • 
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A S'IUDY CN 'IHE EFFECI' OF M:MING 
CN WHl'l'E:l.UP AND SI!U:H SEIXiE 
Introduction 
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Effects of � an seasonal wet.lam vegetation have not been 
evaluated in the sruthem portia, of the Prairie Pothole Region. In 
canada an:i North O:lkota, whitetq;, is �y favored by m:derately 
saline water an:i a oomin;J or nr.JWi.rr;J regime (Dix an:i smeins 1967, Walker 
an:i Couplan:i 1968, stewart an:i I<anb:u:1 1972, Smith 1973a, 1973b, Neckles 
et al. 1986), an:i slough sed:;Je has been reported by walker an:i Couplarrl 
(1968) to be out-carprt:ed by whitetq> in situations where they occur 
together un:ier a Il'OWin;J regime. walker an:i Couplan:i (1970) stated that 
in fresh water, an:i if left urx:listurbed, sla.Jgh sedge will out-carpete 
other species. Millar (1973) provided eviderx:e that grazin;J can reduce 
sla.Jgh sedge rut foun:l oo eviden:::e that Il'OWin;J reduced slough sedge 
vitality to allc:M whitetq;, to out-a::llp?te it as stated by Walker arrl 
Couplarrl {1968). 
stewart an:i Kantrw. (1972) maintained that, in fresh seasonal 
wetlan:i, slough sed:;Je is the predaninant species if urx:listurbed; both 
slough sedge an:i whitetq;, can predaninate if m::,wed ;  an:i slough sedge arrl 
giant mannagrass {Glyceria grarilis) predaninate if lightly grazed. With 
heavier grazin;J pressure, tha.Jgh, slough sedge drops out. In slightly 
brackish seasonal wetlarrl, Stewart arrl Kantrw. (1972) list slough sedge 
arrl whitetq;, as predaninatin;J in urdisturbed situations ; whitetop only 
in m::,wed situations ; slough sedge only in lightly grazed wetlarrl; arrl 
-.  
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slcu;Jh sed;e am spike rush (Eleocharis palustris) in mderately grazed 
wetlarx:i. Neither slough � oor whitetop are listed as predaninant 
species in m::>re inten.se lam-use situations in slightly brackish 
seasonal wetlam. In mderately brackish seasonal wetlam these authors 
list whitetop as the predaninant species oocurrinJ in both untisturbed 
am DOJed situations. Un:ier any grazinJ pressure in mderately brackish 
seasonal wetlam, neither whit.etq> nor slcu;Jh sedqe are listed as 
predaninant by stewart am Kantn.ld (1972). 
'!he oojective of this e.xperil'llent was to evaluate the species 
CU11(X)Sitian am nutritiooal quality of whitetop am slcu;Jh sedge staros 
after 2 years of JICWi.rg treatments. 
Methcx:ls 
Sites (4, 5, am 6) used for late-season stan::lin;J crop 
estimations in 1983 (Cllapter 2), were also used as study sites in this 
investigation. In 1983, Site 4 was totally daninated by sloogh sedge; 
Site 6 was daninated by whitetop, rut had slcu;Jh sedge as a sul::rlaninant ; 
am Site 5 was codaninated, equally, by both species (Table 1) . Five 
meter wide strips were delineated at each site am orientated across the 
''width" of each site. A coin was tos.sed to decide which errl strip at 
each site was to be a DOJed or a control treatment. '!hereafter, the 
treatments were alternated am::>rx;J the strips at each site. '!his 
arrarqement resulted in 3 strips each of both treatments at Sites 4 an:l 
5, am 5 strips each at Site 6. All sites were DOJed on 7 November 1983 
by :personnel fran the s.o. Department of Game, Fish, am Parks, usirg a 
small tractor with a rotai:y nower. Usually, m::>re than 1 pass over the 
strips was necessa:ry. A cycle-bar m::,wer was tried, unsua::essfully, 
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prior to usin;J the rotary newer. 'lbe vegetation proved too dense to be 
cut by the cycle-bar. 'Ihe cut vegetation was to be renDVed fran the 
plots by marrually �. alt smwfall within 1 -week of IOOWirg 
preclu:ied � • 
All 3 wetlarm. pon:3ed the followin;J sprin;J. Sites were visited 
weekly to nati.tor water levels in 1984. Treatments were to be san;,led 
in that year as soon as the sites were dry enc:Q3h to Stll=POrt a tractor . 
'lllen, plots were to be cliR)ed arrl the m:JWed treatments cut in order to 
repeat sail'l)lin;J in 1985. However, in 1984 the sites never dried-out to 
the point at which they catld Sl.JRX)rt machinery. 'Ihe lowest observed 
water levels occurred at Site 4 en 5 Septeni)er (larrlward side dry, but 
la,,,er elevations pon:3ed less than 6 en deep), at Site 5 on 30 August 
( lower elevations had up to 12 en of water, l:ut higher elevations dry) , 
arrl at Site 6 on 6 Septeni)er (rocst all portions under at least 11 an of 
water l:ut a few portions were just saturated). When it became apparent 
that the sites were oot goin;J to be dry encu;Jh to rro.,, at a time that 
would reasonably approximate a ncnnal hayin;J date, it was decided to 
saltl)le the vegetation arrl terminate the experinent. 
'l\vo transects were established within each nOo.1ed arrl control 
strip at each site. All transects ran l� t.hrc:u;Jh the strips arrl 
each pair was situated 5 m apart with each bein;J 2. 5 m in fran the edges 
of the strips. 'Ihe total l� of both transects within eadl treatment 
strip was used for selection of that strip's  cc:.q:>leneit of sample plots. 
F.adl 1 m intel:val alorq the transects in eadl strip was used a point 
fran which to select fran. Once a point was selected fran a rarrlom 
numbers table, a coin was tcssed to detennine if the sairple plot should 
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be oollected fran the right or left side of the transect. Once 
selected, a plot was laid down 1 m away fran the transect. A steel 
frame, 0 . 5  m x L O  m, was used for plot l'larlest:in:J. All vegetation 
within the frame was cli� at the tq> of the fallen litter layer, 
i. e.  , the � sul:st:rate surface. Haivested naterial was placa:i in 
plastic bags an::l, upon retum to the lab, was marrually sorted by 
species. Dead naterial that was detached fran green naterial was 
regarded as litter an::l graJped as one catpJnent, regardless of species. 
Procedures for air-drying, oven-dryin;J, an::l griniirg were described in 
the methods section of Olapter 3 • 
Eighteen plots were hazvested in ea.di of the nnved an::l oontrol 
treatments at Sites 4 an::l 6. Only 10 plots were hazvested in each 
treatment at Site 5. Plots for eadl treatment at eadl site were 
distribited prcp:>rtionately am:JrxJ the stri� aa::ordin;J to strip size. 
F.adl strip, within ea.di treat:rnent at eadl site, was treate::i as a 
replication for ?JrPOSeS of statistical analyses. 'Ille yield between the 
na.,,,red an::l control treatments at eadi site was cx:rrpared usin;J a nested 
analysis of variance (NESl'E1J proce1ure, nrdified for unequal sarrple 
size, aa::ordin;J to S.A.S. 1985) . Plots were harvested on 11 September 
1984 at Site 5, on 13-14 September at Site 4 an::l on 27 September through 
4 Oc::::td:Jer at Site 6. 
To carpare rrutritional quality of najor species (whitetop, slough 
sedge, an::l "litter' ) between treatments at each site, a restricted 
ran:ian sarrple of plots containin;J the species was selected. 
Restrictions were: (1) a plot needed at least 8 g of oven-dry material 
of the species being tested in order to be eligible for selection, arrl 
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( 2) a nax:iltl.nn of 50% of the eligible plots wcul.d be selected fran within 
eadl replication, tut a mininum of 2 plots wcul.d be used fran eadl 
replication of eadl treatment. 'llle plots used for carparisans of each 
species were selected in:lepemently fran each other. Selected sanqJles 
were analyzed for ash, CP, arr:i IVIDt as describe:l in the methods section 
of Olapter 2. Nested analysis of variarx:e was used to carpare 
treatments 
Results arr:i Disaission 
Significantly greater bianass occurred on the mntrul treatmant 
for both starxiin; crcp (P<0. 05) arr:i stamin;J litter (P<0. 01) at Site 4 
(Table 29) . 'llti.s site was daninated exclusively by slough sedge arr:i in 
the deeper portions of the :roc,.,,eci replications, the sedge had died-out 
alJoost carpletely. In the shallONer portions of the mc:Med replications, 
the sedge ai:peared to be just as vigorous as in the control 
replications. In fact, of the tq> 10 yieldin::J plots at Site 4, 4 were 
in the shallc,,,,r portions of the rrariied replications. '!he highest yielding 
plot of all occurred in the shallc,,,,r portion of a mc:Med replication 
(1336. 4 g·m-2). 
One possible explanation for the die-off of slough sedge in 
deeper portions of the wetlarr:i catl.d be that shoots had insufficient 
oxygen for growth to the water surface. Flooding of cut cattail (� 
SW. ) stems has been used to control it by marsh managers for years 
(e.g. ,  Nelson and Deitz 1966 , Weller 1975) . cattail death results from 
a lack of oxygen which is nonnally suwlied to the roots and rhizomes 
via the previa.is year' s  dead shoots (Sale and Wetzel 1983). However, 
this explanation does not awea,r satisfactory because: (1) no shoots 
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Table 29. caq;,arison of late sunmer staniln;J crops am staniln;J 
litter in nrME!d versus control treatments at 3 sites in Deuel 
co.mty, Sa.Ith Dakota, in 1984 (additional statistics are liste:i 
in � A). 
Mean stan:ljn;J o:q> Mean � litter 
(g.m-2) (g·m- ) 
Site n control Control 
4 18 402. 8 716 . 4* 20. 8 84. 6** 
5 10 824. 4 681. 2* 45. 4 77. 2 
6 10, 17a 489. 8 615 . 4  36. 8 87. 2** 
*Significant difference between Ioowed am control at p<0.05; 
nested MKJ',/A. 
**Significant difference between rm:7trt1ed am control at p<O. Ol ; 
nested MKJ',/A. 
c!n = 18 for m::,;r.iied am n = 17 for control . 
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were obsel:ved that had atteq;,ted to grew rut died before reach.in:;J the 
surface, arrl (2) there was a clean break between IOOWed arrl control 
replications in the deeper water. 'lltis latter absel:vatian is relevant 
because if oxygen stai:vatian of Ihizanes was the cause of death, then 
alon;J the ed;Jes of the m::,wed replications one wculd expect sane shoot 
emergence due to oxygen be:i.nJ suwlied by the adjacent shoots on the 
cxn 1trol plots. Fran the experience of saq>l:i.nJ :r::hizaoo material in 
previoos work (Chapter 3) , it \vOll.d seem reasonable to assume that many 
shoots within abalt 1 m of the brundary shall.d arise f:ran rhizanes 
attadled to aerial shoots in the control strips . 
A JIDre plausible explanation is that sloogh sed;Je priloordia died 
fran effects of toxic catp:m'DS that were producej f:ran arxnd.c 
corrlitians caused by the large volume of dense, c:::hc:JEp:d organic matter . 
SUlfide is a nost prooable toxic carp::A.U'rl (Gocxlman arrl Williams 1961, 
Irr:JOld arrl Havill 1984) • However, � or a myriad of organic 
clecatposition products ccw.d be the cause (� 1984). Although 
wetlarrl plants have evolved varic:us strate;ies to <:q)e with toxic 
effects of anaerobiosis (Hutchinson 1975) , the large annmt of fairly 
dense, c:ncwed, organic matter prcbably overwhelmed the system by 
facilitat:i.nJ develcprent of intense micrct,ial activity. ordinarily, 
under unii.sturbed con:titions, mudl of the litter v.U.lld be dispersed 
loosely thro.lghout the water column arrl micrct,ial activity wculd not be 
so intense at the soil surface. 
'!he mean stardirg crq> of the J'lOrr'E!d treatlnent at Site 6 was also 
lower than that of the controls, but this was not statistically 
significant (Table 29). Variability in the data was tre.merx:1ous. Ivk:>st 
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of the variarx::e in the nested M¥:NA was due to error (ca. 92%, data not 
sha.m} . '!be whitetq;> at Site 6 did oot shew the drastic response to 
m::JWin;J that the sed:Je exhibited at Site 4. On the other hard, whitetop 
in newed treatments awearecI to be ooticeably taller an:i less subject to 
lcd;Jin;J than plants in ca1trols. Althaql newed treatment plants 
awearecI nore rcb.Jst, there were naNegetated stripes within the rrowed 
replications that co1.1.esporned to the wheel tracks left by the tractor 
the previa.JS autumn. Many of the raman plots fell across these ''wheel 
tracks" an:i prc:bably acc:amts for the lCM mean starxiin:J crq:>. '!hose 
plots that did rot fall across a wheel track surely contriblted to the 
large variance an:i lack of statistical significance. 
cause of whitetap � in wheel tracks coo.ld be the same 
as what possibly caused the sedge to die, i. e . ,  build-up of toxic, 
anaerobically-produced �- Havever, it is possible that dead 
stripes may have been produced by medlanical injury to belCM-groon:i 
organs. Whitetcp rhizanes are very fragile, easily crushed with the 
thumb an:i forefin;Jer, an:i occur very close to the substrate surface. 
Aca.mulation of litter on the soil surface in this idle -wetlan:i could 
cause surface sediments to be soft allCMin;J the tractor tires to crush 
the rhizanes. '!be author has personally noted 2 other whitetop marshes 
in Deuel County, located on private lan:i, that were rrowed for hay in 
1983 that also exhibited these dead wheel tracks in 1984. Although the 
m::JWin;J histo:cy of these 2 -wetlan:is is unknown, it is asst..nned that they 
have rot been nowed for several years. 'Ihese dead stripes have not been 
reported by other w10rkers for whitetop marshes that are frequently rrowed 
(Smith 1973a, Neckles et al. 1985} . 
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'!he mean starrlin;J c:rq> at Site 5 was significantly higher 
(P<0. 05) on the roc,wed treatlnent than on the oontrols (Table 29). 'Ihis 
result, althcu3h inconsistent with the results at Sites 4 arxi 6, is 
oonsistent with what a,e walld expect based on the f.i.n:i.in;rs of Smith 
(1973a). In his s:ooy, it was fc:urr:i that whitetq> yielded nuc.h higher 
on J'IO¥l8d or b.1rned 'Netl.arrls than an grazed or idle 'Netl.arrls. Site 5, 
hai.ever, was rx,t daninated solely by whitetq>. Whitetq> was cxxianinant 
with sl(U3h seci;Je. Of the total above grourrl starrlin;J c:rq,, irx::l� 
litter, whitetq> ccnprised 51. 6% arxi 57 . 6% of the bianass on the control 
arxi J'IO¥l8d treatments, respectively. Slcu;h sedge catprised 37. 5% arxi 
34. 3%, respectively, of the total above grourrl bianass on the control 
arxi roc,wed treatments. Of the above grourrl bianass present in the fall 
of 1983, sl(U3h sedge ccnprised 35. 7% of it at this site (Table 1) . 
Alt:hcll3h it a� that whitet:q> cacprised a nuc.h higher proportion of 
the bianass on both treatments in 1984, starrlin;J litter in these 
September collections was only 8. 9% on controls arxi 4. 4% on IOOWed 
treatments of the total above grami bianass. '!his � with 25. 7% 
in late October in 1983. It � neither whitetq) nor slo.igh sedge 
can be inplicated as bein;J solely responsible for the increase in yield 
on the 100llo'Ed treatnent. 
Mean starrlin;J litter was higher at all sites on the control 
treatments than on the J'IO¥l8d treatments (Table 29) arxi was statistically · 
significant at Sites 4 arxi 6 {P<0. 01). 'Iheoretically, there shruld have 
been no starrlin;J litter at all on the IOOWed treatments. But since any 
brown material that was not attached to a green plant in the collections 
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was treated as litter, this was to be expected. '!he first leaves of 
roost grasses arrl � die early in the growi.n;J season. 
IVIXM data for the high an:i low alfalfa standards are listed in 
Table 30, arrl are closer to the reported values than those in previous 
chapters (Tables 2, 7 ,  arxi 25) .  Mean values of ash, CP, arrl IVIXM for 
slcu;Jh sea;re, whitetop, am st:an::lin:J litter on both treabnents at all 
sites are listed in Table 31. Significant differences occurred only for 
whitetop CP at Sites 5 arxi 6 (P<0. 05) . '!he relationship bet.v.teen 
whitetop CP content at these sites was reversed. '!his reversal of 
relationships does not allow airf conclusions to be drawn. It should be 
pointed out that there � significant differences anDn;J replications 
in the nested M¥JVAs (data not shown) for ash arxi Cl? in sedge at Site 4, 
for IVIl:M in sed;Je at Site 5, an:l for IVIXM in litter, CP in sedge, an:l 
ash in whitetop at Site 6. 'llri.s exercise 5el'.Ves to point out that site 
to site variability in these nutritional parameters is greater than 
variability be'bNeen treatments. 'Ihe data in Table 31 do 5el'.Ve to 
reinforce the ex>nclusions of Olapter 2, viz, whitetop harvested late in 
the growi.n;J season is a vecy poor forage, while slcu;Jh sedge quality can 
be nud1 better. Alt.hcu;h slcu;Jh sed;Je IVIXM was low at all sites an:l CP 
was deficient at Site 5, the CP content at Site 6 was at least adequate 
for maint.enarx::e arxi at Site 4 it was a.l.Ioost good enough for sane beef 
cattle classes to make gains . 
Conclusions 
'Ihe original objectives for this part of the project cx:w.d not be 
met due to many interacti.n;J factors. However, the data collected do 
sezve to reinforce the conclusions of Olapter 2 insofar as they show 
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Table 30.  Mean IVD[M (percent of dry matter at 1000c, n = 3 
per nm) of alfalfa stamards included in eadl nm of sairples 
for the DKJWi.n;J stu:iy. 
Mean: 
1 
2 
3 
4 
Reported value: 
Mean deviation 
fran reported value: 
IDw starx:1ard 
(%) 
57 . 9  
58. 7  
54 . 9  
57. 2  
57 . 2  (0 . 8)a 
60 . 0  
-2. 8  
astamard error in parentheses • 
High starx:1ard 
(%) 
69. 9  
69 . 3  
70 . 3  
70 . 5  
70 . 0  (0 . 3) 
73 . 9  
-3 . 9  
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Table 31. Cc:1Jp3rison of IVDCM, ash, arv:i CP content of species fran 
m:,wed (M) arv:i oontrol (C) treatnert:.s at Sites 4, 5, arv:i 6 in the 
late smmner of 1994a (additional statistics are listed in � B). 
Mean (% of dry matter) 
Ash CP 
Site Species n M c M c M c 
4 Sloogh �e 9 8.8 7.5 9.3 9.0 46.4 42.9 
4 Litter 9 21.3 16.2 17.0 16.3 21.5 21. 7 
5 Sloogh seckJe 7 6.8 6.6 6.4 6.5 45.1 38.4 
5 Whit.etq) 7 7.2 7.3 5.9 6.5* 31.9 32.8 
5 Litter 6, 7b 20.9 19.8 9.8 9.4 31.3 30.4 
6 Sloogh �e 8 8.4 8.5 8.3 7.8 40.3 39.3 
6 Whit.etq) 11 8.5 7.2 6.9 5.8* 37.8 33.3 
6 Litter 11 15.2 13.2 13.0 11.8 21.0 20.0 
*Control mean is significantly different 
for th.is constituent. 
(p<0.05) fran m:,wed mean 
� treatJEnts were cut in 1983. In 1984, Site 4 was �led frc:m 
September 13-14, Site 5 was sanpled an September 11, arv:i Site 6 was 
saJ!l)led fran September 27 thro.$ Octd:>er 4. 
bsairp1e sizes for m:,wed vs. control, respectively • 
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that whitetq) is a Verf poor forage late in the grc:,,,rinJ season an:l 
sla.¥3h sedge may make an aa:eptable low grade hay. Also, the results of 
this study � that sla.¥3h sed3e may be irore susceptible to 
anaerobically imuoed toxicities than whitetq). 
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Cllapter 6 
STANDING CROPS AND NUIIUTIOOAL � 
OF �r:x:MrnATED BA.5:rn5 AND ASSOCIATED UPIANrs 
m NATIVE MIXED-GRAS.S mAIRIE 
Introduction 
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In Cllapter 2, it was daoonstrated that seasonal-wetl.an:i-dcminated 
basins can yield large quantities of vegetation an:i sane quasi­
cat"parisans we.re made with plblishe.d values of yields of tame an:i 
managed forages. In several sections of this report, quasi-carparisons 
have also been made of variCAJS neasurements of rrutritional quality 
between forage produced in seasonal ,;,.,ietlarrls an:i uplarrls. In order to 
properly p.rt the quantity an:i quality of seasonal wetlan:i vegetation in 
perspective, seasanal-wetl.an:i-dan.ina.ted basins shoo.l.d be c::x::llt)a.red with 
their associated uplan:is in native plant carm..m.i.ties. 'Ihe oojective of 
this study was to cx:mpare the �  stan:iin':J crq:> an:i its CP an:i 
IVDCM content in 2 seasanal-\\letlan:i-d.aninated basins with their adjacent 
uplan:i plant cx:mmmities. 
Methoos 
'Ihe wetlarrls at Sites 1 arrl 2 (Cllapter 2) we.re selected for this 
study .  'Ihey are both seasonal ""'\¥etlan:i-daninated basins daninated by 
slOJgh sec:ge in the seasonal wetlan:i portion, an:i are located within a 
few hun:lred meters of each other. Permanent transects were established 
in the sprin;J of 1985 at 4 locations at each site. 
One circular (actually polygonal) transect was established in the 
emergent seasonal ,;,.,ietlan:i area. '!his transect (the seasonal wetlan:i, or 
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s. W. transect) was established by placin; steel fence posts in the marsh 
such that lines connectin;J the posts °INOlld �tely follow the 
center of the seasanal emergent wetland "zone". 'llle very center of 
Site 1 experienced a die-off of vegetation due to ponjin;J that occurred 
virtually thrcujlout the entire g:rowin] season of 1984. Poniln:J also 
occurred durin; the entire growm;J season at Site 2, rut the die-off in 
the center was only partial. 'Ihe s.w. transect was sib.Jate1 to avoid 
this central q,en zone. '!he peripleral te.np:>racy wetland at each site 
also had a circular (polygonal) transect sib.Jate1 thro.lgh its center. 
'!he bani of te.np:>rary wetland inilcators was narrow and overl� with 
the seasonal wetland in:ticators substantially. 'lllerefore, the temp::,rary 
wetland (T. W. ) transect had saoo seasonal wetland species present. 
Total ler¥31:hs of seasonal wetlani transects were 93 m and 100 m at Sites 
1 and 2, respectively. Teq:x)rary wetland transects totalled 130 m and 
135 m, respectively, at sites 1 arx:l 2. 
A split "upland-\JR)er'' (U. U. ) transect was sib.Jate1 at an 
approximately constant elevation an either side of the wetland. 'Ihis 
transect was "fit" to the larx:lscape at the highest elevation, upslq:e 
fran the wetland, at which a usable len;Jth of transect ccw.d be obtained 
at an elevation of aha.It :±<). 3 m. At both sites, this meant that the 
transect had to be discontinuous. A secon:i upland transect, an "uplarrl­
lower' (U.L. ) transect, was situate1 at an elevation exactly half-way 
between the u.u. and T.W. transects at both sites. '!his transect was 
also discontinuous at both locations. Total ler¥31:hs of the U.U. 
transects were 64 m at Site 1 an:i 125 m at Site 2. Total ler¥31:hs of the 
U.L. transects were 66 m and 89 m at Sites 1 and 2,  respectively. 
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At each sanplin;J sessioo, 6 plots, each measurin;J 0. 35 m x o.70 
m, were harvested alan} eadl of the 4 transects at eadl site. 'Ihe 6 
plots an eadl transect were picked usin;J a rarrlan rn.mt>ers di.art. F.adl 1 
m interval an a transect was a potential plot location. When a rn.nnber 
was selected, a coin �d be tcssed to detennine if the plot waild be 
placed to the right or left of the transect. Orx::e a plot was selected, 
it ccw.d not be used again. All plots were cliwed manually at grourrl 
level usin; a tubllar P. V. c. pipe frame as a guide. Ma.terial fran each 
plot was placed in its own bag for transport to the lab where the 
contents were separated into (1) current season's growth an::l (2) litter 
caip:,nents. Litter was discarded. '!he current season's growth frc:m 
each plot was air-dried an::l oven-dried acco:rdin;J to the procedures 
described in Olapter 3. After weighin.;J, oven-dry material was groun:i ( 1 
nm screen) an::l thoraquy mixed. Aliquots (alxut 1 1 vollIIOO) of each 
plots material were then saved for CP an::l IVIXM analyses. 'Ihese 
analyses followed the procedure given in Olapter 2 . 
In order to doo nrent the species cuupcsition of the transects, 
ca.J'lq)y coverage estimates were made for eadl species cx:currin; in each 
plot prior to cliwin;J. cane.pf coverage estimates were made acco:rdin;J 
to Daubenmire (1959) but actual percentages were estimated, rather than 
usin; the cover classes the author 5Ug:Jests, an::l plot size was larger . 
Plots were cliwed at each site every 3 weeks for a total of 8 
cliwin;J sessions i;:er site throughout the gra.,in;J season. '!he first 
session cxmrenced on 17 May 1985 at Site 1 an::l on 22 May 1985 at Site 2 .  
'Ihe last cliwin;J session at Site 1 began on 8 october 1985, an::l on 14 
october 1985 at Site 2. Yields, CP content, an::l IVIXM were tested 
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be'b,!een transects at eadl site usinj analysis of variance with a 4 x 8 
factorial � (transects x date) of the data. 
Results an::l DL�lSSian 
Species frequencies an::l seasnn-lorg means of canopy coverage 
estimates are listed in Table 32 for Site 1 an::l Table 33 for Site 2 .  
Based on mean canopy coverage, Kentucky bluegrass ( Poa  pratensis) was 
the daninant an uplan::ls at both sites. 'Ihe next na;t prevalent grass 
species on the uplan::ls was little bluest.an (Arrlr:g.pron scoparius) at 
both sites. 'lhe dani.nant foi:ts at Site 1 were 2 species of goldenra:i 
(Solidago canadensis an::l � - rigida) w'hile at Site 2, .Q · canadensis was 
the dani.nant fort> based on � c::x:,verage. AlthaxJh many species of 
grasses were CUI11on on uplan::ls at both sites (high frequencies of 
occurrence) , none aR)roadled Kentucky bluegrass, or even little 
bluestem, in terms of coverage. Daninant species on the s.w. transects 
were slcugh sed;Je (carex athercx:les) an::l smartweed (�lygorn.nn amooibium 
var. emersum) at Site 1, an::l slaqi se:ge an::l rurreed (Sparganium 
ewycarrum) at Site 2 .  'lhe daninant taxa on the T .  w .  transects was 
carex spp. at both sites. 'lhe sul:xianinants at both sites were also the 
same on the T. W. transects :  northern reedgras.s (calamagrostis stricta) , 
slcu:Jh sed;Je, spike.rush (Eleocharis palustris) , an::l prairie cordgrass 
(Spartina pectinata) . 
'Ihe season-10I'¥} means of above gro.m:i stan::l.i.rq crops on each 
transect at both sites are listed in Table 34 . 'lbese numbers are much 
lower tllan the peak stan::l.i.rq crops on all transects due to the influence 
of the early season data. At Site 1, both wetlan::l transects 
significantly (P<0 . 05) a.rt-yielde:i the uplan:i transects by abcut 2 to 1 .  
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Table 32. Growi.n; season-lon;J iooans of canopy coverage estimates (C) 
(percent) am frequerx:ies of ocx::urrence (F) (number of plots occurred 
in) of species at Site 1 (n = 48). 
Wetlarrl Uplarrl 
�: Seasonal Temporary 
Species 
Achillea millefolium 
� smithii 
A· tradlycaulum 
Allium SW· 
Ambrosia psilostachya 
An::lropc::gon gerardii 
A· scoparius 
Anerl¥:)ne cylirorica 
A· patans 
ApocynUm cannabinum 
Artemisia ludoviciana 
Astragalus SW· 
A· adsurqens 
A· agrestis 
Asclepias SW· 
A· ovalifolia 
A· verticillata 
Aster ericoides 
A· hesperius 
A· sericeus 
Beckmamia syzigachne 
Bidens frorrlosa 
Boutelooa curtiperoula 
�· gracilis 
Brem.ls inermis 
calamagrostis canadensis 
�- stricta 
carex SW· 
�- atherodes 
CirsitU11 cilVense 
I:Blea g.m:m:ea 
Dicanthelium lei.bergii 
Eleocharis palustris 
Geum triflorum 
Glycyrrhiza lepidota 
Heuc.hera ric.hardsonii 
Hierocbloe odorata 
F 
(#) 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1 
0 
0 
0 
0 
4 
1 
7 
48 
0 
0 
0 
23 
0 
0 
0 
0 
c F 
(%) (#) 
0 0 
0 1 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 2 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 1 
0 22 
0 0 
tr 0 
0 4 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
1 14 
tr 30 
1 47 
81 19 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
4 46 
0 0 
0 1 
0 0 
0 1 
c F c F c 
(%) (#) (%) (#) (%) 
0 29 2 24 1 
tr 25 2 27 2 
0 35 5 36 4 
0 1 tr 0 0 
0 3 tr 0 0 
0 11 4 15 4 
0 41 19 37 19 
0 9 1 9 tr 
0 23 1 29 2 
tr 0 0 0 0 
0 1 tr 1 tr 
0 1 tr 4 1 
0 1 tr 0 0 
0 0 0 1 tr 
0 5 tr 0 0 
0 1 tr 0 0 
0 4 tr 1 tr 
tr 29 5 35 7 
5 0 0 0 0 
0 1 tr 1 tr 
0 0 0 0 0 
tr 0 0 0 0 
0 36 11 38 8 
0 0 0 1 tr 
0 1 tr 0 0 
7 0 0 0 0 
16 0 0 0 0 
69 32 6 11 1 
19 0 0 0 0 
0 4 tr 2 tr 
0 2 tr 1 tr 
0 3 tr 2 tr 
28 0 0 0 0 
0 2 tr 3 tr 
tr 0 0 0 0 
0 1 tr 1 tr 
tr 0 0 0 0 
.. 
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Table 32 Cont. 
Transect: 
Species 
Juncus balticus 
Koeleria pyramidata 
Iathynis palustris 
Lithospermum canescens 
Lycocus � 
Lysimachia thyrsiflora 
Medi cago lurclina 
M· sativa 
Melilotus al ha 
M· officinalis 
Mentha ai:vensis 
onosm:xilum rrolle 
Oxalis violacea 
Panic:um virgatum 
Raj.aris arurrlinacea 
Rlysalis vil:giniana 
Poa carpressa 
E· palustris 
E- pratenis 
Polygonum amphibium 
var. emersum 
Potentilla anserina 
E· cmn.rt:a 
Psoralea argg:ilylla 
E. eso.ilenta 
Rammculus rhgnboideus 
Ratibida columnifera 
B. pinnata 
Rosa acia.llaris 
SCim.ls pallidus 
Srolochloa festucacea 
Sium � 
Solidago canadensis 
� - rigida 
Sorghastnnn nut.ans 
Sparganium eurycarpum 
Spartina pectinata 
Sporobolus heterolepis 
Stachys palustris 
Wetlard 
Seasonal Tenp:>rary 
F c F c 
(#) (%) (#) (%) 
0 0 5 3 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 5 1 
0 0 0 0 
3 tr 27 3 
1 tr 5 1 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 2 tr 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 1 1 
0 0 1 tr 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 1 tr 
0 0 2 1 
0 0 8 2 
33 11 16 4 
0 0 7 1 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 1 tr 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 4 1 
24 7 0 0 
0 0 1 tr 
0 0 1 tr 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
14 2 13 2 
2 1 26 17 
0 0 0 0 
2 tr 5 tr 
128 
Up lard 
Upper 
F c F c 
( #) (%) (# )  (%) 
0 0 0 0 
4 tr 3 tr 
0 0 0 0 
5 tr 11 tr 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
19 2 23 2 
1 tr 0 0 
3 tr 8 2 
0 0 1 tr 
0 0 0 0 
1 tr 0 0 
13 1 0 0 
2 1 1 tr 
0 0 0 0 
1 tr 4 tr 
1 tr 4 tr 
0 0 0 0 
46 63 46 63 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
3 1 1 tr 
0 0 5 1 
0 0 1 tr 
2 tr 0 0 
2 tr 0 0 
0 0 4 tr 
0 0 1 tr 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
40 12 30 8 
25 4 39 12 
6 5 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 3 1 
0 0 0 0 
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Table 32 Cont • 
Wetlan:i 
Transect: Seasonal 'l'e!Ip:)ra:cy 
Species 
� spartea 
.§ .  viridula 
SW'dloricaroos oc:cidentalis 
Taraxacum officinale 
Teucrium canadense 
�c:nt dubius 
Vert>ena stricta 
Viola SR>· 
y. pedatifida 
Zigadenus eleqans 
Zizia aotera 
F 
(# }  
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
c F c 
(% }  (# }  (%} 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 5 1 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 1 tr 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
Uplan:i 
F c 
(#} (%} 
16 3 
6 2 
5 1 
2 tr 
0 0 
2 tr 
3 tr 
0 0 
11 tr 
5 tr 
1 tr 
� met.hoos section in Chapter 6 for transect definitions . 
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F 
( # }  (%) 
26 6 
14 5 
1 tr 
4 tr 
0 
0 0 
4 tr 
0 0 
14 tr 
1 
0 0 
.. 
• 
-
• 
• 
.. 
.. 
• 
-
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Table 33 . Growin;J season-lorq mans of canopy coverage estimates (C) 
(percent) am frequeix:ies of occurrence (F) (rnmtier of plots occurred 
in) of species at Site 2 .  (n  = 48). 
Wetland Uplam 
Transect:<i: Seasonal Tenp:>rary 
Species 
Achillea m.illefolilUll 
Agropyron smithii 
A· tradlycaulum 
Alisma subcordatum 
Alrbrosia artemisiifolia 
A· psilostac.hya 
Arxh:gxxg l gerardii 
A· scoparius 
Aneoone cylirx:lrica 
A· patans 
Antenna.ria neglecta 
Artemisia lu::ioviciana 
Asclepias SW· 
A· ovalifolia 
� ericoides 
A· hesperius 
Astraga].us SW· 
A· agrestis 
Brutelooa curtiperx:lula 
calanagrostis canadensis 
�- stricta 
calylophus serrolatus 
carex SW· 
�. athercrles 
CirsilUll arvense 
�- flodmanii 
DicanthelilUll leihergii 
Eleocharis catpressa 
]:; • palustris 
F.guisetum sp. 
Gaura ccx::cinea 
Gann triflo:rum 
Glycyrrtriza lepidota 
Hordeum jubatum 
JlD1CUS balticus 
J.  ton:yi 
Koeleria mrram,idata 
F 
(#) 
0 
0 
0 
2 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1 
0 
1 
47 
0 
0 
0 
0 
23 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
c F 
(%) ( #) 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
tr 0 
0 4 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 2 
tr 24 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 7 
tr 33 
0 0 
tr 45 
72 30 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
4 46 
0 1 
0 0 
0 0 
0 1 
0 3 
0 10 
0 1 
0 0 
c F c F c 
(%) (#) (%) (#) (%) 
0 20 1 24 3 
0 34 6 15 4 
0 25 6 35 8 
0 0 0 0 0 
tr 0 0 0 0 
0 1 tr 0 0 
0 22 10 23 9 
0 37 16 39 17 
0 7 tr 8 tr 
0 16 tr 24 1 
0 0 0 1 tr 
0 3 tr 6 1 
0 2 tr 1 tr 
0 1 tr 3 tr 
tr 27 4 36 7 
7 0 0 0 0 
0 2 tr 0 0 
0 3 tr 0 0 
0 33 8 35 7 
2 0 0 0 0 
17 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 1 0 
58 30 5 22 3 
32 0 0 0 0 
0 2 tr 8 1 
0 1 tr 2 tr 
0 2 tr 1 tr 
0 0 0 1 tr 
22 0 0 0 0 
tr 6 tr 0 0 
0 0 0 1 tr 
0 1 tr 1 tr 
tr 1 tr 0 0 
tr 0 0 0 0 
6 0 0 0 0 
tr 0 0 0 0 
0 1 tr 5 tr 
.. 
-
-
-
.. 
.. 
.. 
• 
-
Table 33 cart: . 
Wetlam 
Transect: Seasonal Teqx,racy 
Species 
Iathyrus palustris 
Lithcspernum canescens 
Lycx:pJs anericanus 
I.,. � 
Medicago lup.tl.ina 
Mentha arvensis 
Oxalis violacea 
PaniCl.Dll virgatum 
Rwsalis v:uginiana 
Polygornnn ammiliium 
var. erersum 
:e:;,tentilla anserina 
£. arguta 
Poa g:rrpressa 
F · palustris 
F. pratensis 
Psoralea argoooylla 
f. eso..tlenta 
Ranurp.llus scleratus 
SColoc:hloa festucacea 
Senecio pseldaureus 
Solidago canadensis 
.Q•  rigida 
Sanchus arvensis 
Sorghastrum nutans 
Sparoanium eurycam:nn 
Spartina pectinata 
Sporgbolus heterolepis 
stadlys palustris 
Stipa spart.ea 
§ .  viridula 
syntjloricarpos cx::cidentalis 
Taraxacum officinale 
Teucrium � 
Tragop.xlot 1 dubius 
Verbena stricta 
F 
(#) 
0 
0 
0 
1 
0 
1 
0 
0 
0 
16 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1 
1 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
40 
0 
0 
2 
0 
0 
0 
1 
2 
0 
0 
c F c 
(%) (#) (%) 
0 10 1 
0 0 0 
0 4 tr 
tr 22 3 
0 1 tr 
tr 3 tr 
0 0 0 
0 2 1 
0 0 0 
5 12 6 
0 15 2 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 1 tr 
0 14 3 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
tr 0 0 
tr 0 0 
0 2 tr 
0 2 tr 
0 0 0 
0 1 tr 
0 0 0 
16 15 5 
0 31 12 
0 0 0 
tr 9 1 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
tr 1 tr 
tr 5 tr 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
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Uplam 
F c F c 
(#) (%) (#) (%) 
0 0 0 0 
13 1 15 1 
1 tr 0 0 
1 tr 0 0 
11 tr 8 tr 
0 0 0 0 
5 tr 2 tr 
0 0 1 tr 
1 tr 6 tr 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
1 tr 1 tr 
0 0 1 tr 
0 0 0 0 
47 63 48 69 
2 1 0 0 
1 tr 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
38 14 35 14 
13 1 32 6 
0 0 0 0 
4 1 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
2 1 0 0 
1 tr 2 tr 
0 0 0 0 
13 2 20 4 
11 5 9 2 
3 tr 2 tr 
6 tr 2 tr 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 1 tr 
6 tr 2 tr 
.. 
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Table 33 o:mt. 
Wetlan:i Up lard 
• 
Species F c F c F c F c 
(#) (% )  (#) (%) (#) (% ) (#) (% ) 
Viola pedatifida 0 0 0 0 9 tr 9 tr 
�iaadenus eleaans 0 0 0 0 4 tr 3 tr 
� methcds section in Clapter 6 for transect definitions. 
• 
.. 
• 
• 
-
• 
.. 
-
• 
-
• 
• 
-
• 
-
Table 34. O'Jrparison of growin;J season (1985) means 
(n = 48) of 'Wet.lam am uplam al:ove groun:l st:.arxti.n;J 
crc:p; in 2 seasonal-c.vetJ.am-daninated basins in Deuel 
County, Sart:h Il1kota (additional statistics are listed 
in � C). 
st.an:ti.n;J ere# 
(g·m-2) 
Transect Site 1 Site 2 
Seasonal 'Wet.lam 587 a 381 b 
'l.'eqx)rary 'Wet.lam 500 b 474 a 
Uplan:l - l� 259 c 297 c 
Up1an:1 - uwer 239 c 284 c 
� followed by a different letter within the sane 
ex>lumn are significantly different (p<0.05) • 
133 
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• 
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Additionally, the s .w. transect significantly out-yielded the T.W . 
transect. At Site 2, the 'Netiarrl transects again significantly out­
yielded the uplarrl transects, althaql the differerx:es were not quite so 
great. '!he T.W. transect at Site 2, however, significantly out-yielded 
the s. W. transect. other sb.xlies cx:n::hlcted in the northern prairie area 
have also shown irx::reased productiai in 'Netiarrl sites versus uplan:i. 
Cosby (1964) foorrl annual hertage production in seasonal 'Netian:i in 
nortm.iest North D!kota (slcu;h sedge - whitetq:> daninated; Pamell soil) 
to ran;Je fran about 1. 5 times to aver 2 times the production of the 
highest produc� uplan:i soil (native mixed grass prairie; Bonilla soil) 
of the catena. In the Red River Valley of northwest Minnesota, Smeins 
arrl Olsen (1970) also foorrl v.1etlarrl plant camunities yielded about 1. 5 
to 2. 0 times rore than uplarrls in native tall grass prairie. Barker arrl 
Erickson (1980) reported that a temporacy 'Netiarrl cc::rrm.mity (carex -
Juncus - Spartina) out-yielded the uplarrl prairie in North D!kota by 1 .  3 
to 1. 6 times. Bernard (1974) foom that a carex rostrata daninated 
wetlarrl greatly out produced the adjacent Kentucky bluegrass old-field 
in central Minnesota. 
'!he reversal in rank.i.n:;J of the season means of starxiin:J crop for 
the T.W. arrl s.w. transects at the 2 sites is prd:>ably in:licative of the 
unstable nature of the envirornnent in prairie pothole wetlarrls. The 
data in Table 34 are very similar betlr.1een sites for all transects except 
the s.w. 'Ihe yield at Site 2 for the S.W. transect was nuch less than 
at Site 1. small variations in hydrology or soil organic natter content 
coold influence redox relationships in the soil arrl result in variable 
effects on site fertility as v.'ell as the overall chemical mileau of the 
• 
.. 
-
• 
-
-
.. 
• 
.. 
sites. Fulton et al. (1979) fam:i wide � site variation of 
wetlam plant camunities. 
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'llle IVDCM of the alfalfa stan:1ards in each nm of the procedure 
are listed in Table 35. 'Il'lese data shCM that, overall, the IVDCM data 
are probably umerestimates am that the extreme values for each 
starrlard span a fairly large ran;:,e. Hc:7.r.'E!Ver, the season-lorg means are 
be� statistically carpared am all sairples fran each cliw� session 
were assayed in the same nm. 'lhus, beb.1een nm variation will be 
carpamed with � date variation in the AOOVA, rut between 
transect relationships shalld be little affected. 
'llle relatiaiship beb.1een the season-lorg IVIXM means for the 
transects are shown in Table 36. At each site, all transects were 
significantly different fran each other am all were ranked in the sane 
order: u.u. , U.L. , s.w. , am T.W. Altha.Jgh the wetlarm can outproduce 
the uplan:35 in tenns of quantity, the digestibility of the wetlam 
carmmities is less . 
'Ihe tren:m in CP content of the vegetation were not as consistent 
(Table 37) nor as clear-cut as those for digestibility. At Site 1 the 
U. U. transect averaged the highest in CP, rut at Site 2 it was the S.W . 
transect. 'Ihe T. w. transect, hc1,,,ever, was consistent in that at both 
sites it had the lCJlr.leS't CP content. It may be that N may be m:>re 
severely limit� at that larrlscape position than at the others. A 
possible explanation rray be that the T.W. transect is situate:l at a 
location that may be subjected to a m:>re frequent alternation of wet arrl 
dry periods than :points above or belc:,.,,.r it on the laniscape; at least 
dur� the ca.rrse of the present study. 'Ihus, the frequency with which 
• 
• 
-
-
• 
-
.. 
.. 
• 
• 
• 
Table 35. Mean IVIXM (percent of dry matter at lOOOc, n = 3 
per nm} of alfalfa standards in:lmed in eadl nm of sanples 
collected in the wet.lam versus upland forage study. 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
Mean: 
Reported value: 
Mean deviation 
fran reported value: 
I..cM standard 
(%} 
53. 4 
55. 3 
55. 4 
54. 8 
54. 5 
59. 8 
55. 8 
54. 7 
56. 6 
55. 6 (0. 6}a 
60. 0 
-4 . 4  
astarrlard error in parentheses. 
High standard 
(%} 
67. 7  
66. l 
66. 9 
66. 9 
67. 0  
70. 3 
69. l 
66. 0 
69. 5 
67. 7  (0. 5} 
73. 9 
-6. 2 
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Table 36 . catparison of grow� season (1985) rreans 
(n = 48) of IVIXM in wetlarx:l arx:l uplarx:l plant a:mm.mities 
in 2 seasonal-..Jetiarx:l-daninated basins in Deuel camty I 
Sa.Ith D:lkota (ad:litiaial statistics are listed in 
� C) 
(% of dry matter) 
Transect Site 1 Site 2 
Seasonal wetlarx:l 43. 1 c 41. 9 c 
'l'e!tp)rary wetlarx:l 39 . 0  d 37 . 7  d 
Uplarx:l - lower 45 . 2  b 44 . 5  b 
Uplarx:l - \JR)er 47 . 1  a 46 . 2  a 
� folla-.ied by a different letter within the same 
column are significantly different (p<O. 05) • 
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Table 37. catparison of growirq seascn (1985) means 
(n = 48) of ctU:1e protein content in wetlan::l an::l uplan::l 
plant camunities in 2 seasanal�an::l-daninated basins 
in Deuel camty, South takota (acklitiaial statistics are 
listed in � C) • 
Crme proteina 
(% of dry matter) 
Transect Site 1 Site 2 
Seasonal wetlarrl 8.3 b 9. 4 a 
'l'E!np:>rary wetlarrl 7. 6 c 7. 7 c 
Uplarrl - lower 8.2 b 7.9 be 
Uplarrl - upper 9.1 a 8. 2 b 
� folla.,ed by a different letter within the same 
column are significantly different (p<0.05) . 
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the soil redax status passes tlu:'tuJh the �  IOOSt favorable for 
denitrification (see Lirrlsay 1979) calld be higher than at other 
laryjscape positions. As foorrl in the present stufy, Erickson et al . 
(1980) foorrl that in carpirison with the uplani <XJT111mities (native 
prairie) , tenp:>racy wetlani yielded forage of lower CP ani higher 
fibrous material. 
Conclusions 
'Ihe season-lon;r carpari.sons of starxli.ng crop, CP, ani IVDCM of 
wetlan::ls ani uplan::ls show that \1.1etlani definitely prcxluce IIDre forage, 
in tenns of bianass, than the uplan::ls in an un::listurbed native prairie 
situation. Al t.hcu;Jh CP relationships are not clear-a.It, the 
digestibility of wetlani forage is definitely lower, on the average, 
than native uplani forage • 
• 
• 
.. 
.. 
• 
.. 
.. 
• 
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Chapter 7 
stJMo1ARY AND crNCWSICXC3 
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Fran the results of these i.nvestigatia,s am the infonnation 
available in the literature, it is awarent that seasonal 'Wetiaros am 
seasonal�arrl�ted basins in the Prairie Pothole Region can 
produce large anomts of forage (per unit area), rut the forage may be 
less digestible than JOOSt uplam forages, as a gra.ip .  On an in:ti victual 
basis, the daninant graminoids of seasonal v.1etlaros, sudl as whitetop 
am sl<D;Jti sea;e, are similar to tame grasses at similar stages of 
maturity. Many of the graminoid species occurrin;J in tenp:>racy 
'Wetiaros, however, aR)ear to be poor in CP am digestibility in relation 
to other species. Sl<D;Jh sea;e maintains a better nutritional quality 
for a lon;Jer period durin;J the growi.n;J season than roost 'Wetiam species . 
Many subordinate 'Wetiam forbs seem to be very high in IVIXM am CP arrl 
may be can:ti.dates for breeclin; programs designed to produce species for 
use in 'Wetiam sites. Palatability infonnation is lackirg, havever, for 
roost of these species. 
'!he best quality forage is prcxiuced in v.1etlaros early in the 
grc,«m;J season, just as it is on the uplaros. 'lllerefore, sacrificin;J 
quantity to get a better quality forage is an q:,tion for producers. 'Ille 
utilization of sl<D;Jti sea;e at imnediate-post-seed-fill arrl whitetop at 
seed-fill v.'O.ll.d be desirable because at these times the lc:,,,,-point in the 
be.low-gram:i energy reserves is past arrl CP am IVIXM are still at 
acceptable levels. On the other ham, 1:urreed, a species that is 
apparently unpalatable, might be managed against by a destructive 
.. 
.. 
.. 
• 
.. 
• 
• 
.. 
.. 
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treatment at the onset of fl�; the time of the 10'.l.'eSt bela.,,-grourrl 
energy resei:ves. 
A good practice to be followed by any livestock producer is to 
have hay analyzed for CP content at a private or state feed analysis 
lab. If the CP content is koown, wetlani hay may be utilized the same 
as any other hay in feedirg pn:grans; protein deficiencies in the 
rcu;hage can easily be corrected for by adjustment of corx::entrate in the 
ration. 
Alt.ha.qi the rrutritional quality of wet.lam forage may not be as 
high as many uplam forages, the quantity prcducecl in these systems is 
large. Usin:J these wetlan::ls for their forage, rather than drain.in;; them 
am plantin;J them to cultivated annual crqJS, allows the lama..me.r to 
econanically use them withrut significantly ilrpictin:J the functions that 
these wetlan::ls perform for society at large. 
Future :researdl efforts on wetlani forages sha.lld concentrate on 
intensity am ti.m:in; of utilization in relation to yield am effects on 
stam integrity. Both utilization by m:,win:J am grazin:J need to be 
assessed since response by varirus species to method of utilization may 
be different . 
• 
.. 
.. 
.. 
.. 
• 
.. 
.. 
• 
.. 
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.. AWeniix A. Additional statistics for nested analysis of variance of 
late-surrme.r st:andirg crcp; ard stan:lin;J litter in m:iwed versus control 
treatments at Sites 4,  5 ,  ard 6 in Deuel camty, Sart:h O:lkota in 1984 
(nems listed in Table 29). 
• Mean 
df squares 
Site 4 ,  starrlirg � 
• Treatment 1 221449 . o* 
Replicatiai.s (treatment) 4 14887 . 0  
Error 30 32862 . 2  
Total 35 36196 . 1  
Site 4 ,  starrlirg litter 
• 
Treatment 1 6501 . 7** 
Replications (treatment) 4 286 . 1  
Error 30 261 . 5  
Total 35 442 . 6  
• Site 5 ,  starrlirg � 
Treat:ment 1 25589 . 9* 
Replication.s (treatment) 4 3720 . 5  
Error 14 4230 . 3  
Total 19 5266 . 9  
Site 5 ,  starrlirg litter 
Treatment 1 992 . 6  
Replication.s (treat:ment) 4 253 . 4  
Error 14 123 . 9  .. Total 19 191 . 9  
Site 6 ,  starrlirg � 
Treat:ment 1 34555 . 8  
Replication.s (treatment) 8 13059 . 7 
Error 25 13975 . 8  
Total 34 14365 . 6  
• 
• 
.. 
• 
.. 
.. 
.. 
• 
• 
• 
... 
� A Cont. 
df 
Site 6, starxtin;J litter 
Treatment 
Replications (treatment) 
Error 
* Significant at p<0 . 05 (F test) . 
** Significant at p<0. 01 (F test) . 
1 
8 
25 
34 
Mean 
squares 
4244. 9** 
371. 5 
225. 8 
372. 2 
162 
.. 
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• AWemix B. h:klitional statistics for nested analysis of variarx:::e of 
IVDCM, ash, an::l CP content of species in m:7#ed versus control treatments 
at Sites 4, 5, an::l 6 in Deuel Ca.mty, Scuth rakot:a in 1984 (rreans listed 
in Table 31) • 
.. Mean squares 
df Ash CP 
• Site 4, slc:u;Jh sed;Je 
Treatment 1 7.631 0. 2888 56. 57 
Replications (treatment) 4 3. 655 1. 1654 14.64 
Error 12 1. 116 2. 9385 22. 81 
Total 17 2. 096 2. 3655 22. 88 -
Site 4, litter 
Treatment 1 120. 64 2. 4568 0. 2427 
Replications(treatment) 4 26. 84 30. 4940 27.0155 
Error 12 13. 90 5. 8496 35. 8667 - Total 17 23. 23 11. 4487 31. 6885 
Site 5, slaigh sedge 
Treatment 1 0. 0773 0. 0060 154. 912 
Replications(treatment) 4 0. 2734 1. 0486 57.322 .. Error 8 0. 1479 0. 7867 3.067 
Total 13 0. 1811 0. 8025 30.476 
Site 5, whitetq;> 
Treatment 1 0. 0060 1. 4593* 2. 871 
• Replications (treatment) 4 0. 2198 0. 0642 5. 765 
Error 8 0. 0646 0. 2353 5. 876 
Total 13 0. 1079 0. 2799 5. 610 
Site 5, litter 
• Treatment 1 3.482 0. 6703 2.708 
Replications(treat:ment) 4 30. 157 8. 0310 37.511 
Error 7 26. 960 1. 8291 47.849 
Total 12 26. 069 3. 5235 40. 642 
.. 
• 
• 
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• 
� B Cont. 
Mean squares 
• df Ash CP IVDCM 
Site 6, slcu;h sedge 
Treatment 1 0 . 0039 1 . 1078 4 . 558 • Replications (treatment) 7 2 . 5581 3 . 9242* ll .153 
Error 7 1 . 4487 0 . 9311 29 . 540 
Total 15 1 . 8701 2 . 3397 19 . 294 
Site 6, whitetq> 
• Treatment 1 10 . 1728 7 . 0569* 110 . 61 
Replications (treatment) 8 2 . 0202* 1. 0037 27 . 74 
Error 12 0 . 5217 0 . 9268 16 .10 
Total 21 1 . 5293 1 . 2468 24. 86 
Site 6, litter 
Treatment 1 21 . 344 8 . 719 5 . 146 
Replications (treatment) 8 11. 839 2 . 669 35 . 100* 
Error 12 6 . 884 2 . 811 9.264 
Total 21 9 . 385 3 . 041 18 . 910 
* Significant at p<0 . 05 (F test) • 
• 
• 
• 
.. 
.. 
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• � c. Ad:titianal statistics for analyses of variance (4 x 8 
factorial arrain;Jment) of starnin; crq;>, CP· content, an:i IVDtM of 
wetlan:i an:i uplan:i plant <XJ11J1mities in 2 seasonal-\vetlan:i-danina.tai 
basins in Deuel camty, Scut:h I)!kota in 1985 (means listed in Tables 34, 
36, an:i 37) • 
Mean squaresa 
crq;> CP IVDtM 
Site 1 
z.kx:iel 31 360051 55.77 737.2 
• Transect 3 1451602 19.72 583.0 
r::ate 7 715436 223.66 2830.7 
Transect x date 21 85653 4.9617 61.38 
Error 160 16930 0.7022 10.37 
.. Total 191 72620 9.6406 128.34 
Site 2 
z.kx:iel 31 143986 39.33 654.4 
.. Transect 3 371396 28.13 651. 7 
r::ate 7 407744 152.38 2493.7 
Transect x date 21 23580 3.249 41. 70 
Error 160 11138 1.190 11.79 
.. Total 191 32700 7.380 116.1 
a All main effect an:i interaction means squares are highly significant 
(p<0.005, F test) . 
.. 
.. 
.. 
